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The existance of a large variety of space mechanisms with dif-
ferent functioning characteristics has set forth the need for the 
development of synthesis techniques for the generation of spatial dis-
placements. The interest in developing synthesis techniques for space 
mechanisms has occurred only in recent years. Until the late l950 1s 
the main interest in space kinematics was in developing analytical 
and graphical tools for the kinematic analysis of space mechanisms and 
in developing criteria to test the existance of mechahisms. GrLlbler 
(l,2,3) 1 , Malytcheff (4), Kutzbach (5,6) are forerunners in developing 
mobility criterion for plane mechanisms as well as space mechanisms. 
Kutzbach 1s mobility equation was an early attempt to consider the 
general constraints and passive freedoms.of pairs, Kraus (7,8,9) 
developed a number synthesis technique for plane and space mechanisms 
with no general constraints, while considering the possibility of 
having passive freedoms on pairs.· However, later Artobolevski and 
Dobrovolskii (10) reproposed Kutzbach 1s mobility equation when there 
is no passive freedoms in pairs, Many used the Kutzbach-Artobolevski-
Dobrovolskii mobility equation in developing number synthesis tech-
niques (12, 13,14, 15). 
lNumbers in brackets refer to similarly numbered references in 
the bibliography. 
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Kolchin (16,17) extended Kutzbach 1s mobility equation by intro-
ducing his parameter which considered passive freedoms in pairs, over-
closi ng constraints and genera 1 constraints in multil oop mechanisms,. 
Many have conducted studies in recent years in order to determine a 
rational procedure for determining the number of general constraints 
1(l8,l9,20,21,22), some being based on the 11 theory of screws 11 of Ball 
( 23), and proposed mobi 1 i ty equations in th.e form of the Kutzbach-
Artobo l evski -Dobrovo l ski i mobility equation which does not consider 
overclosing constraints and passive freedoms in pairs. 
Analytical and graphical methods based on vector angebra and partly 
descriptive geometry were systematically developed by Beyer and his 
colleague (9,24,25,26~27i28) for the kinematic analysis of space mecha-
nisms., Tavhalidze (29)i Kozevnikov (30), Zinovev (31,32), Chace (33, · 
34,35), Harrisberger (36), Egorov (37), Sieber (38), Trinkl (39,40), 
Sherwood (41), Hunt (42) used vector and graphical methods.for kinematic 
and dynamic analysis and special cases of synthesis of space mechanisms. 
The method -0f spherical reflections (spherical indicatrix) was 
applied by Bennett ( 43) to the analys i ~ of the mechanism named after 
him. Later Beyer (44) and Dobrovolskii (45,46,47,48) applied the 
method for the analysis of other space mechanisms.· 
Kislitsin (49,50) made a major contribution to the field of space 
mechanisms in 1938, by applying t~e dual rotation introduced by 
Kotelnikoff (51) in 1895, to 3x3 screw affinors. Dimentberg (52(53, 
54,55), inspired by Kislitsin 1 s work, transformed Rodrigues• formula 
for finite rotations into a dual formula for finite dual· rotations in··· 
which real vectors and real rotations were replaced by dual vectors.and 
A 
dual rotations, Thus, the new position of a dual unit vector U1 after 
3 
A 
a dual rotation~ about.the axis of a dual unit vector U is given by 
(l.1)' 
where i = tan(~/2). Dimentberg, .in his extensive work, studied the 
RCCC, RS5SR, RSCR four-bar, and RCRCR, RRCCR, RtSRR five-bar space. 
mechanismsi He did displacement analysis of these mechanisms and 
studied the conditions for the introduction of·passive freedoms on the 
pairs of the RCCC mechanism •. 
Denavit (56,57} introduced dual rotations and dual numbers into 
Cayley-Klein parameters and performed dual transformations by 2x2-
screw matrices, Denavit and Uicker (58,59), Beyer (60,9), Mangeron and 
Dragon (61} introduced 4x4 matrix.of homogeneous transformations [4x4 
screw matrix] for the analyses of space mechanisms~ 
Shor (62) studied the nature of the screw axis and its graphical 
determination by Mayor-Mises construction. 
Keler (63) introduced dual vector and dual angles in obtaining-
spherical reflections of mechanisms on the so-called 11 dual plane. 11 
Another major contributioh to the field of space mechanisms was 
made by Blaschke (64,65)· by applying Dual-Number-Quat~rni.ons.to kir:ie-
matic analysis, Inspired with Blaschke 1s work, Yang (66,67): applied 
dual-number-quaternions in displacement analysis of space-mechanisms., 
Dual-number-quaternions were originally developed before 1853 by ·· · 
Hamilton (68). Later Clifford (69), Hardy (70) and Blaschke extenqed 
its use in geometry and kinematics. 
In the analysis and synthesis of spherical mechanisms considerable 
. work has been done; notably by Dobrovolskii (46,7-1,72); Hein (73}, 
Yang (74,75), Meyer zur Capellen (76.,77,-78). 
A 11 the contributions summarized above were primarily concerned 
with~the adaption of suitable mathematical techniques for defining a 
space mechanism and have primarily been applicable to the kinematit and 
dynamic analyses of certain space and:spherical mec~anisms. In the 
last decade interest has turned.toward developing synthesis techniques 
for space and spherical mechanisms. Freudenstein's analytical method 
of approx;mat~ synthesis {79~89,81) has been applied by Denavit (57)- to 
synthesize spherical and RCCC space ~echanism. Wilson· (82) applied the 
finite position theory along with the use of circle-point and center-
point curve functions.analogous to those for plane mechanisms to design 
RSSR space mechanism. Roth (83,84) has initiated studies to develop 
' . 
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synthesis technique for space mechanisms. His work,is based primarily. 
on the classical work of Schoenflies (85) on the geometry of motion 
and-its syn the tic representation, and determining the geometry of the . 
locus that may consist the desired positions of.the point moving in 
space.· He applied this theory to synthesize space mechanisms for 
function and spatial path generation. Suh (86,87,88) developed a 
synthesis technique based on the kinematic inversion of the mechanism 
along with the use of displacement matrix. He synthesized space 
mechanisms for function generation and rigid body guidance., Levitskii,. 
Sahbazyan, Sarkisian (89.90), and Chi-Yen (9l) have applied variational. 
methods for the approximate synthesis of plane mechanisms for function. 
and coupler-curve.generation. 
It has become evident that it is. virtually impossible to design a 
mechanism which will generate a specified function exactly in a 
specified domain, unless the function generated by the mechanism happen~ 
to be identical with the specified function. Hence, the approxirn~t~ 
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generation of specified function is.unavoidable., Ap,proximation is done 
(a) by generating the function exactly _at a number of precision points. 
by satisfying the loop closure equation at each precision point, (b) by 
generating the function approximately at a number of design points by 
minimizing the error in approximating the function at the design points. 
The first case is Freudenstein's method of synthesis. The number of 
precision points in this case are the same as the number of unknown 
dimensions. In the second case the variational principle is used. 
The number of the design points is in general greater than the number 
of the unknown dimensions of the mech~nism. In this case an error in 
the approximation within the specified limits by the design situations 
is acceptable at each design point. In this case rather than generating 
the function exactly at a few points, totally ignoring the magnitude of 
the deviation of the generated function from the desired one between 
the design points, the error in the approximation is distributed over 
the entire domain. The number of the design points may be varied as 
desired. Many design points will give a better approximation over a 
domain of continuous interval. Fewer design points will result in 
smaller root-mean-square-error at the design points. If the number of 
the design points is the same as the humber of·unknown dimensions, the 
function is generated exactly at the design points, as it is in the 
first case. Synthesis by variational methods results in an optimum 
mechanism. 
Many problems of mechanism design consist of constraining condi-
tions to be satisfied along with the approximate generation of the dis-
placements, The constraining conditions are satisfied easily when 
the variational principle is used. Either Lagrange multipliers, or 
6 
parameters of constraints may be used to include the constraining con-:-
ditions in the optimization process. These constraining conditions may~ 
for example, be that the velocity, acceleration, force or torque must 
have some specified value~ at certai.n values of the input parameter. 
The variational method of synthesis provides a versatile method 
for space mechanism design for a broad range.of specific·requirements. 
Because of this versatility, the variational method has been selected 
for the study of the generation of a screw function by the displacements 
of the output link of the RSRC space mechanism. 
The problem of synthesis of a space mechanism may involve with 
one or more of the following cases: 
1. The generation of a spatial path or motion of a particle on a 
spatial surface; This requires that the desired functional form of the 
path or the discrete set of desired design positions of the particle· 
are to be generated by the mechanism. Such a path may be generated by 
a point on the coupler link, or by a point on the output link. For. 
example, the path on a cil'.'cular or elliptic torus can be generated by 
a point on the coupler link of ·a mechanism in which the output pair 
and the pair which connects the coupler link to the output link are 
revolute pairs, as shown in Figure 12. If the output pair in Figure 
12 is a helical pair the coupler point generates a path on the surface 
of helical-circular-torus or helical-elliptic-torus .. If the coupler 
link is connected to the output link by a prism pair the coupler· 
point generates a path on the surface of an hyperboloid of rotation. 
A path on the surface of a ~onoid is generated by a point on an output 
link having a spherical output pair~ A path on the surface of a 
right conoid is.generated by a coupler point of a mechanism in which 
the output:pair is a cylinder pair and the pair connecting the coupler 
link to the output link is a prism pair with the constraint that axis 
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of the prism pair intersects the axis of the cylinder pair orthogonally, 
as in the RS5RC mechanism shown in Figure 29b. There are unlimited 
number of combinations of.links and pairs for the generation of paths 
on surfaces of constant or varying curvature. 
2. The generation of a scre\J:motion to guide a rigid body through 
. specified positions in space; .the design requirements for a screw 
motion are: . 
(a) the screw axes, needed to displace the rigid body from one 
position to another; may be positioned arbitrarily relative to each 
other in space, 
(b) the screw axes may be collinear, 
(c) the screw axes may. intersect at a point. 
In the first:of these three,cases the design problem is defined 
by specifying the six .coordinates needed to seat the rigid body at each 
desired position. When a rigid body is to be guided through two 
specified positions, the output link of a mechanism~ where the output 
pair is .a cylinder pair, ·can be used to guide the body. In this case 
at first the equivalent screw displacement is determined such that 
the rigid body c&n be guided through a single dual rotation. That is, 
the position of the axis of-the equivalent screw and the equivalent. 
dual rotatioh about this axis are d.etermined, Then, the mec~anism is. 
designed· to generate this dual rotation by the displacements ·of. it~ 
output link, where the axis of the output:pair is collin~ar with the 
axis of the equivalent screw. When the rigid body is to be guided 
through three or more arbitrary positions, the coupler link 
displacements of a mechanism may be used to guide the body. For 
example~ .the coupler link of .the RSRC space mechanism shown in Figure 
8 
5 may be utilized to guide a rigid body through three or more specified. 
positions. In order that the RSRC mechanism. seats .a body coordinate 
system fixed to the coupler link, at the specified positions in $pace 
in a fixed coordinate system, the mechanism itself must be seated in 
a position in space. The RSRC mechanism c~rn guide a body through four 
arbitrary positions. This requires the solution of.24 simultaneous 
equations, six for ei:1,ch pas iti on, for the 24 unknowns, six of which 
position the frame of the mechanism, six of which position the body 
coordinate system in the coupler frame and the remaining 12 unknowns 
are the dimensions of the mechanism including the four.values of the 
input parameter to po~ition the input crank. Many solutions are 
possible for the rigid body.guidance through three positions since· 
five dimensions.of the mechanism may be chosen as desired. 
The second case, when the screw axes for successive displacements 
of a rigid body are collinear, it becomes a problem of displacing a 
particle through a specified screw displacement ~d = ~, + e~ , where dO dl. . 
the functions for the rotation and translation components or the 
coortjinates of a set of precision positions are specified over the 
desired domain of displaceme11ts. Such a screw displacement may be 
generated by the output link of a mechanism having a cylinder output 
pair, as in the RSRC, RSHC~ PRSC,.RCCC, RS5SC mechanisms. 
The third case, when the screw axes for the successive displace-
ments of a rigid body intersect at a point, becomes a problem of 
displacing a particle on the surface of a sphere if the particle 
remains at the same distance from the point of intersection of·the axes. 
Then the body can be guided through the specified positions by the 
coupler link of a spherical mechanism, or by the output link of a 
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space mechanism having a spherical output pair, as in the RRCS mecha-
nism. If the qistance of the rigid body from the point of intersection 
of the axes varies, the rigid body can be guided through the specified 
positions by the displacements of the coupler link of a mechanism having 
spherical output pair and the coupler link connected to the output link 
by a cylinder pair, as in the RRCS, RHCS and RPCS mechanisms. 
3. The problem of synthesis may require that some specified con-
ditions must be satisfied along with the generation of the displace~ 
men ts; Such specified conditions are the conditions of constraints, . 
expressions specifying these conditions.are the equations of con-
straints. The constraining conditions.may, for example, be that the 
velocity, acceleration, input-output force or torque.ratio in the 
entire domain of displacements or at some specified positions must 
have some specified valuesi 
This study.is . concerned with the syn thesis of the RSRC space 
mechanism for the generation of screw displacements ·Of the type 
~d = iµdo + e:iµdi or for rigid body guidance through successive screws 
of collinear axes, or for the generation of paths on the surfaGe of 
a cylinder of unit radius. Two types of screw displacements are con-
sidered in this study. These are screw displacements with no con-
straint and screw displacements with constraints. The exact generation 
of vanishing velocities and instantaneous dwells in rotation, and 
exact generation of the range of output rotation are considered to be 
the constraining conditions .• The variational principle is used to 
optimize the mechanism by minimizing the error in approximating the 
10 
specified screw dispJacem~nt at a discrete set of design points~ 
The 3x3·screw matrix is used in the entire process of kinematic. 
analysis. The results of the .kinematic analysis' are the only infor111a.; 
tion needed for th1;i optimization process, besides. the specified function .. 
In Chapter II the screw displacl;!ment, the dual rotation, the 3x3 
screw matrix and its properties are briefed. In Chapter III is the 
kinematic analysis of the RSRC mechanism using the 3x3 screw matrix; 
where the dual loop equation is solved for the displacements; velocities 
and accelerations~ Analysis-of the coupler curve coordinates by the 
3x~ screw matrix·i$ given in Appendix c. The conditions.for the 
vanishing velociites and instantaneous dwells in the output rotation. 
and translation of the RSRC mechanism are investigated and the results. 
are summarized in Appendix D. The facts discovered in Appendix Dare 
used in determining the parameters of constraints used to eliminate 
., 
the equati9ns.of constraints in g~nerating screw displacements with 
constr.aints for instantaneous dwells. The variatfonal principle; used 
for- the synthesis by minimizing the error: in approximation,. is :briefly 
presented in.Chapter IV as related to the type of synthesis subject to 
this study. In Chapter V, .the variational method discussed in Chapter 
IV is -applied to optimize the RSRC mechanism for the approximate gen~ 
eration of screw displacements with and without constraints. Two 
numerical examples are given for the generation of unconstrained screw 
displacementsi In the second part of Chapter V the parameters of con .. 
straints for the exact generation of ·vanishi.ng velocitie~ and instan .. 
taneous dwells .are defined and used in th.e synthesis of constrained 
screw displacements; The use of the parameters .of constraint~ are. 
i 11 us tra ted in four numeri ca 1 examp 1 es . . The syn thesis procedure, 
11 
including the digital computer programs are directly applicable to the 
synthesis of the 4R plane mechanhm .. This is illustrateq by a numerical 
example, where a 4R plane mechanism is synthesized to generate a con-. 
strained screw of zero pitch. The RSRC mechanism, especially when the 
skew angle between the two pairs on the output link is zero, •can easily 
be synthesized by the overlay technique. This fs '.illustrated with two 
numerica 1 examples. · 
A brief discussion on the screw calculus is given in Appendix A. 
The au.thor. experienced the need for a general form of a mobi 1 i ty .· 
equation for mechanisms.· It has been Ob$erved that Kol chin 1s struc .. 
tural formula (16-17,36) consists the most general form of the mobility 
equation .. .In Appendix B ~he general constraints, passive freedoms,. 
· redundant freedoms, overclos i ng constraints are ·discussed,. Kolchin I s 
parameter i$ identifted, an~ the generality of Kolchin's mobility 
equation is i11ustr~ted with examples. 
CHAPTER II 
I 
THE 3x3 SCREW MATRIX AND ITS PROPERTIES 
The screw calculus .has been the most convenient method of 
specifying one position of a rigid body with respect to another refer-
ence position. So it is becoming more and more the major tool for· 
the analysis and synthesis of space mechanisms, for the displacements 
in a mechanism are the displacements of rigid.bodies (links) with 
respect to each other, In this study the 3x3 screw matrix is being 
used in .obtaining any information involving the displacements in 
mechanisms. So presented in this chapter is the brief discussion on 
the screw displacement, the 3x3 screw matrix and its properties. 
Screw Displacement 
A boqy can be displaced from a reference position to a sought 
position through a simple movement about a certain axis~ such that the 
body is·rotated about,this.axis.through a determinate angle ea and 
translated parallel to this axis for a determinate djstance e1 , as 
shown in Figure 1. Then the body undergoes a twist [screw displace-
ment] about the axis [screw axis] identified by a rotation 8 0 which 
bears to the final angle of rotation [amplitude of the screw], and a 
translation 8 1 which bears to the' finai distance of travel and is 
defined as the integral of the product of the pitch and the circular 







Figure 1. Dual Rotation e = e0 + E8 1 • 
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identifies the screw displacement is 
.. 
A f' de e = = de + i:: 0 f° {2. l) 0 0 
where pe = de/de 0 . is the pitch of the screw, i:: is the Clifford's 
screw operator having the property of·i::2 = O {69). See Appendix A for 
,' 
the brief discussion on the screw calculus. If the pitch of the screw 
is constant, the dual rotation becomes 
{2.2) 
An infinitesimal dual rotation de about an axis is identified as a 
dual vector in the reference system by 
{2.3). 
A 
where IT= U + i::U is the dual unit vector which identified the P. osition. 0 1 
of the screw axis. IT0 is the unit vector at the origin of the referenc~ 
frame and is parallel to the screw axis. Then the x,y,z components of 
u; define the direction angJes of the screw axis. The moment partU1 
; s given by IT1 = -U2l'Uo where IT2 ; s the vector extending from the 
origin of the reference frame to the screw axis .. In the case of that 
the pitch is constant and the screw axis is s ta ti onary in the reference · 
frame, the screw vector is. 
A A 
e = e~{l + i::p 8 )IT {2.4) 
From Equation (2,3) one has 
. 
~ = &0{1 + i::pe)G {2.5) 
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where e = de/dt and e0 = deofdt. Equation (2.5) is the instantaneous 
screw velocity and called velocity screw (44, refer to page 73), 
Ball (23) developed his theory of screws considering screws defined 
by Equation (2.4). The theory of screws of particular pitch has been 
applied to the study of over-constrained mechanisms having pairs of zero 
pitch and pairs of constant pitch (92,93,94). However~ when a mechanism 
consists of cylinder pairs or some other pairs which permit a screw 
displacement of varying pitch for a link with respect to an.adjacent 
one, the theory of screws of a particular pitch does not apply. Then in 
general one is involved. with instantaneous screws in mechanisms, 
defined by Equation (2.3). The recent studies concerned with the 
mobility of mechanisms consider the screws of variable pitch or the 
instantaneous screws (20i95,96). 
The displacement of a link in a mechanism relative to an adjacent 
link is a screw displacement about an axis. A revolute pair permits a 
screw displacement of zero pitch about the axis of the pair. A prism 
pair permits a screw displacement of infinite pitch along the pair axis .. 
A helical pair permits a screw di~placement of constant pitch about the 
pair axis. A cylinder pair permits a screw displacement of varying 
pitch about the pair axis. A spherical pair permits an instantaneous 
screw displacement about an axis which moves with a fixed point at 
the center of:the spherical pair as the link moves. 
However, the problems of kinematic and dynamic analysis and 
synthesis of mechanisms require pefining an arbitrary geometry of the 
mechanism with respect to a reference geometry, and involve screw 
displacements of the type given by Equation (2,1). That is, at an 
arbitrary pas i ti on of the mechanism, a link is considered to move 
through a screw displacement of a certain amplitude about the axis of 
the freedom permitted by the pair and·· trans 1 a ti on a 1 ong t;he same axis, 
with respect to its ref~rence position defined in the frame of the 
adjacent link .. For example, in the RSRC mechanism shown in Fig1,1re S,. 
the output link is displaced through the screw 
A 
~ = · .. ~ + E~ 0 1 
with respect to its reference position in the 03~;n;,; system, where 
16 
~ 1 = -S. When the output· 1 ink· is in· its reference pas iti on, the common 
normal d3 is along. then; axis. 
Since in a mechanism the links are displaced relaiive to each 
other to.close the loop, one can also consider that the displacement 
of a link with respect to the adjacent link permitted by .the cylinder 
pair consists of two successive screw displacements; screw displacement 
of zero pitch about the pair axis plus the screw displacement of 
infinite pitch along the pair axis~ or vice versai The displacement of 
a link with respect to the adjacent link permitted .by the spherical 
pair is considered to take place through three successiv~ screw dis-. 
placements of~zero pitch about three axes. These three screw displace-
ments of zero pitch are preferably identified by the three Eulerian 
angles .. 
The 3x.~ Screw Matrix 
The displacement of a rigid body.is defined by the displacement· 
of a coordinate system fixed to the body [the body coordinate system] 
with respect to its reference position. Let the 01X1Yi2 1 system be 
the body coordinate system, OXYZ be the fixed reference system. Then 
17 
consider ~ rigid body displaced through three dual rotati_ons~ ~ ·about 
X1 axis, i about Yi axis and~ about 21 axis• wit~ respect-to the OXYZ 
t h ' F' 2 A d l t . -u ,·n the_.o",1"'.X'11.'.· .Y"1"'· Z'1" sys em, as ,s own ,n 1gure ; n,y ua vec or . 
~ys tem is defined in the OXYZ sys tern a~ the dual · vector by : 
(2.6) 
-where 
" "' l ' 0 0 cos .a 0 sin a 
·"' 
" "' "' T,.: 
a 
::; 0 cos .a .-sin Q. T ... a 
::; 0 1 Q 
. ; ' 
, A· 
" " " 0 sin a. cc.is c;t .. sin a 0 cos a 
" 
.-sin "· 0 q:is y y 
" " 
,.,. 
T"' .. sin y cosy 0 . y (2;6a) 
0 l 
are the 3x3 screw matrices for the dual rotati.ons ,about the X, Yi and . 
Z1i axes, respectively. It should be recalled that the body can be 
displaced to it~ position at 0iX1YiZl .through.two successive screw·dis ... 
placem~nts, first through a screw displacement of.infinite pitch 
[~ranslation through a 1J then through a.screw displacement of zero 
~ . . 
pitch rotation through c:t 0J,, or .vice versa. Then, Ta is the product· 
of two screw matrices one for each component of the dual rqtation •. 
Thus, 
" " " T" = T T = T T (2;_7.) y " y y y y 
1 0 . 0 1 
where T,.,, , T and Ty are given by Equation (2.6a), when the c;fual. 
· ~o Bo o 
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rotations are of zero pitch, a = 13 1 = yl = 0, as 1 
1 0 0 COS:f3o 0 sin 130 
·. 
Ta = ;o cos ClY.o ... sin Cl. 
' 
T \:,:: 0 1 0 0- So ' 0 
0 sin Cl. 0 cos a. 0 -sin So 0 cos ao. 
cos yd -sin yd 0 
T Yq 
.... sin y 0 cos y 0 0 · (2~7a)-
0 0 J 
Ta, T13 and \ 1 are giv!:ln-by Equation (2.6a}, when the dual.rotations 
. 1 ~ 
are of infinite pitch, a 0 = a0 = Jn = 0, as 
1 0 0 
" T = 0 -e:a 
Oil 
0 e:a l 
1 
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If the rigid boqy is-~isplaqed thrqugh.three linear displac;ement~ F'r• 
13 1 and :Y 1 only along... __ the x1 , Y ~, and -z~ axes, res19ecti-vel.,y, the 
01~ x'~' v': t; bod.y coorqinate system remains parallel to the OXYZ system. 
Then any. dua 1 vector in: the Oi' X't Y'~ Z t sys tern is transformed· into 
the OXYZ -sys tern by, 
u = :r L u"' (2.a} 
19 
l -e:y e:8 
1 1 
A A A A 
\ = \ TB \. = e:yl (2.9) 
-e:8 1 l 
A 
The screw matrix TL is an orthogonal matrix and transforms actual vector 
in a coordinate system into another parallel coordinate system as a dual 
vector. Note that (ij)th element of iL is simply the sum of the (ij)th 
elements of the matrices multiplied. Also note that 
A A A 
= T T T , etc . 
. a.1 Y1 81 
since the linear transformations are independent of the order of trans-
formations. 
The general displacement of a rigid body in space is defined by 
six coordinates, three linear and three rotational. Consider the three 
coordinate systems, OXYZ, 01~n~ and 01X1Y1Z1 • The OXYZ system is the 
stationary system. The 01~n~ system is fixed to the rigid body at the 
origin 01 , moves with the body remaining parallel to the OXYZ system. 
The 01X1Y1Z1 body coordinate system is fixed to the body and rotates 
about 01 , with respect to the 01~n~ system. The three coordinates 
X01 , Y01 , Z01 of the origin 01 in the OXYZ system are the three coor-
dinates used in defining the linear displacements of the rigid body. 
The three rotation coordinates are the three angular displacements of 
the 01X1Y1Z1 system with respect to the 01~n~ system~ preferably the 
rotations through the three Eulerian angles ~o' e0 and w0 • Then the 
general displacement of a rigid body 'is defined by six successive 
screw displacements. The three of these are the screw displacements 
of infinite pitch, e:X 01 , e:Y 01 and e:Z 01 along the X, Y and Z axes, 
res~ectively. The remaining three are the screw displacements of zero 
pitch, cp 0 , e O and 1/J 0 1:1bout Z1 , Xi and Zi axes of the body coordinate 
" 
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system, respectively, as shown in Figure 3. Any dual vector TI'"' in the 
body coordinate sys tern is then defined. in the OXYZ sys tern as a dua 1 
vector by• 
(2.10) 
where TR= T~ T0 i,. is the rotation matrix for the three EuleriJn 
't'Q O 't'Q 
angles, qi 0 , e0 and 1/J 0 • Te O and T,;, are the same as \ , ancl \i is 
. 't'Q O O 
the same as \ 10 in Equation (2.7). TL is given by Equation (2.9) with 
a.1 = Xo1' s1 = Yo1 and Y1 = 201· 
A 
The screw matrix\ provides practical screw transformations by 
positioning a point in space such as positioning the center of a 
spherical pair eliminating the rotation parameters when they are not 
desired, .and such as determining the coordinates of a coupler point in 
space mechanisms. 
" tt should be noted here also that the dual matrix T" = T T 
a a.a a.1 
definedby Equation (2.7) may also be.written as 
(2.11) 
where· 
0 0 0 
T 
0\ 1 
= 0\ 1 0 -sin 0\ 0 -cos 0\0 
0 cos 0\0 -sin 0\ 0 
The matrix Ta in Equation (2.11) is not an orthogonal matrix, while 
1 





Displacement of a 8igid Body Through Three 
Dual Rotations&, sand~ About X, Y~ and Z~ 
Axes, Respectively 
Figure 3. The Six Coordinites of the General 
Rigid Body Displacement. 
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this study the dual matrix as. defined by Equation (2~7) is preferred 
since its orthogonal property greatly simplifies the operations with 
screw matrices. 
Dual Eulerian Angles 
The rigid body in Figure 2 can be displaced through three dual 
E\.!lerian angles;= ¢ 0 + e:¢ 1 , e = e0 + e:8 1 and~= tJ; 0 + e:t/J 1 , as shown 
in Figure 4 ~ Then a dua 1 ·. vector in the body coordinate system is 
defined as a dua 1 vector in the OXYZ sys tern by 
22 
(2, 12) 
" A A A 
where TR= T~ T8 T~ is the equivalent scwew matrix for the three screw 
displacements through the three dual Eulerian angles. 
Since Equations (2.10) ·and (2.12) define the same vector we must 
have. 
(2~ 13) 
whose solution yields· 
(2. 14) · 
(2,15) 
( 2. 16) · 
as the d4al parts of the three dual Eulerian angles. Note that when 
e6 = O or 180°, ¢0 and tJ; 0 are rotations about the Z axis, and e1 = 
X0 /cos ¢ 0 = Y0 /sin ¢ 0 , while ¢ 1 + t/J 1 = 201 in the former case,. 





Dual Eulerian Angles 
A 
cf> = ct> 0 + 
A 
e = eo + 
A 








KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE RSRC SPACE MECHANISM 
The synthesis of the RSRC space mechanism for function generation 
by variational principles is presented in Chapter V, where the mechanism 
is optimized by minimizing the error in approximating the specified 
screw displacement at a discrete set of design points. The error at a 
design point corresponding to a value of the input parameter is the 
deviation of the generated displacement function from the function to 
be generated at that value of the input parameter. · Such a process 
requires the displacement analysis of the mechanism in order to furnish 
the generated displacement function. The problem of synthesis may 
involve certain constraining conditions in addition to the displacement 
fun~tion, such as satisfying the velocity or acceleration at certain 
values·of the displacement function, or maintaining certain level of 
transmissivity in the domain of displacements. In such cases the 
functional forms of velocities, accelerations, forcest torques and 
transmissivities are needed in order to furnish the equations of con-
straints. Furthermore, the RSRC mechanism may be subject to synthesis 
for coupler curve generation and rigid body guidance in space. If this 
is the case the coordinates of the ~oupler points are needed as the 
generated displacements. Although the constraining conditions con-
sidered in this study, in addition to the function to be minimized, are 
involving velocity only; it is intended here to furnish the complete 
24 
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information regarding the analysis of the RSRC mechanism and methods of 
obtaining these information for use in further extension of this study 
on the RSRC mechanism and other space mechanisms. This chapter presents 
the kinematic analysis of the RSRC mechanism. Coupler curve coordinates 
for the RSRC mechanism are given in Appendix C. 
Displacements in the RSRC Mechanism 
The parametric relati-0nships for a mechanism are reduced from the 
dual· loop closure equation, which may be either in 3x3 dual matrix form 
or in a dual vector form, In general the matrix form is attained when 
all the parameters of the mechanism are included in the loop equation. 
However, it i~ always desirable to eliminate some of the parameters. 
from the loop equation in order to have ease in obtaining expressions 
for each displacement parameter as functions of the input parameter 
only. If such is the case the loop equation is written in dual vector 
form by.transforming the unit vector along the axis·of the dual .rota ... 
tion, which is to be eliminated from the loop equation, into the fixed 
frame of reference. In certain mechanisms it may be desirable to 
position the center of-a pair member as of a spherical pair and a 
sphere-cylinder pair in order that more than one parameters may be 
eliminated from the loop equation. 
Figure 5 shows the RSRC mechanism and its parameters. The angles. 
-s 0 , s0 and -y 0 , which position the coupler link relative to the input 
link, are the three Eulerian anglesi The fixed link of the mechanism 
is positioned in the XV plane of the OXYZ system. The O~n~ system is 
initially at the origin of the OXYZ system and is considered to be 
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" The angles e~ and•= •a -ES are the input and output:parameters,- res-
pectively. The loop.equation is written by transforming a· dual, 
" 
vector 1rin the_ 0 1;; 111 n 111 1; 111 system whose origin is the center of the l 1 1 1 ' -
spherical pair, into the OXYZ, system through two paths 01 .. 0 and 01-02-0 3-
0. Consider first that the unit vector is along the 1;;~1 axisi in order 
that a0 is eliminated from the loop equation~ Thus, the unit vector U 
is defined: in the OXYZ sys tern by the dua 1 . vector 
'x l 
" " y 
- T90-e T,., 






" x l 
" y ~ Tb Tx t~ t6 Tx td .T o 
2 y O 
" z 
0 -0 -0 -0 1 2 3 
0 
( 3 .-1) 
(3;2) 
where the subscrtpts-for the matrices indicate the corresponding angles. 
. A A A ft 
or the linear :displacements; T$ and Ti are the same.as T; and Ta in 
A A A 
Equation (2.6),- Ta' T6, TX~' TY and T90 :... 6 are-the same as the inverse O O 
of T?, i-6, T~,, T60 and To,. 0 in Equation (2.6), respectively, with 
& = a,. - Ed i = A + Ea 1 = ~ - ES. 6 = 5 - Ed an_d x =·x - Ee', 
- 1 ' · o ' "' 'l'o -· - o · 3 o 
" 
A A A 
Tb is -the same as Ta,.··_ and Td• is the same as -.the inverse of Ta· in 1 2 . . ~1 
Equation (2.7b)~ Equations (3.1) and (3,2) define the same vector. 
Therefore, equating -them and 1 eavi ng the va_ri ables x0 and y O on one 
side, one has the dua 1 , loop . vector -
( 3 .-3) 
<;) 
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A A A A A 
where Td 1 and\ are the dual parts of T&, and TX~ .and tQe same as \ 1, 
and Tal in Eql.latton (2.7b), ,.9,0-e is given by 
l 0 0 
A r -1 A A T9o-e = T9o-e = 0 sin e cos e b 
A A 
0 -cos e sin e 
A 
withe= e0 - Eb. Letting 
Equation (3.3) reduces to 
A A 
011 cos ao - 012 sin a cos Yo 0 
A A (3.4) 021 cos ao - 022 sin a.a = cos Xo sin Yo + Ed 2 sin x . cos Yo 0 
A A 
031 cos ao - 0 32 sin a0 -sin Xo sin Yo + Ed sin . 2 
where 
611 = cosi cosi + sini sin~ cos; - Ed 1 [sini sin~ sin; 
+ cos&(cosi sing cosi - sini cos~}] 
A 
012 = -sin~ sini sin$ - cos~(cosi sini cosi sini cosi) 
-Ed 1 (cosi cosi + sini sini ~osi). 
613 = -cos§ sing sini + sin&(cosi sini cosi sini cosi) 
Xo cos 
A 
021 = sini(sini + Ee cosi cos;). Ee sini cosi + Ed 1 (sin~ cosi 
- cos§ cosi sini) 
Y· 0 
= -Ed sini sini + sing(cosi - ;e cosg sini) - cosB[Ee sin~ sini 
1 
+ cos~(sini +".Ee cosg cosi)J 
023 = cose(cos~ - ee cos5 ,sin~) +:sine[se cos~ .si,n~ + co.s~(sir:i; .. 
.,.. ee cos~ cos$)] 
0~ 1 =--sini cosi +.sini(cos5 cos$ - ee sini) - ed1[sini cosi,sini 
+ cos~(sini sini + .cosi cosi ·cos~)] 
D32 = e:di(sin5 cos~ - sini cos~ cos~) - sine(ee COS$ +·cos6 sin$) 
- cos;[sini sini + cosi(cosi cos; - ee sin;)] 
A 
·0~ 3 = -cose(ee cosi + cosi sini) .+ sine[sini sini +'.cosi(cosi·cosi 
- ee sine)] 
29 
Separating the real and dual ·parts of Equation (3.4) and equating 
the corresponding elements on both side_s, one gets the following six 
eqvations: 
0110 ·cosa.0 .. 0120 s; na. 0 = ·COSY . 0 (3·, Sa) 
0210 cosa.0 -· 0220 sina.0 = c;osx0 si ny O (3.5b) 
D310 COSO\O - 0320 sina. = -sinx0 s i,ny O . 0 (3 .. Sc) 
0111 GOSQ.0 - 0121 sina0 = 0 (3,Sd) 
0211 cosa.0 ... 0221 s i not. 0 = d sinx0 cosy0 2 (3.Se) 
0311 cos a er - 0321 sina.0 = d2 cosxo cosy O. (3.Sf) 
where 
0111 = cost0(a 1 sinA0 cos1 0 + A1 .cosA0 sinl 0 .... d1 cose-0,cosA 0 sina 0) 
- d1 sin• 0 sina 0 s~ne 0 + S~sina 0 sinA 0 sin•0 + d1 sinA 0 cos1 6 .cose-0 
- a1 sinG0 cosA 0 - A1 sinA6 cosd 0 
0121 = cos$ 0 (x 1 sinx 0 sino 0 cose 0 + e1 sino 0 .cosx 0 sine 6 
- o1 COSo 0 COSX 0 COS8ff - d1 sinX 0 sino 0 ) - sincp 0 (e·r sino 0 ,cose 0 
+ o1 coso 0 sine 0 ) + S·sino 0 (ooscp 0 sine 0 - cosx0 .cose 0 sincp 0 ) 
+:-.cose 0 (x 1 cosx 0 coso 0 - o1 sino 0 .si~x 0 ) -- e1 stnx 0 coso 0 sine 0 
. ' 
0211 = coscp 0 (d 1 sine +-e sinx coso ) + sincp cosx (1 - d cose) · 
· · 0 · · 0 0 0 · 0 1 l . 0 
- S·sinx 0 coscp 0 - e sino 0 cosx 0 
0221 = coscp 0 {e 1 cose 0 - e cose 0 cosx 0 coso 0 ) + ·sincp 0 (e, 1 cosx 0 sine 0 
- d1 sin>.. 0 - e coso 0. sine 0 + S(sincp 0 sine 0 + cose 0 cosx 0 cos$ 0 ) 
- e sino 0 sin>.. 0 cose 0 · 
0311 = coscp 0 (>.. 1 cos)i. 0 coso 0 - o1 sino 0. sin>.. 0 - d1 coso 0 cos>.. 0 cose 0.) 
- sin$ 0 (d 1 coso 0 sine 0 + e sin>.. 0 ) + S·coso 0 sin)i. 0 sin$ 0 
+ >.. 1 sin>.. 0 sino 0 - oi coso 0 cos~ 0 - d1 sino 0 sinx 0 cose 0 
30 
0321 =-coscp 0 (o 1 sino 0cosx 0cose 0 + >.. 1 sin>.. 0 coso 0 cose 0 - d1 sin>.. 0 .coso-0 
- e sine 0 + e1 coso 0 cosx 0 sine 0 ) + sincp 0 {o 1 sino 0 sjne 0 
- .e 1 coso 0 , cose 0 + e cos11. 0 cose 0 ) + .S(coso 0 sine 0 cos$ 0 
- coso 0 cos>.. 0 cose 0 sincp 0 } +-d 1 sino 0 .cosx 0 + e1 sino 0 sin>.. 0 sine 0 
- o1 cose 0 coso 0 sin>.. 0 - >.. 1 cos>.. 0 sino 0 cose 0 
31 
From Equation .(3,5) one,obtai_ns a 0 , y0 and x0 a~ fLmc;tions of the input 
and.output parameters. Thus,·· 




tan a 0 = .. -1.11.. 
. 




It is to be noted here that the first component of Equation (3,4) 
is Freudenstein 1 s dual displacement equation for the unconstrainted 
RSRC mechanism. The real .part,of this-equation, the Equation (3.5a) 
concurs with the Freudenstein 1s displacement equation for the spherical, 
six-bar mechanism shown in Figure 6, where the displace~ents and skew 
angles in the RSRC mechanism are indicated by the same symbols. This 
spherical six-bar mechanism is the spherical .indicatrix of·the RSRC 
mechanism shown in Figure 5, Note that the spherical indicatrix has, 
varying skew angles a 0 and y 0 for the input crank and the coupler link.·. 
After s4bstituting 0110 and 0120 ; Equation (3.5a) gives· 
cos• 0 (sino 0 sinA 0 _cosa 0 + cosi 0 sina 0 sina0 cose 0 ) 
+ sin• 0 si,n(). 0 siM 0 si~:e 0 + coso 0 cosA 0 cos(;l. 0 -
32 
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Figure 6. The Spherical Indicatrix of the RSRC Mechanism 
Shown in Figure 5. 
33. 
(3.9) 
as the displacerrient equation _for th_e spherical indicatrix of the RSRC 
mechanism, and.so for the unconstrained RSRC mechanism. T~e output: 
rotation ct, 0 for a given value of the input:rotation, fo·r the un_con-
strained RSRC mecbanism is obtained by solving the quartic equation 
which _results upon substi_tuting a 0 and y 0 from Equations (3_.6) and 
(3.7) into Equation _{3.9). The output translation S for the uncon-
strained RSRC mechanism is obtai-ned by solving Equati.on (3,5d) for S 
after substituting ari and y 0 , · 
Equation (3.5a) and {3~5d) do not lead to input:output relation-
ship for constrained inversions of the RSRC mechanism,. For eiample, 
the indeterminacy of Scan easily be observed in Equati_on (4~5d) when 
50 = O. However, the general expression for the input-output.relation~ 
ship is ob4ained by eliminating a 0 , y0 and x0 in Equation (3.5). Thus; 
one has 
{0311°121 +. 0 321°111) 2 + {0211°121 - 0 221°111) 2 = 
d~(0110°121 - 0 120°111) 2 
as the general form of Freudenstein 1s displacement equ~tion for 
(3.10) 
the RSRC mechanism. In a 4R plane mechanism 011 i = O~ 0110 = ,1, Then, 
Equations {3.10) and {3.8) reduce to 
02 + 02 = d2 311 211 .• 2 p . p 
(3.11) 
and 
tan x0 (3.12) 
where 
D311 = cos• 0(a - d1 cos6 0} - d1 sin6 0 sin• 0 + d3 
p 
Substituting D211 and 0311 into Equation (3.11} one obtains· 
p p 
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[a sin• 0 - di sin(•6 - 60 }]2 + [d 3 + a cos• 0 - d1 cos(• 0 - 60 }]2 =.di 
(3.13} 
which is the well known Freudenstein 1s displacement equation for 4R· 
plane mechanism. 
One should also observe that~ when.both sides of Equation (3.lQ} 
~re divided by d~·(D~ 11 + Di 21 ) 112 , the left-side becomei cos 2 y0 , a~ 
given by Equations (3.5e), (3.5f) and (J.6),- while the right,side is 
the square of the left side of Equa~ion (3.5a}, indicating that Equation 
(3.10) also concurs with the displacement equati.on for its spherical 
indicatrix given by Equation (3o9). 
To obtain an expresiion for the rotation s0 the unit vectors in 
the 0 1, 1{1 n~' r;t system are transformed into the OXYZ·system as dual 
vectors along two paths, 01-0 and 01-02-0 3-0. Thus, 




["J -1 -1 T" D T T ~ ,T Td 
a.a So Xo 2 Yo (3;15} 
where the matrices T Td, Ty, Ta.- 1 and [DJ are the same as in Xo' 2 O O 
Equations (3.3) and (3.4), T60 is the same as the _inverse of Ta0 in 
Equation (2.7). The coefficients of the matrices on both sides of 
Equation (3.15) are 
(6~ 1cosa 0 - 612sina0) (6 11 cosa0 - B12sina0)cosa0 + 61~sins 0 
(621 cosa0 - 622sina0) · (621 sina0 + fi22cosa0)coss0 + 523sins 0 
(5 31 cosa0 - fi 32sina0) (531sina0 + 632cosa0)coss0 + 533sins0 
cosy O 
= 
613c_oss 0 - (6 sina + 6 cosa )sins 11 · 0 12 . 0 .. 0 
623COSS0 (621Sinao + 622COSao)sihSo ~-
533COSS0 - (6 31sina0 + fi 32cosa0)sina0 
..-sit-:iy 0, Ed 
. 2 
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(cosx 0 siny0 
cosyJ 
('osx, COSY o 
si nY O) + sd sinx0 -.sd2 sinX 0 
sinxo (3.l6) 
2 
where the coefficients in the first column on both sides give the loop 
closure equation, Equation (314), in which s0 was eliminated. s0 is 
easily determined from the real part of the (l,3) element of Eq~ation 
(3,16). Thus, 
(3.17) 
s0 as given by Equation (3.17), is undefined in the case of o0 = >- 0 = 0. 
However, the general expression for S0, as dbtained from the real part: 
of the· (2,3) and the dual part of the (l,3) elements of Equation (3.16), 
is 
tans 0 =l/ 0!21 + 0L1 '{[0131(0211°121 -· 0221°111) - d~ 0230( 0110°121 
-
0120°111)]/[(D211°121 - 0221°111){Df11 + .Df21) - d~{D210°111 
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(3.18) 
One should observe in the spherical indicatrix of the RSRC mechanism 
shown in Figure 6 that, if ~o and x0 are determined for a given value 
of e0, the spherical indicatrix is defined, and the angles a 0, s0 and y0 
may be directly measured from the conformal projection of the spherical 
indicatrix, Since the spherical indicatrix is formed without knowing 
the values of a 0, s0 and y0, the loop equation for the RSRC mechanism 
can be written without the inclusion of any of-a0, s0 and y0. This is 
done 'by locating the center of the spherical pair, and presented in 
the following sections. 
Displacement Analysis by Iterative Solution to the 
Dual Loop Closure Equation 
The displacement analysis of any mechanism can be carried out by 
an iterative solution of the dual loop closure equation, Equation 
(3il4) (59). The dual loop closure equation is rewritten as 
Letting the lo~p-equation, in general, be 
F(e.) = i\ f 2 f 3 •.• rk = I· 
1 
where e. is the ;th dual variable. Expanding Equation (3;20) in a 
1 








aF(e. ) L F (e.) = F (" ) + 1 0 h. I -e;o .... 1 {3.21) 1 ae; 
i=l 1 
where hi= 6; .ei'O are the dual errors, n.is the number Of dual 
variables in addition to the input variable~_since the input-variable 
is assumed to be known. Let. 
(3.22) 
.... .... 
e .·=e. 1 1 0 
.... 
where G is 3x3 dual matrix and is orthogonal.· 
.... 
Note that if e = e0 + Ee 1 is a dual rotation about x axis, the 
corresponding dual matrix is 
" .... T .... = T T6 e e i o 
and also 
where 01 is-the differential operator matrix:for rotations.about x 
axis, and given by Equation (A.27), along with the differential operator 
matrices for rotations abouty and z axes .. Then the variation of a 
dual matrix r8 is given by 
= [d(i8 )]T8 + f 8· [d(T6 )1 l O 1 0 
1The highe-r order derivative te'rms in the Taylor series expansion 
are neglected s i nee it is an i tera ti ve process. By doing so the con-
vergence to the soltftion is slowed, but the mathematical·operations are 
gre·atly simpliff~d overcoming the slow convergence. 
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which take the form 
Then we can write 
A 
N aF L c- (~iO) h; 
i=l aei· 
= .[ [Dl i\Jr2 T3 ••. rn] hi+ [ f 1[02 T2JT3 f-4 ... rn} 
where. 
n 





Di 1s the differential operator matrix;for the ;th dual variable. Note·. 
that 01 is a skew-symmetric matrix where DKJ = -DJK and DJJ = O. 
as 
n 
Equation (3.21) can now be written as 
n LE. h,. = 
' , 
A 
I - G (3.25) 
i·=l . 
,Since E. 1s are 3x3 dual matrices, Equation (3.25) may be rewritten , 
A A A A A A A A' 
-
612 L E. h. E· h · E. h; l-G11 -Gl3 , 11 , l 12 1 l 13 1 A A A A E· fi. A l-G22 A (3.26) E. h. E· h, = -G -G23 121 l 12:;,Al l 23 l 12 E. fi. E· h, E· fi. A ,,, A 
-G31 · .. G32 l-G33 l 31 , l 32 l l 33 l i=l 
Then~ equating the corresponding element$~on both sides we have nine 
simultaneous dual equations, 
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" " " " " " E111 E211 E311 En11 hl l-G11 
" " " 
E112 E E312 Eni2 h - 612 212 2 
" " 
E313 " " " E113 E213 . . . En13 h3 
-
613 . 
" " " " " 
E121 E E E - 621 221 321 n21 
" " " " " ( 3. 27) E122 E222 E322 E = l-G22 n22 
" " " " " 









E132 E232 E33z En32 -G32 
A A A A A {'" 
E133 E233 .. E333 E ' h l -G33 n33 n 
or 
A A A 
AH =.C (3.2,8) 
where 
(E111)0 (E211)0 (En11)0 
(E112)0 (E212)0 (En12\ 
A 
(E113)0 (E213)0 A = A + e:Al = 0 ~ . . (E ) ni3 o 
(El33)o (E233)0 (En33\ 
(Eiu)1 (E211)1 . . . ' (En11)1 
(E112)1 (E212\ (En12\ 
+ e: . . . (3.29) 
• . . 





H= H + EHl = + E (3.30) 0 
. 
h no h n1 
1-G 110 -Gl 11 
-G120 -G121 
c = c + ECl = 
-G130 + E -G131 (3.31) 0 
separating the real and dual parts in Equation (3.28) gives 
(3 .. 32) 
(3.33) 
An initial set of values for the unkonwn parameters are assumed to 
start the solution, then the dual errors, ~i = h10 + Ehii' in the 
assumed values.of the paramet~rs are computed by Equations (3.32) and 
(3.33) leading to a new set of improved values of the parameters by 
e.i(m+l) = e,m + him for the (m+l)th iteration. The process of itera-
tion is repeated until the dual error vector, H, may be considered a 
null vector within the acceptable accuracy 1 imits. 
Premultiply both sides of Equations (3,32.) and(3,33) by [AlJnx9 
which is the transpose of the matrix [A0]9xn and solve for H0 and H1 
to obtain 
= [AT A ]- 1 [A ]T [C] 





as the real and dual part~ of the dual error vector H, respectively. 
Note that there are 18 equations for 2Xn or less unkonwns where n 
will not necessarily be nine. In general such a system of equations· 
has no exact solution. It can be solved for the closest approximation 
of a solution to all 18 equations in the root-mean-square sense. 
However, the number of dual equations in Equation (3.28) can be 
reduced to 6 by utilizing the property of the skew-symmetric di fferen-
ti al operator matrix o1. Thus, if Dis an antisymmetric matrix~ TT is 
the transpose oft, fofT is also an ahtisymmetric matrix. 
Introducing I= [T 1 T2 ••• Ti_ 1J- 1 [T 1 f 2 ••• Ti_ 1], the unit 
A 
matrix; rewrite E; given by Equation (3,24) in the form 




which is an antisymmetric matrix, and since 3x3 screw matrix is orthog-
onal and its inverse is its transpose, Then 
(3.38) 
and from Equation (3.25) 
n [ Lai h; J A A G = I - G (3.39) 
i=l 
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Post multiplying both sides of Equation (3~39) by [GJ- 1 , which is easily 
-• A 








L Ofi2 h; 
i=l 





















h. = R 
l 
A 
Gu + Gf 2 
J 
[-(: -. GJ G2,. + G,}22] [-('. - G11) 
+ G2 + G13G33 13 
[G 1:G2: - (1 A G,21 [ G~'. - (1 A A ] A - G22) - G22) G22 R = .. + G23G13 + G~3 
[G, 1G11 + G32G12 ] [ G,;G2, ~ 622G,2 - ( 1 ] G3) G13 - (1 - - G33) G23 





" " .. " " " " 
-Q112 - Q212 . - Qn12 hl R12 - R 21 
-Qll3 - Q Qn13 h2 R13 
" 
. . . - - R31 213 




~ " " 
-Ql23 -Q - Qn23 hn R - R32 223 23 
Denoting the matrix on the left by B~ and on the right by V, Equation 
(3;43) becomes 
(3.44) 









The convergence to the solution of Equation (3;28) ·will be much 
slower than the convergence to the solution of Equation (3.44), 
Equation (3.39) results in nine simultaneous equations. Thus, 
n [ 
i=l 
( -QA G . - q" • G ) i 12 21 . 1 1 3 3 l 
(6;12611 - 6;23631) 
(611s611 + 6;23621) 
(-Qi12G22 - Q;13G32) 
(6;12612 ~ &;23632) 
(6i13612 + 6i23622) 
A 
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(-Qi12G23 - Qi13G33) 
(Qi12G13 - Qi23G3j) 
(Qil3Gl3 + Qf23G23) 
ft. = I .. _ G 
1 . (3~49) 
or 
A A A 
KH=C (3, 50) 
A A 
A 
where Hand Care given by Equations (3.30) and (3.31), K is the 3x3 
dual matrix which forms on the left of Equation (3.49). 
In the RSRC mechanism there are five dual variables besides the 
input rotation. These are ; 1 =; = aa - e:d 1 , ; 2 = i = •o - e:S, 
i 3 = i = x0 - e:e~ ~4 =;=Ya~ and §5 =.§=Ba· d1 and e are constant 
y1 and 13 1 are zero.· Then the dual error vector in this case is 
ha 0 
0 
h. h 0 s 
A 






· Bo 0 
Only one of-the equations.in Equations (3.33) and (3.51) is used-to 
compute the improved value of S. The error corresponding to the con-
stant part of any dual variable is considered to be zero in the itera--
tion process. Note that -aa and -y 0 are rotations.about the z axis, 
-~a' -x0 and B0 are rotations about the xaxis. The number of matrices: 
in Equation (3.20), k, is nine for the RSRC mechanism. Then in 
Equation (3.25) 
A A 
where T1 = T~ 
" " 
where T4 = T~ 
" " 
where T 6 = ':Tx . 
E = T T T T T T T [DT,T] T 
4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 8 0 where T8 =Ty= Ty 
h A A 
Q, 
where T9· = T" = T S . S0 
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A digital computer program for IBM 7040 digital computer has been 
made available to solve Equations (3.28), and (3.44) for any space mecha-
nism. The computer program is not included in the appendix~ since-the 
Program A given in Appendix Fis seen to be serving the purpose'of the 
study_better, especially in separating the geomet,ric inversions-of the 
mechani.sm. The Program A is prepared using the res\,llts of the following 
section where the rotation paramet~rs a 0 ,.a 0 _and y0 are eliminated from, 
the loop equation .. 
It has been observed during the iterative solution to the dual· 
loop equation for the RSRC mechani~m that the initially assumed;values 
of a. 0 , a0 and-y 0 have considerable effect on the convergence to the 
solution at a particular value of the input variable( Quite reasonable 
starting -values of a 6, a0 and y0 can be assumed aJong with 1the oth~r 
variabl_es using the co!'}form~l projecti_on of the spherical indicatrix 
of the mechani_sm shown -in Figure 6. 
Displacel)lents in the' RSRC Mechanism by El1minating the Parameters 
for the Rotation Freedoms.on the Spherical Pair 
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All three rotation parameters a. 0, ~o and y 0 can be eliminated Jrom 
the dual loop closure equation by positioning the center of the 
spherical pair in the OXYZ system through_two paths. The coordinates 
of the c~nter of the spherical pair in ihe OXYZ system are.easily 
obtained by transforming the t~ree unit vectors in the 0 1~ 1n1~i system 
" into the OXYZ system by using the matrix of linear transformation, \., 
given in Equation (2.9). The 0 1, 1n1 ~1 system is parallel to the OXYZ · 
system. Thus, the three unit vectors -in the 0 1~ 1n1~1 system are_ trans~ 
formed into the OXYZ sy~tem along the path 01-0 by the screw matrix 
1 -e:Z . 01 e:YOl 1 -e:d 1 sina 0 e:d 1 cosa 0i 
" Tl = e:201 1 -e:XOl = e:d 1 sina 0 1 0 
0 1 
-e:YOl. e:XOl 1 -e:d cosa 0 o .. o 1 
. 1 
Furthermore the same unit vectors. are transformed· into the OXYZ system _ 
along the path 01-0 2 ~0 3-0 by the screw matrix 
A A A A A 
. T =. T T T- lT T- T-:r 
2 · b a s · u 3 e ui (3.53) 
" A A 
wh~re Tb is defined With Equation (4~2), T~ is the dual part of Ti and 
" is the same as Ts in Equation {2.7b), 
1 
-e:S·sin>.. 
. 0 0 
" T- =· e:S·sin>.. 0 1 e:S·cos>.. s .. 0 
0 -e:S·cos>..0 1 
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l -e: 
. d3A32 e: d3A22 
A 
Ta ::::, E d3A32 l -e: d3A12 3 
-e: d3A22 e: d3A12 1 
1 -e:e 831 e:e 821 
A 
T-
-e = e:e 831 l -e:e 811 
-e:e 821 e:e 811 l 




-e: d2832 e: d2812 
e: d2822 -e: d2812 l 
A;J and B;J are the (iJ) elements of [A] = \ T ¢ and 0 0 [BJ=\ T~ 0 .·. 0 
T80 Tx 0 , respectively, where TA 0 , T~ 0 , T80 and TXo are defined with 
Equation (3.2). After multiplying the matrices in Equation (3.53) 
-e: 2~1 e: v~1 
8 z~ 1 
-e: y~l. 
-e: x~1 {3.54) 
l 
where 
0 -0 -0 -0 1 2 3 
X~ 1 = b - S·cosA 0 + d3 sinA 0 sin¢ 0 + d2[~inx 0{sinA 0 cosa 0 cos¢ 0 
- sin8 0cosA 0 ) - sihA 0 sin¢ 0cosx0] + e(cosA 0 cos8 0 
+ sinA 0 sin8 0 cos¢ 0 ) 
and 
+ cosA 0 co~8 0 cos* 0) - cosA 0 sint 0 cosx0J + e(cosA 0 sin8 0 cost 0 
- si,nAO COS80) 
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Note that, due to the property of the screw matrix of linear transfer-, 
mations, X~ 2 , v; 2 , ~nd 2; 2 are simply the sums of the coefficients of 
in the (3,2), (l,3) and (2,1) elements of the screw matrices tb, t~, 
A A A A 
T5 , Td ,. T-d. and T-, respectively. 
3 2 e 
Since the screw matrices in Equations (3.52) and (3~54) position 
the same unit vectors, the dual loop closure equation is 
Then 
a= x· 02 
d 1· sine O = z • 
' 02 
where X~ 2 , v; 2 and z; 2 are defined with Equation (3.54). 
where 
with 
Solve Equations (3.56), (3~57) and (3.58) to obtain 
w1 








Note that Sis a function of sine 0 when c0 = n~, that is 
(3.60a) 
where 
From Equation (3,59) 
cos 2 8 W 2 + W 2 = d 2 cos 2 6 0 1 2 2 0 (3.61) 
which relates the output rotation ~o to the input rotation e0 • After 
substituting W1 and W2 , Equation (3,61) takes the form 
where 
F =,sin 2 c (N 2 - M 2) 
1 . O O O 
F = 2 -2 M N 0 0 sin c0 
F3 = 2 (d3 No cos 2 80 + e M 0 sin co) 
F4 = 2 {d 3 M0 cos2 80 e N0 sin co) 
K = cos 2 8 (d 2 - d 2 - N 2) - M 2 - e2 sin2 c 0 2 3 0 0 0 
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Equation {3d62) is Freudenstein 1 s displacement equation for the 
RSRC mechanism. In the case of a 4R plane mechanism 80 = ~o =.O, 
b = e = S = O, and Equation (3.62) reduces to Freudenstein 1s displace-
ment equation for plane mechanism given by Equation (3,13). 
Using half angle relationships, sin •o = 2t 0/(l + 1 02 ) and 
cos ¢0=.(l - 1 02 )/(1 + 1 02 ) where 1 0 = tan(¢ 0/2), Equation (3.62) is 
transformed into the quartic form 
(3.63) 
where 
Equation (3.63) can easily be solved numerically for the roots of 
~o and ¢0 = 2 tan- 1 ~o for a given value -0f the input rotation 9 0 • In 
the iterative solution, F(~o) is expanded in Taylor series form giving 
the error at the ,th iteration by 
F (~o;) 
h i - - a F (t o i ) 
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In the following, the solution to Equation (3,63) is obtained by 
using Brown 1s method of quadratic factors. The quadratic factors of 





~ 2 + g ~o + H = 0 0 2 2 
- B 0 
B + y 
2 3 









The sign(+ or-) of the radical corresponding to H1 (or H2 ) in 
Equation (3.68) is determined by the relationship 
(3.70) 
The four values of ~o for the four.geometric inversions (real ,or 
imaginary) corresponding to each value of the input rotation e0 are 
given by 
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<;I>o = l_ (-91 ± ~ 9/ - 4H 1 ') 2 (3.71) 1,2 




i = 1,2,3,4 
The discriminants in Equations (3.67), (3~68), (3.71) and (3.72) must 
be real in order that the loop is closed for a given set of dimensions 
of the mechanism and the value of e0 • 
Note that when 80 = nw Equation (3.63) reduces to the quadratic 
form 
(3.73) 
indicating that there are only two geometric inversions. of the RSRC 
mechanism when 80 = mr. The output rotations for the two geometric 
inversions.are given by 
± v 4 d3 2 (Mo 2 + No 2) - K2 
,;p = -------------
O K + 2 d3 M0 
(3.74) 
for a given value of e0 , whi.le x0 and Sare given by Equations (3.59) 
and (3.60). 







- N0 ± '1N/ + M/ - e2 1 
qi - ' {3.76) 
o M0 - e sin a0 . 
while x0 and S are given by Equations, (3;59) and (3.60), respectively. 
The Program A, prepared for IBM. 7040 digital computer and listed 
in Appendix F, carries .out the displacement, velocity and acceleration· 
analyses of the RSRC mechanism. The Progr~m A comput~s.the displace-
ments using Equations {3.59) throuiih (3.76) with the exception of 
Equation (3.64) .. In obtaining the algeb~~ically largest real root of . 
. . 
the cubic in Equation (3~69), the numerical. trisection method is used. 
The output of this program is utilized in th~ synthesis of,the RSRC 
mechanism in Chapter V. In the input.for.the Program A the initial 
value of e0 and increment in e0 may be.any desired. valuest Through.the 
use of<control cards in the data the subroutines VELCTY and;COUPtR may 
be called ·to compute and print velocities~ accelerations ·and the 
coupler curve coordinates. By calling the subroutine PLOT any output 
may be: plotted ... 
Velocities and Accelerations ·in 
the RSRC Mechanism 
Expres~ions for velocities and accelerations in the RSRC mecha-
nism are easily obtained from the time derivatives of the displacement 
functions ·.given by Equations (3.62), (3.60),and-(3.-49). Thus,_ 
w,L1 + cos2 OD W1L2 • 
4> o = - d 1 W M . + cos 2 a ·. W M 6 o ( 3 · 77 ) 





as the velocities, where 
M1 = N 0 cos ¢0 + Mo sin ~o 
M2 = M 0 cos ¢0 - N 0 sin ¢0 
L1 = sin eo sin ¢0 + cos "o cos eo cos to 
L2 = ,sin e0 cos ~o - cos X. o sin ~o cos eo 
and N0 , M0 , W1 , W2 are identified with Equation (3,59). 
Time derivatives of Equations (3.77), (3.78) and (3.79) give the 
accelerations as 





s = d 1 s i n ;"a [ e O cos e O - ( e O ) 2 s i n e OJ + d 2 s; n o O [( x·0 F s; n x O 
(3.82) 
where-
Q2 = M1L1 + W2L2 + cos 2 60 (M2L2 - W1L1 ) 
Q3 = d1L12 + W2L3 + cos2 6o(d1L22 + WIL4) 
Q4 = W2L1 + W1L2 cos 2 60 
Q5 = W2M1 + W1M2 cos2 00 
L3 = sin •o cos a6i- cos A0 sin e0 cos.•0 
L4 = cos •a cos e0 + co~_A 0 sin •a sin e0 
The computer program for the analysis of the RSRC mechanism, Pro-
gram A, given in Appendix F computel, prints and plots the velocities 
i 0 , i 6, -~ and accele~ations J0 , i 0 and~ considering constant input 
velocity e0 = 1 rad/sec, using Equati.ons _ (4;77) through (4.82).. 
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In the following four figures, the displacements $0 , Sand x0 , 
velocities i 0 and S, and accelerations ~o and Sin some of the geometric 
inversions of three different RSRC mechanisms are given. Such plots are 
useful in assuming the initial set of dimensions of a mechanism to 
start the optimization process, especially the initial value of the 
input parameter by which the convergence to the solution is highly 
effected. Figures 7 and 8 show the displacements $ 0 , Sand x0 , 
velocities ~o and Sand accelerations ~o and Sin the existing two real 
roots of Equation: {3.62) for the RSRCmechanism having dimensions 
d1 = 2.0 in., d2 = 4.5 in., d3 = .3.0 in., a= 3.0 in., b = 3.0 in., 
e = 1.0 in., A0 = 60°, and 60 = 18°. Figure 9 shows the displacements 
$0 , S and-x 0 , velocities ~a and§, and accelerations i 0 and~ in the 
inversion of an RSRC mechanism given by the negative signed radical 
in Equation (3~74)~ The dimensions of the mechanism are 60 = O, 
d1 = 2-.0 in., d2 = _4.0 in., d3 = 2.925 in., a = _2.75 in., b = 4.6156 in., 
e = o, Ao= 60°. It should be observed in the plots of ·$ 0 , f 0 , ; 0 




QI 6 .Q 2.0 
o0 = 18° e ~ 1.0 in. 
d1 = 2.0 ~n. _ ~o = 60° 
d2 ; 4.5 ,n. e0 = 1 rad/ 
d3 =a= h = 3.0 ,n. sec 
1.0 














Displacements -- <l>o, S, x0, Output Rotatlon VeJocity and Ac-celeration, 
in the Geometric Inversion of_ the RSRC Mechanism Given by the 
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Figure 8. Displacemen~s. <l>Q, S, x0 , Outp~t Qotati~n Velocity -and -
Accelerat1on ,n the ueometr,c lnvers,nn of the RSRC 
Mechanism, Giver-a by the Seconcf Real Root of Equation 
(3.62} when a = 18° _ _ - -
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Figure 9. Displacements ~ 0, S, x0 , _ the Output Rotation Velocity 
and Acceleration in the Geometric Inversion of the 
RSRC-Crank"'."Rocker Mechanism Having a Third Order 
Instantaneous Dwell int-he Output Rotation Given by 
the Negative Signed Radical in Equation (3.74)~ · 











at e0 = 270°. That is, at that position the output link has zero 
velocity, zero acceleration and zero jerk in its rotation, The 
dimensions of this mechanism are chosen to produce higher order dwell 
and to maintain the simultaneous occurrence of the limit positions of 
the outpu~ rotijtion and output translation at e0 = 90° and 270°, 
Figure 10 shows the displacements t 0 , Sand x0 , velocities ~o and~' 
and accelerations ~o and~ in the inversion of an RSRC-double-crank, 
mechanism given by the negative signed radical in Equation (3.74). 
The dimensions of the mechanism are d1 = 2.0 in., d2 = 1.7 in., 
d3 = 1,5 in., a= 0.75 in., b = 0.4 in., e = 0, A0 = 60° and &0 = 0. 
As one observes this mechanism has a second order instantaneous dwell 
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in the output rotation at e0 = 220.33°. That is, at that position the 
output link has zero velocity and zero acceleration, but not zero jerk, 
in its rotation. 
The mechanisms in Figures 9 and 10 are intermittent motion genera-
tors. Such a mechanism can instantaneously be coupled with another 
system at the dwell position since a mass connected to the output link 
is displaced with no inertia force at this position. 
Equations (3.77) and (3.79) are investigated in detail in Appendix 
Din order to discover the geometric properties for the vanishing 
derivatives and for the instantaneous dwells in the output displace-
ment components. 
Verifying the Displacement Equations 
In order to experimentally verify the validity of the displacement 
equations of the RSRC mechanism, a fully adjustable model of the RSRC 
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capable of analyzing any of the following mechanisms, RSRC , RSHC , RSPC, 
RRSC, RPSC, RHSC, RCCC, RSSR, their constrained inversions, and many 
others. 
Figure 11. The Mechanical Model 
The displacement equations can also be verified graphical ly. The 
RSRC mechanism and its constrained inversions can be drawn on a plane 
and the displacements be observed and measured easily. To do that 
construct the input crank ellipse using d1 and A0 , locate the center 
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of the output crank circle using A0 , band a, then draw the output crank-
circle of radius d3 , as shown in Figure 34, where the mechanism is 
projected onto the plane normal to the output pair axis. Then, draw 
the coupler ellipse on a transparent paper and locate the center of 
the ellipse relative to the center of the output crank circle using e, 
o0 and d2 • Pin the transparent paper on the previous drawing, at the 
center of the output crank circle, and rotate it about that center. Any 
point of intersection of the coupler ellipse and the input crank 
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ellipse is the location of the spherical pair, Then read the angular 
displ~cements e , ~o and x as shown in Figure 34. Then, determine the 
0 0 
output translation S by drawing the input crank ellipse on the plane of 
a and S, and computing -d 2 sin8 0 sinx0 , as shown in Figure 37. No 
computation for S is necessary if 80 = n7T and 80 = n~l 1r. The limit 
position in the output rotation occurs when the input crank ellipse 
and the coupler ellipse are tangent together on the plane normal to the 
output pair axis, while the limit position of the output translation 
occurs when the input crank ellipse and the coupler ellipse are tangent 
together on the plane of a and S. The geometric properties at the limit 
positions are investigated in Appendix D. The facts discovered as 
related to the limit positions are utilized in defining the parameters 
of constraints for instantaneous.dwells in Chapter V. 
Rotation displacements in the RSRC mechanism can also be verified 
by constructing the conformal projection of the spherical indicatrix 
of the RSRC mechanism shown in Figure 5, for each value of the input 
crank rotation e0 • 
CHAPTER IV 
APPROXIMATE SYNTHESIS OF MECHANISMS 
BY VARIATIQNAL PRINCIPLES 
This chapter briefly presents.the variational principles in opti-
mizing mechanism design for the generation of a screw function, a path 
and for guiding a rigid body through specified positions in space. 
Stationary Values of a Function 
Optimizing an engineering system is determining the stationary 
values of a function which characterizes.the system.· This investiga-
tion deals with the minimum of the error·:function whic~ is defined by_ 
the difference of the generated function from the desired function. 
Th_e function to be minimized may be an algebraic function as 
( 4. 1 ) 
where n-is.the number of in.dependent parameters~. In the problems of 
optimum mechanism design by minimizing an algebraic function one is· 
involv~d with determining all or some of the dimensions of the mecha-
nism so that its output will approximate-a specified function, such as 
displacement, velocity, acceleration, ·output forcE!, or torque; or its 
coupler point dis pl ac~ments wi 11 approxima t.e a path; or its coupler 
link will guide a rigid body through specific positions. 




I = J f[x, y(x), y(x), z(x), i(x), .... ] dx . (4.2) . 
X1 
In this case one needs to determine functions y(x), z(x), etc., which 
render the integral I a minimum within the limits of the independent 
parameter x. The integrand may consist of more .than one independent 
parameters. The problems of optimum design of mechanisms involving 
the minimization of t~e integral of the type given in Equation (4;2) 
may beof generating a displacement, doing work, or guiding a rigid 
body along a specified path and positions; For example, a synthesis 
of a mechanism, whose coupler point is to trace the shortest path on 
an elliptic torus within the specified boundaries may be carried on in 
two successive steps. The first step involves with determining the link 
and pair combination that will produce the desired elliptic torus, such 
as shown in Figure 12, then determining the function •(e) which wilJ 
render the integral 
f[e, ~(e)] de. (4.3) 
a minimum, where the integran<;I is th,e differential length on the path. 
of P.on the surface of the elliptic torus. The second step of.the 
synthesis involves with determining the type and the size of the mecha-
nism that will drive links A and B-in Figure 12, generating the function 
•(e) as required for the minimum of the integral in Equation (4;3), 
Lagrange Multipliers and Constraints 
It is common to have constraining conditions in a physical problem 










The Error in Generating the Screw, 
Displacement ;pd of Unit Radius by 
the Screw Displacement ~g 
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along with rendering minimum for the algebraic,function E or the 
integral I. Let there be~ equations of constraints in the ~ystem·and 
defined by 
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J=l,2, ••. ,m (4.4) 
By the Lagrange's scheme, in order that the values of the independent 
parameters xl' x2 , ••• , Xn render a stationary value for E and satisfy 
the equations of constraints given by Equation (4.4), the condition 
(97, 98, 99) 
n 
dF = \ ~F dx = 0 L ax r 
r r=l 
must be satisfied along with the equations of constraints in Equation 
(4,4), where 
m 
F = E + [ >-JQJ 
J=l 
and>- , A , ... , Am are them unknown Lagrange multipliers. Since 
l 2 
dx 1 , dx2 , ••• , dxn are arbitrary and 
by Equation (4.4), 
m aQ . 
\ J. 0 L AJ ~ = ' 
J=l r 
r = 1, 2, ~··, n 
J = l, 2, ... , m 
The n+m simultaneous equations in Equation (4,5'), the equations of 
(4.Ej) 
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condition, are solved for then ·unknown parameters x1, xi, .. ,, Xn and. 
m unknown Lagrange multfpliers. 
It is possible to eliminate the Lagrange multipliers from the equa-· 
tions of condition~ especially when mis small. It is also possible to 
eliminate an equation of constraint and so the corresponding Lagranga 
multiplier _from the list of unknowns by defining an unknown parameter, 
th~ parameter of-constraint, which will characterize the condition of 
constraint .imposed by the equation of constraint. 
When the optimization is done to determine the set of dependent 
functions y(x), z(x), etc. to render a stationary value for an i.ntegral 
shown in Equation (4.2) and also satisfy equations of constraints; the 
Euler-Lagrang~ equations 
!E.· _ L( & ) = o 
az ax ai . 
. ' . 
and 
QJ{x~y,z, ... ) = O, J = 1, 2, ••• , m 
must·.be satisfied over the domain, wher~ 
is the augmented integrand. 
m 
F =.f + L AJQJ 
J=l 




Equation {4.2) may not be predefined. in that case in addition to the 
.. ~ 1 
equations of condition given in Equation ( 4. 6),; the trans versa 1 i ty 
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condition 
[ (F - ~ ![ _ il 2.£. _ ) d ( aF aF • . . . x .+ -; dy + -i- dz + 
ax ay ax ai aY az ... ) J 
2 
.:. [(F -~!E.-liil_ .. ,)dx-+ ( 0~ dy.+~dz + ... )J = o 
ax a; ax ai ay az 1 
(4.8) 
must be satisfied at the boundaries of the domain (98, 99). The sub-
scripts 1 and 2 stand for that.the corresponding term is computed at 
. the boundary 1 and 2, respectively. 
Minimizing the Error 
To optimize a mechanism design is -to determine its dimens~ons.such. 
that.the generated output, say fg, to give the closest approximation of 
the desired output, .$ay fd' over a domain D. That is the generated 
output must _deviate from the desired one withi.n the specified limits 
of accuracy, The function fd may.define displacement, force~ torque, 
work, :velocity or acceleration. Such a variational problem is then 
involved with determining th.e set of dimensions of the particular mecha-
nism for that the error, that is the surfac;e area between the desired 
and the generated -0utput functions~ must be minimum in the specified 
domain of di~placements. Any desired function fd and the generated 
funct1o~. f~ can be.defined as functions.of the input.parameter e. Then 
601 ~ 6 ~ 602 defines the domain of the displacements; 
Considering the fact that the difference [fd(e) - fg(6)] may be 
positive -0r negative at a particular value of-6, it is best to minimiz~ 
the volume whose cross-sectional area at a particular value of 6 is 
[fd(6) - fg(6)] 2 • Thus, the optimum set of dimensions of the mechanism, 
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x1 , x2 , ••• , xn, must render a minimum for the error volume int~gral 
(4.9) 
and satisfy the equations of constraints 
•• It ' x ) = 0 · n ' J=l,2, ... ,m 
if there is any. · Then, having the augmented integrand 
m 




the m+n equations of condition given by Equation (4.6) must be solved 
for then unknown dimensions and m unknown Lagrange multipliers. 
It should be stated here that conditions stated by Equations (4.5} 
' 
and (406) are necessary conditions. for a stationary value, but not 
sufficient for the minimum or maximum. The additional condition, which 
is required to see if the stationary value is minimum or maximum, is 
furnished by the second,derivatives. That is 
a2[fd - f J2 g 
and 
for a minimum, 
a2[fd - f J2 
___ _.g..__ < 0 
ax~ , 
i = 1, 2, .. ,, n 
i=l,2, ... ,n 
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for a .maximum, However, the matter of sufficiency can usually be deter7 
mined from the natl!re of the prob 1 em. So the test for the second deri-
vatives of the integrand becomes unnecessary since the result can easily 
be tested by the conditions present in the problem. 
Optimum design of mechanisms having two independent inputs; mecha-
nisms having two degrees of freedom of motion, involves with minimizing 
I 
a double integral with the intervals e1 ~ e ~ e2 and ~1 ~ • ~ • 2 over 
the domain of diaplcements. · Refer to (98} and (100) for the Euler-
Lagrange equations and the transversality conditions to be satisfied for 
the stationary values of multiple.integrals. 
The exact.generation of.some.specified function by a mechanism is 
virtually impossible unless the desired. function happens to be identical 
with the generated function by the mechanism. For example; it is 
possible to generate a translation exactly as sine function of the input 
parameter by the output translation of the RSRC mechanism when the skew 
angle &0 is zero. This fact is obser~ed in Equation (3,60). 
Since the exact generation of a function by a mechanism is not 
possible, the method of approximate synthesis by matching the precision 
points has been well accepted (57, 79, 80, 81), where a number of pre-
cision points are selected over the domain and the loop closure equation 
is satisfied at these precision points. The number of precision points 
is taken to be the same as the unknown dimensions of the mechanism, in 
order that exact generation of the desired function is possible at 
least at the precision points, 
In optimizing mechanism design by minimizing the error at:a 
discrete set of design points the error volume integral given in 
Equation (4.9) maybe approximated by 
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N 
I = I. 
i=l 
and since de 1 , de 2, ... , deN are arbi.trary, l has minimum when 
N 
E = L [ f d( 6 .) - f g ( 6 .) ]2 = min (4.13) 
. 1 1 , 1= 
where N is the number of design points. The number of design points may 
be any and selected at.any desired values:of e. When there are equa,::. 
tions of,constraints relating the unknown dimensions of the mechanism, 
as _defined by Equation (4, lO), the unknown dimensions of the mechanism, 
· x1 , x2 , •• q xn and the unknown Lagrange multipliers/ A1 ; A2 , •• 09 Am 
arl:! determined by solving the n+m equations of condition given by Equa-
tion {4,5). The large number of design points distribute the error 
over the entire domain. giving a better approximation over-a continuous 
interval. By using design points it is _also possible to exclude the 
approximation over some portions of the domain in order to improve the 
efficiency of th~ approximation in the portions.of the domain where 
higher accuracy is needed. 
It should be emphasized here that the desired function fd(e) is 
generated exactly at the design points, that is, E given by Equation 
{4.13) becomes zero, if the number of design points; N, is the same as 
the number of the unknown dimensions of the mechanism, n. When N < n 
it is possible to have more than one mechanism which generates the 
desired function exactly at the N design points. In such cases some of 
the unknown dimensions may be specified as they would be needed by the 
design situations,. The approximating function fg(e) is .defined by the 
geometry of the mechanism, and the approximation is in a domain of 
finite intervals. 
In case the approximating function fg(e) is defined as orthogonal 
polynomial exp,ansion, a weighing function w(e) is introduced.trans-
forming the function to be.minimized, given by Equations (4.9) and 
(4.13}, into the forms 
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(4.14) 
for the continuous interval, and 
n 
E = ·[ W(e.) .[fd(e.) - fg(e.)] 2 = min 
i=l , , , 
(4.15) 
for the discrete set of design points, The weighting func::tion has the 
property. 
and 
over the domain D. 
The need for the weighting function arises in order (a) to have 
ease in evaluating the coefficients of the orthogonal polynomial expan-
sion, (b) to control the frequency with which some functions appear in 
the sum, particularly when dealing with integrals over infinite and 
semi infinite intervals, (c) to assure the convergence of·the integral 
of w(e)[fd(e) - fg{e)J 2 for infinite and semi infinite intervalsj when 
fg(e} is a polynomial of arbitrary degree, and (d) maintain better 
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approximation over some parts of the domain D than it is over other 
parts (101, 102). 
The weighting function w(e) = e-e is used for semi infinite inter-
vals. Then the sequence of polynomials we require must be orthogonal 
over (0, ~) with respect to e-e. The weighing function e-e 2 is used for 
infinite interval. Over finite intervals [-a, a] the weighting function 
is W(e) = (1 - e)a (1 + e)S, a, s > -1, When a= 1, it is Jacobi-Gauss 
polynomial approximation. When a= S =:O, it is Legendre-Gauss poly· 
nomial approximation. When a= s = -1/2, w(e) = ,1/(1- e2 ) 112, it is 
Chebyshev-Gauss polynomial approximationi The Chebyshev-Gauss polyno~ 
mial approximation is used by Levitskii (89) to synthesize plane Lambda-
mechanism for the approximate generation of symmetrical coupler curves. 
In this investigation the optimum design of the mechanism is 
carried on by minimizing E given by Equation (4.13) for a discrete set 
of design points and giving equal 11weight 11 to the deviation of the 
generating function from the desired .one at each design point in the 
domain D. That is, ~he weighting function is W(e). = l. 
Minimizing the Error in Generating a 
Screw Displacement 
This investigation deals with .the generation of a screw displace-
ment ~d(S) = ~do(e) + E ~~i(e) about an axis by the displocement of the 
output link of the RSRC space mechanism, ig(e) = ~go(e) + E ~gi(e)· 
Since the displacement has two components~ rotation about the axis 
and translation along the axis, it.is a problem with two dimensional 
variation. The dual residual at'a particular value of-the independent 
parameter e, as shown in Figure 13, is given by 
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(4.16) . 
where e1 ~ e ~ e2. The set of dimensions for the optimum mechanism is 
determined by minimizing 
N 
E =,I {(Ro(e.)]2 + [R1(e.)J2} 
i=l 1 . l 
(4.17) 
where N is the number of design point~~ Ro(e) and Ri(e) are defined as 
the real and dual parts of the dual residual, respectively~ in Equation 
(4,16), Note that Equation (4.17) approximates the error volume in 
approximating a screw of unit radfos .. 
In case of that the approximated screw is of zero pitch or of. 
infinite pitch the second or the first .term in Equation (4~17) vanishes, 
respectively. When the desired displacement is three dimensional, such 
as the generatioh of-a three dimensional curve by the coupler point dis-
placements the three coordinates of the precision points are ~sed to 
compute E. For the approximate guidqnce of a rigid body in space at. 
a series of successive positions, the coordinates of three points in 
the body can be used to compute E. · Then the dimensions of the optimum 
mechanism must render minimum for 
N 
E = I {[xd(e.) - Xg(e.)]2 + [yd(e.) - Yg(e.)]2 + [zd(e.·)· ... zg{e.)]i}(4.18) 
i=l l l . l .. 1 l l 
where xd(e .. )' Yd(e.)' zd(e:)'and x9te.)' Yg(e;)' zg(e.) are the destred 
l l l l l 
and the generated coordinates of the design points; For the rigid body 
guidance and coupler curve generation in plane, the last term in 
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Equation (4.18) vanishes. 
The problem of optimizing a mechanism for the generation of the 
screw displacement $d(e) may consist of constraining conditions which 
must be satisfied along with the minimum for E in Equation (4.17}. The 
constraining conditions may be to maintain vanishing velocities, instan-
taneous dwells in rotation or in translation or in both at·some 
specified values of the itiput parameter. The equations of such con-
straints for the RSRC mechanism are given by Equations (3.77), (3.79), 
(3.80) and (3.82) when they are set equal to zero. If for example zero 
jerk in one of the components of-the displacement at a specified value 
of the input parameter is needed, the vanishing third derivative of the 
displacement component with respect to the input parameter will be the 
. additional equation of constraint. The dimensions.of the optimum 
mechanism which will generate such a constrained screw displacement 
must satisfy the equations of condition given oy Equation (4.5) ·best. 
Linearizing the Equations of Condition 
The equations of condition given by Equations (4,5) and (4.6) are 
nonlinear in general. The analytical solutions cannot ordinarily be 
found except in very simple situations. Iterative solutions especially 
step by step solution by relaxation becomes necessary. The equations 
of condition that result, when the equations of constraints are elimi-
nated either by forward substitution or by introducing parameters of -
constraints, or when there exist no equation of;.constraint, are however 
relatively easy to solve by linear.izing them in terms of.errors using 
Taylor 1s theorem. The resulting linear simultaneous equations are 
then solved for errors .in the previously assumed values of the unknown 
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parame.ters. If the previously assumed value of the rth unknown is Xro 
and its deviation from its true value is hr [the error], the true value 
of the unknown fs 
x = x + h r ro r (4.l9) 
Let then equatio~s of condition given by Equation (4.5), when 
there are no equations of constraints, be defined by 
F . _ aE _ O 
r (Xi , X2 , • , • , X ) - ]x"'° - ' n r 
r = ,1, 2, .• .. , n (4.W) 
where 
N 
E = L [fd(e.) - fg{e.)J 2 
i=l , , 
and·n is the number of unknown parameters. The unknown parameters may 
be the unknown dimensions of·the mechanism or it may include the para-
meters .of constraint~. Usi_ng Taylor series expansion, neglecting 
higher order derivative terms, ·and considering that the desired function 
fd(e) is independent of the unknown parameters, we have 
n 
Fr(x1, x2, ... , xn) =Jr(xio'·x20' .•.. , Xno) + L_ht • 
t=l 
(4.21) · 
Letting Fro denot, Fr(x10 , x20 , ••• , xn 0 )~ the value of Fr computed 
using the previously assumed values of the unknown parameters, we write 
n aF 
, ro L h_t ~ = - Fro 
t=i t 







-2:Q; = - 2 
axt. 
' i =l 
r, t = l , 2, ~ .. , n ( 4. 24) 
Then simultaneous equations given by Equation (4,.22) are the 
' ' . 
linearized forms of the nonlinear simultaneous equations.of condition 
given by Equation (4.20). The unknowns in the linearized equations .of 
condition are then errors, h1 , h2 ~ ••• , hn. Equation (4,22) can be 
written in matrix form 
AH=C ( 4. 2.5) 
where 




aF10 aF 10 af10 
- -ax1 ax2 axn 
A= [a ] 
= [ (~\]= aF20 a,I= aF20 (4.28) _2...Q_ rt ~ ax2 ... axn 
aF oF aFno no .. no 




provided that !Al r O •. The improved va,1ues of the parameters are 
given by 
Xl XlO h1, 
X2l x20 h2 (4.30) = + 
. 
xn xno hn 
Substituting these improved values -of-the unknown parameters into 
Equation (4~29) yields _new values of errors and new improved values of· 
the parameters. The process is repeated until the error terms become 
negligible, or Ji may be considered a null vec1t.or within the specified 
limits of accuracy. 
When Eis defined-for two and three dimensional variations as 
given by Equations (4.17) and (4.18), Equations (4.23) and {4.24) 
consist additional terms corresponding to.the variation in the addi-
tional direction. Thus for the three dimensional variation, for which 
Eis given by Equation {4.18), Equations.{4;23) and {4.24) become · 
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[Yd(e.} - Yg(e.)J 
1 1 
azg(e.) } 
+ ax 1 [zd(e.) - 2g(e.)J , r = 1, 2, .. ., n (4.31) 
r , 1 
and 
af N {a2xg(e.) a2yg(e,.) 
ro 2 \ 1 [ · _ x { ) ] + [y ( J axt·· = - L .. axt ax xd{e.) g ei axt axr d. e1.) - Yg(e.) i=l r , , 
In this study the variational problem is of two dimensfonal, as 
defined by Equation (4.17), and the terms corresponding to the third 
coordinate, z, .in Equations (4.31) and (4.32) vanish. 
Efficiency of the Approximation 
The smallness of the root-mean-square-error {RMSE) in the approxi-
mation over the domain Dis used to test the efficiency of,the approxi-
' 
mation of a function by the di~plac~ments of-the mechanism, relative to 
the exact generation of the function. Over a domain of a continuous 
interval, the RMSE is 




where Ae = e2 - e1 • Over a domain of discrete set of design points the 
RSME is given by 
RMSE = -Jr (4.34) 
where Eis defined by Equations (4.13), (4.17), and (4.18) for the one, 
two and three dimensional variations. 
It is virtually impossible to reduce the RMSE to zero for the gen-_ 
eration of an arbitrary function over a domain of a continuous interval, 
or discrete set of desi~n points where the number of design points, N, 
is greater than the number of unknown dimensions of 'the mechanism. 
However, it is possible to reduce RMSE to zero if N is the same or less 
than the number of unknown dimensions of the mechanism. Therefore, when 
there are fewer design points.the efficiency in approximating the func-
tion at the design points will be higher, that is the RMSE will be 
smaller. It should also be noted that any constraining condition tends 
to reduce the efficiency of the approximation. Thus, the optimized 
mechanism is the one which affords the best appro~imation in the least 
squares sense. 
The results summarized in this chapter are used in Chapter V for 
the approximate synthesis of the RSRC mechanism for the generation of 
the screw displacement ~d(e) = ~do(e) + E ~di(e) by the displacements of 
its output link. It is considered that the specified screw displacement 
~d(e) (a) has no constraint, (b) has constraints such that instantaneous 
dwells of odd or even orders must be generated at specified values of 
the input parameter e, besides the approximate generation of the dis-
placement itself, in the specified domain of the input parameter. 
CHAPTER V 
APPROXIMATE SYNTHESIS OF THE RSRC SPACE MECHANISM FOR THE 
GENERATION OF SPECIFIED SCREW DISPLACEMENTS 
BY VARIAT10NAL PRINCIPLES 
Screw Displacement With No Constraint 
The variational principles discussed in Chapter IV are applied in 
this chapter to determine the optimum set of dimensions of the RSRC 
space mechanism so that the generated output displacement of the mecha-
nism approximates the specified screw displacemeht in the specified 
limits of accuracy. 
The RSRC mechanism that is to generate the screw displacement is 
shown in Figure 14. Such a mechanism generates screw displacement of 
the form 
(5.1) 
where ~do and Sd are the rotation and translation components of-the 
desired screw displacement, e is the input parameter, the independe~t 
variable, whose origin is e01 • Then e = e0 - e01 , where e0 positions 
the input crank. e01 may be one of the unknown dimensions of the mecha~ 
nism if not specified. Corresponding to e01 is.the initial displace-
ment of the output link, i 01 =. ~01 + e S1 from which the desired screw 












while the generated output displacement of the m.echanism is 
ig (e) = ¢g (e) + g[S 1 +,Sg (e)] 
where e = ·8 0 - e01 • ¢9 = ¢0 and S1 + Sg = Sg = S are given by Equ~t.ion~ 
(3.62) and (3.60) respectively. As e varies from zero to M 0 , wd 0 
varies from zero to b¢ 0 and Sd varies from zero to bS9,-as show" in 
Figure 14. 
This is a problem of two dimensional variation. When a dis~r~te 
set of design points is used the function to be minimized is given QY 
Equation (4.17). Th4s 
where 
and 
E = E + E 
• s 
N 
E¢ = I [R• (ei)J2 
i =l 
N 
Es ... L [Rs (ei)J2 
i=l 
R•(e) = ¢01 + iJJd 0 (e) - tg(e} 
R5 ( e ) = s 1 + s i e) - s 9 ( e ) 
(5.4) -
N is the number of design points considered in the domain of output dis. 
placement. 1/Jd(e) and Sd(e) are some specified functions of e .. and 
independent of the unknown dimensions.of the mechanism. The unknown 
dimensions of the RSRC mechanism are Xr =·e, d1 , -d2, .d 3 ~ -~, b, .cS 0, 
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>.. 0 , e01 • ¢9, s9, ¢01 and 5i are functions of these dimensions., The 
equations of condition, when there are no equations of constraints, are 
given by Equation (4.20) as 
F = 2 r 
r = 1, 2, "!' n (5.5) 
Then nonlinear simultaneous equations in Equation (5.5) are solved 
for then unknown c;limensions of the mechanism, after linearizing these 
equc;1tions inn unknown error terms by Taylor 1s theorem, An initial 
value is c;1ssigned to each unknown dimension, xr0 to the rth unknown 
dimension Xr· Then the errors in these assumed values are determined 
by solving Equation (4;29) for the error vector H. The improved values 
of the parameters are then given by Equation (4.30). 
The coefficients in the column \iect~"t Care computed by ... fr in 
Equc;1tion (5,5) when the assumed values of the dimensions, x10 , x20 , 
... , xno are used. The (r,t) coefficient of the matrix A is given by 
( aF ) ax; 
rt 
= 2 
The first and the second partial derivatives of the output dis~ 
placement components of the RSRC mechanism, with respect to the 
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dimensions of the mechanism are listed in Appendix E. They are used to 
compute -Fr~ the coefficients of the vector e, given by Equation (5.5), 
o aF . 
and to compute (· a:o ) , the coefficients of the matrix A, given by 
' r t rt 
Equation (5.6). 
One should expect that there will be more than one solution to a 
problem of optimum mechanism design, This is due to the fact that there 
exists more than one geometric inversion of the mechanism. Then each 
geometric inversion of the mechanism must be optimized .. The one which 
renders the smallest root-mean-square-error (RMSE) is the one which 
approximates the desired displacement.best. However, the optimized 
inversions must be compared for their dimensions and the efficiency of 
the transmission. 
Sometimes an exact minimum of E tends to cause some of the dimen~ 
sions to become infintely large as seen in some of the following exam~ 
ples. In such cases it is necessary to compromize on the magnitude of 
the RMSE to maintain smaller dimensions and favorable transmission, or 
choose a different mechanism .. 
Design situations may require that different accuracies may be 
needed for the approximation of each of the components of.the screw 
displacement. Then, the RMSE for each component must be tested 
separately as well as their sum._ The RMSE for the rotation and th~ 




respectively, wh~re E¢ and E5 are defined with Equation (5.4)~ N¢ ijnd 
Ns are the numbers of the design poinis sel~cted over the domains of 
rotation and translat~on, respectively. 
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Design situations may also require that either the rotation or the 
translation component may be of interest. The functional form for the 
desired displacement 1),d0 or,Sd may be specified requiring that the 
unspecified component.takes place in a desirable range of motion. In. 
such cases either the mechanism is optimized only.for the speci~ied 
component by minimizing E given by Equation (5.4), in.which only the 
residual for the specifte~ component remains, then the range of the 
unspecified component is tested; or a few design points may be specified 
for the unspecified component in order that it follows. a,desirable path, 
It should be observed in Equation (5.4) that both 1),do and Sd 
originate at.a= O or at e0 = e01 • Then the desired screw displacement 
id is generated exactly at,the origin of the independent parameter e, 
The origin e0 = e01 may not necessarily define one.of the limits of the 
domain of displacements, It may be chosen anywhere in the domain of 
input parameter e. Then e may be measured from e01 in any direction as 
it suits .the specified problem. In case of constrained screw displace.,. 
ment the origin may be preferred at a point where the constraint is to 
be.introduced. 
·The speed of convergence depends on the initially assumed-
mechanism geometry. A mechanism, in which the respective directions of 
the rotation and translation components-of the output displacement can 
i ni ti ally be observed, is 'lhe best choice. For example an RSRC mecha-
nism with s6 = 0, e = 0 is a good starting mechanism. 
In a design problem some of the dimensions.may be considered as 
de~ign constants and specified, such as the zero value for the_ 
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parameters e and o0 in order that some undesirable force and torque 
distributions may be eliminated. The fixed link length a and the skew 
angle A0 may also be specified since they position the screw axis rela-
tive to the frame of the mechanism. In the following illustrative 
examples A0 is taken to be a design constant. 
The Program B, in Fortran IV language, prepared for IBM 7040 
Digital Computer and listed in Appendix F carries out the optimization 
of the RSRC mechanism. The computer program solves the equations of 
condition given by Equation (5,5). By solving the linearized form in 
terms of errors given by Equation (4.29). The input data include the 
initially assumed values for the unknown dimensions, the number of 
design points.and the corresponding values of the input parameter e. 
The input crank position is defined by e0 = e01 + e, where e01 is one 
of the unknown dimensions. For each function to be generated define 
the number IV in the data, then add the cards for the desired rotation 
and translation functions ~do and Sd at the proper locations for the 
specified value of IV in the SUBROUTINE DSIRED. The Program Bis 
directly applicable to synthesize 4R plane mechanism for function 
generation, by taking o0 = A0 =.O and b = e = S = 0. Such an optimum 
design of plane mechanism is the computerized form of the overlay 
technique for function generation, since it is also a method of finding 
the mechanism which renders the minimum RMSE for the selected design 
points, 
Example l: Design an RSRC mechanism which will approximate the 
screw displacement 
~d(a) = (0) + eAS [ ( 1 - ~:a r -1 J 
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where.AS= 0.45 .in. and M0 = 80°. The required skew angle between the 
input-and output shafts is to be ~o = 60°. The desired screw displace-
ment is of infinite pitch, that is• the designed mech~nism is·to approx-
imate a pure translation in the specified range of motjon, or th£;? mecha-
nism is to function as an RSRP mechanism. 
It is to be noted that, once the dimensions.of a mechanism are 
determined for a certain value of AS, the linear dimensio.ns.of-the 
mechanism can be scaled to generate different.values ·Of AS. Then the 
error in the translation component is varied in the same proportion. 
The problem was run in the. digital computel", IBM 7040, using Program B, 
with ·initially assumed dimensions d1 = 1,00 in., d2 = 3.00 in., 
d3 = 2.00 in., a= 2.5 in., b = 1.5 in., e = O, o0 = o and e01 ~ 200°. 
Nine design-points~were used in the process of optimization on both 
rotation and translation components. The mechanism dimensions are 
dl =:1.97551 in. b = 2~78177 ; n. 
d2 = ,3,98095. in. e = -0.89040 in. 
d3 = 2.79436 in. 0 - '· 13.83421° 0 
a = 2~78421 in. 601 = ·228.60602° 
This solution required 0.08 hours for 11 iterations leading to the 
root-mean-square error 
9 
RMSE ={~ L 
i =1 
= [! {0,00029773 + 0.00008) ] 112 
= 0.00623 in. 
for the screw.of· unit·radius. The root-mean-square error for the 
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rotation and the translation are 
(RMSE)~ = (0.00029773/9) 1/ 2 = 0.005752 rad= 0.33A 
and 
(RMSE)s = (0.00008/9) 1/ 2 =.0.002981 in. 
which indicate the average deviation of the generated function from the 
desired one at the design points. 
The error terms, the coefficients of the error vector Hin Equation 
(4,29) were less than 0.000005. 
The components of the desired screw displacement ~d(e) = ~d0 (e) + 
Sd(e) and the generated screw displacement ig(e) = ~g 0 (e) + Sg(e) are 
listed in Tabl.e I as printed out by the Program B. The components of 
the generated screw are defined by 
and 
as defined in the residuals \ and Rs in Equation (5.4). The angle 
x is also listed in Table I. 
0 
The maximum deviation in the rota ti on is 0.529667° and -0.006291 
in the translation. 
Figure 15 shows the desired and the generated screw components 
plott~d from the results given in Table I. 
Example 2: Consider the optimum design of an RSRC mechanism.for 
ll, < 




THE OUTPUT-OF PROGRAM B FOR THE MECHANISM 
OPTIMIZED IN EXAMPLE l 
eo cj,g ljJgo ljJdo 1)Jdo -1)J5o i (deg} (deg) (deg). (deg) (deg 
l 228.606020 174.359554 -0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
2 238.606020 174.672424 0.312870 0.000000 -0.312870 
3 248.606020 1. 74. 783409 0.423409 0.000000 -0.423855 
4 258.606018 174. 781048 0.421494 0,000000 -0.421494 
5 268.606018 1. 7 4. 724985 0.365431 0.000000 -0.365431 
6 278.606018 174.639650 0.280096 0.000000 -0.280096 
7 288.606018 174.509344 0.149790 0,000000 -0.149790 
8 298.606018 174.274517 -0.085037 0.000000 0.085037 
9 308.606018 173.829887 -0.529667 0.000000 0.529667 
Xo s sg s Sd-S d g 
i . (de~) (in.)· (in.) (in.) . (in.) 
l 104.053877 -1.680532 0.000000 0.000000 -0.000000 
2 100.134561 -1.871116 -0.190584 -0 .196875 -0.006291 
3 95.669849 -2.013882 -0.333350 -0.337500 -0.004150 
4 90.859954 -2 .102601 -0.422069 -0.421875 0,000194 
5 85.875113 -2. 133454 -0.452922 -0.450000 0.002922 
6 80.851623 -2. 105055 -0.424523 -0.421875 0.002648 
7 75.891116 -2.018294 -0.337762 -0.337500 0.000262 
8 71.061774 -1.876061 -0. 195529 -0.196875 -0.001346 





Acf>. = 0 
30 
d3 =-2.79436 iriJ 
-0.4 
-0.3 
Ag= 0.45 in. 
Ma = 80° 
/\ = 60° 
d~ = 1.97551 in. 
d2 = 3. 9 809 5 in. 
e 
l - q-~566 
- 0 
a = 2.78421 in 
e =-0. 89040 in t 20 
2 - l ~ oo = 13.83421° · le 01 = 228.60602° 
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Figure 15 ... Desired and_£.enerated Output Displacements of the 
RSRC Mechanism Optimized in Example l. ID 
...... 
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;i6} = Li<l>o(Li: )2 + elis[, - (1- Li: >2] 
0 0 
where Li</> 0 = -60°, LiS = 1.5 in., Li8 0 = 80°, A0 = 60°. The number of 
design points for the translation is Ns = 17, one for every 5° increment 
in 6, and for the rotation is Ncp = 3, one for every 40° increment in 6. 
The geometric inversions of the RSRc· mechanism ·were optimized 
starting with the initially assumed mech_anism dimensions d1 = 1.00 in. 
d2 = 3.00 in., d3 = 2.00 in., a= 2.6 in., b ~ 1.5 i~., e = Q, 80 = O 
and 001 = 30°. After 14 iterations the mechanism di~ensions were 
dl = 2.00216 in. b = 2.45422 in. 
d2 = 3.56840 in. e = l. 67500 in. 
d3 = 2.60782 in. 8 = 0 -8.20841 
a = 2.66609 in. 601·= 4.57613° 
The root-mean-square error for transla~ion qnd rotation are 
{f;' 1/2 (RMSE}s = ~ ~ = (0.00533435} = 0.0001771 in. 
and 
(RMSE), = ~ - (0.00012462/3) 112 = 0.006445 rad= 0.3691' 
The coefficients of the error vector in EqOation (4.29} were less than 
0.000005. The output of Program Bis given in Tqble II. Figure 
16 shows the desired and gen~rated screw displacements plotted from 
the results given in Table II. 
Screw Displacement with Oonstraints 
for Instantaneous Dwells 
The variational problems of synthesizing the. RSRC mechanism for the 
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TABLE II 
THE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM B FOR THE MECHANISM 
OPTIMIZED IN EXAMPLE 2 
ea lflg tJigo tJid . tJid -tJig 0 0 0 i (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg} 
l 4.576130 -6.952345 0.000000 -0.000000 -o. 000000 
2 g. 576130 -6.323050 0.6292()6 -0. 234375 
3 14.576130 .;.6.300361 0.651985 -0.937500 
4 1 9. 5761 ~o -6.971284 -0.018938 -2.109375 
5 24.576130 -8.418514 -1.466169 -3. 750000 
6 ? ci. c; 761 ~ n -10.706198 -3.753853 -5.859375 
7 34.576130 -13.861247 -6.908Q02 -A .437500 
8 39.5761~0 -17.854822 -10.902477 -11.484375 
9 44.576130 -22.591880 -l5.63Cl534 -1'5.000000 0.63Q535 
10 49.5761'30 -27.916303 -20.963958 -18.984375 
11 54.576130 -33.632833 -26.680488 -23.437500 
12 5 9. 5761 30 -39.538372 -32.586026 -28.35<n75 
13 64. 576130 -45.450965 -38. 408620 -33.750000 
14 6 c. 576130 -51.227860 -44.275515 -39. 60<l37 5 
15 74.576130 -56.770682 -·49. 818336 -45.937500 
16 7Q.576130 -612. 021196 -55.068851 -52.734375 
17 84.576130 -66.952420 -60.000075 -60 .000000 o. 000075 
Xo s Sg sd Sd-Sg 
i (deg) (in.) (in.) (in.} (in.) 
l -32. 017321 2.753177 -0.000000 -0.000000 0.000000 
2 - ~ 0. 3 3 94? r; 2 .• <>16055 0.162877 0.181641 0.018763 
3 -?8.827??6 3.075666 0.322488 0. 35156 3 0.029074 
4 -?7.525998 3.230462 0.477284 o.509766 0.032481 
5 -26.48837'~ 3.378857 0.625680 0.656250 0.030570 
6 -?5.771132 3.519270 0.7660Cl3 0.7()1016 0.024923 
7 -?5.429707 3.650181 0.897004 0.914063 0.017058 
8 -25.510973 3.770214 1. 017036 1.025391 o. 008354 
9 -?6.0460~(1 3.878?.07 1.125029 1.125000 -0.0000?9 
10 - ?. 7 • 04 5 4 3 A 3.973272 1.22oog5 1.2128<)1 -0.007205 
11 -?A.498644 4.054809 1.301632 1.289063 -0.012569 
12 -~0.377496 4.122476 l.36Q299 1.353516 -o.01c:;103 
13 -32. 642101 4.176147 1.422969 1.406250 -0.016719 
14 -35.246849 4.215853 1.46?676 1.447266 -0.015410 
15 -38.l45fl79 4.241744 1.488567 1.476563 -0.012004 
16 -41.2q2014 4.254054 1.500877 1.404141 -o. ()0 6 7'36 
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Figure 16. Desire<;! and Generated Output-Displacements 












generation of screw displacements with constraints are being presented 
below. The constraining conditions are the generation of instantaneous 
dwells, or the generation of approximate dwells. It is virtually impos-
sible to generate an exact dwell by a mechanism, since an exact dwell 
in a displacement component requires that all the consecutive deriva-
tives of the displacement component with respect to the input parameter 
must.vanish. A mechanism can satisfy this condition only when the 
freedom of the pair which permits this displacement component becomes 
a passive freedom. Order of the instantaneous dwell determines the 
length of the duration that the instantaneous dwell takes place. The 
higher the order of the instantaneous dwell, the longer is the duration 
of the dwell. A first order instantaneous dwell in a displacement 
component occurs when the first derivative of this displacement com-
. 
ponent with respect to the input parameter vanishes. At such an 
instantaneous dwell position the link experiencing this displacement 
is at rest with inertia force. Vanishing higher derivatives of the 
displacement provides instantaneous dwells of longer duration, with no 
inertia force. The highest order of the vanishing derivative is the 
( 
order of the instantaneous dwell .. 
The necessary condition for the existance of all orders of 
instantaneous dwells in the output rotation and output translation of 
the RSRC mechanism are given by Equations (D,2) and (D.3)~ respectively. 
However, these conditions are sufficient for the first order instan-
taneous dwells. Therefore, the equations of constraints for the first 
order instantaneous dwells in the output rotation of the RSRC mechanism, 
at the p values of the input parameter are 
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while the equations of constraint for the first order instantaneous 
dwells in the -0utput translation, -at the s -values of the input parameter 
are 
Qs (ek) = M2(ek)[W2(ek)L 1(ek) + cos 2 o0 W1(ek)L2(ek)] + k . 
+ L2(·ek)[W2(ek)Ml(e'kY + cos 2 00 Wl(ek)M2(ek)] 
= 0 ' k=l,2, •.. ,s (5.10) 
· where M1 , M2~ L1 and L2 are defined with Equation (3~77), W1 and·W2 are 
defined with Equation (3.59). If the constraining conditions are for 
the first order instantaneous dwells in the components of the desired 
screw displacement, the optimum set of dimensions for the mechanism must 
satisfy the n equati on.s of condition 
p .· s·. 
aE [ aq0 L oQS >..J ax~+ k axr +. \~= 0' r r = 1, 2, qoo, n (5.11) 
J=l k=l 
along with the p+s equations of constraints given by Equations (5~9) 
and (5.10). The instantaneous dwells in rotation and translation may 
occur at:the same values of the input parameter. 
When higher order instantaneous dwells in the desired screw com-. 
ponents are needed one must introduce additional equations of con-
straints. by" setting the consecutive derivatives of the displacement 
comp~nents eq~al to zero. Each. equation of·constraint added into the 
system introduces a new unknown Lagrange multiplier. 
Parameters of Constraints 
In the following the solution to the equations of condition given 
by Equations (5.11), (5,9t) and (5,10) is greatly simplified by intro-
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ducing parameters of constraints utilizing the facts stated in Appendix 
D regarding the instantaneous dwells in the components of the output 
dis-placement of the RSRC mechanism. All orders of instantaneous dwells 
in any component of the output displacement occur at the limits of this 
displacement component, The limits may be at maxima, minima or at 
i nfl ecti on points. The necessary condition for each of these condi -
tions is that the first derivative of the displacement component must 
vanish. The order of the instantaneous dwell is determined by the 
degree of conformity between the curvatures.of the input-crank-ellipse 
and the coupler-ellipse at the point of tangency, where the limit posi-
tion occurs, If some generalized parameters can be defined to main-
tain the limit positions in the displacement component at some specified 
value of the independent parameter during the optimization process, the 
necessary condition for all orders of instantaneous dwells is satis-
fied. The conditions for the sufficiency for the higher order instan-
taneou,s dwells may be left to be taken care of by the propensity of the 
variational principle by choosing the initial dimensions of the mecha~ 
nism especially the value of 60 in the zone such thctt the value of. l 
6 0 = 6 01 + 6; will produce higher order instantaneous dwell, For 
example, the mechanism of Figure 10 with e01 = 220° may be a good 
st~rting mechanism for the generation of rotation component having even 
order instantaneous dwell, The mechanism of Figure 9 with 601 = 270° 
and the mechanism of Figure 7 with 6 01 = 170° may be good starting 
mechanisms for the odd order instantaneous dwell in rotation. 
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By introducing such generalized parameters,·the parameters of .£Q!}_-
straints, the equations of constraints and so the Lagrange multipliers 
may be eliminated from the process. The parameters of.constraints in 
general consist some of the dimensions and variable parameters of the 
mechanism. However they enter the process as new parameters,.they may 
exclude some of the dimensions of the mechanism from the process. The 
excluded dimensions are then determined after the parameters of con-
straints are determined to render the optimum mechanism. 
In the following the parameters of constraints-for instantaneous 
dwells in the output rotation are defined and used to design optimum 
RSRC mechanisms to generate screw displacements with instantaneous 
dwells. As it is proven in Appendix D, Equation (5.9) is .satisfied when 
the input-crank-ellipse is tangent to the coupler-ellipse, where the 
ellipses are the projections.of the input~crank-circle and the coupler-
circle upon the plane normal to the output pair axis. 
Figure 17 shows the RSRC space mechanism in two finitely separated 
positions on the plane normal to the output pair axis. Ff, F~ .and F~, 
F~ are the focal centers of the coupler-ellipse in the two positions,· 
and located at.d2 ·sin6 0 from the center of the ellipse. Let qi be the 
slope of the normal to the coupler ellipse at the location of the 
spherical pair in the ;th position. qi is given by 
i = 1, 2, ... , p (5.12) 
where W1 and W2 are identified with Equation {3.59}. The parameters 
qi, q2 , ••• , qp defined by Equation (5.12) are the parameters of 
constraints for the first and higher order instantaneou~ dwells. How-
ever, for the higher order instantaneous dwells they only satisfy the 
Figure l7 o The RSRC Mechanism at Twq_ finitely_ Separated Positions and the 




necessary condition, They are used a& unknown parameters during the min-
imizing process. As one observes in Equation (3.59), they are functions 
of the dimensions d1 ,d 3 ,a,b,e,8 0 ,A 0 and e-0 1 • However, the introduction of 
the parameters of constraints for instantaneous dwells in the output rota-
tion eliminates only the dimensions a,.b and d1 from the minimizing process. 
When the value of the parameter of constraint qi is set to be 
. _ 1 [ tan ( 8 0 1 + 81 ) ] 
qi= tan cosA · 
0 
(5, 13) 
it becomes the slope of the normal to the coupler-ellipse when it is 
tangent to the input-crank-ellipse at [i, If Equation (5.13) is 
satisfied during the process of optimization the output link is at the 
limit position of its output rotation at 8;, This satisfies the nec-
essary condition for all orders of instantaneous dwells in the output 
rota ti on at e i. 
An RSRC-quick-return mechanism can be synthesized to generate the 
exact return-to-advance-time-ratio in the output rotation, if two para-
meters of constraints are defined at the limits of the domain of the 
output rotation and Equation (5.13) is satisfied at these two limits 
at 8.= o and e = 88 0 • 
Let the two pas i tions of the RSRC mechanism .shown in Figure 17 
correspond to the two limits of the domain of thE;!·OUtput rotation, 
¢01 2 ¢0 2 ¢02 . Meanwhile the input crank rotates within 8012 8 2 8 02 • 
Then the desired output rotation is given by Equation (5.2), with 
8¢ 
¢0 l = 't - T (5.14) 
where LHp 0 = ¢02 - ¢01 , and T is the slope of the bisector of 8¢ 0 , as 
shown in Figure 17 and is defined by 
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(5.15) 
where Xe, and Ye, are the coordinates of the Point C in the ,th posi-
, 1 
tion, . and given by 
Xe, = d1 cosedi + d2 L~ cos [q1 + tan- 1 (tan8 0 sinx 0;)] 
l 
+ (e - d2 ) s1n8 0 sin¢ 01 
ll¢o 
where e02 = T + 2 , e02 = e01 + M 0 and· 
I l L; = dz"" ii( d 2 s i n 8 0 + W 11 )2 + { W 2 1 )2 




X0i is the value of x0 at e01 = e01 + e1 and given by Equation (3.59) 
,The unknown dimensions d1 , d2 , 80 , A0 , e01 and the parameters of. 
constraints are dete,rmined by minimizing E given by Equation (5.4), by 
solving the equations of condition given by Equation (5.5) either by 
the matrix method of iteration using Equation (4.29) or by the relaxa-
tion methods. ¢01 in Equation (5.4) is replaced by r - L:1¢ 0/2, where 
Mo is specified. After determining the unknown dimensions,·the dimen-
sions a, band d3 are determined by 
M 
a= 21 (Xe +Xe) +-21 (Ye - Ye) cot(-20) 
l 2 1 2 
b = . l . [21 (Ye + y c .) + _21 (Xe - Xe ) cot (L:1¢20)] 





d3 = 1· , '(&'I . l(Xc ~ Xe )2 + (Ye - Ye )2 (5.21) 2 sin 2) I 2 2 1 . 
The introduction of the parameters of constraints makes it possible 
to generate instantaneous dwells of the first or higher orders excluding 
the equations of constraints for the necessary condition from the pro-
cess. Whenever a parameter of constraint is used to maintaio instan-. 
taneous dwell at the 1th value of the input parameter, its value is 
defined by Equation (5.13) and it is excluded from the list of unknowns. 
However, its value varies during the minimizing process, since the 
value of e01 varies, 
It should be called to attention that. the ~~o defined above may not 
be limiting the domain of the output rotation. For example, C1 and C2 
shown in Figure 17 may be within the domain rather than being at the 
boundaries of the domain and the rotation~ may originate at any posi-
tion of .the output crank and may be read in both C.W, and CoC.W. direc-
tions. This makes it possible to generate inst~ntaneous dwells defined 
by inflection points, maxima or minima within the domain. 
Fi,gure 18 shows the parameters of constraints for the RSRC.mecha-
nism when 80 = nn; where the parameters of constraints are \he slopes 
of the coupler link at the corresponding position. Note in Figure 18 · 
and in Equation (5.21) that both geometric inversions are included in 
the process by i ntroduci n.g , th~, parameters of constraints. Both inver-
s 1 ons should be optimized and compared. 
It shoyld also be recalled that in case of 80 = nw, the output 
translation is a function of sine, whose amplitude is defined by 
a1 ,sin~ 0 ; and e becomes a redundant dimension which has no effect on 
the generated output displacement and is excluded from the list of 
a 
Figure 18. Parameters of Constraints and the Two 
Geometric Inversions of the RSRC Mecha-
nism when o0 = n~ 
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unknown parameters. However the functional form of the output transla-
tion may be given additional variation by introducing an axial screw 
pair in place of the revolute pair making ea function of x0 , In this 
case the output translation is given by 
where pis the pitch of the axial screw pair and is one of the unknown 
parameters, and e0 is the value of.e when x0 = 0, 
The following examples are to illustrate the use of the parameters 
of constraints in synthesizing the RSRC mechanism for the generation of 
screw displacements having constraints for first.and higher order instan-
taneous dwells in the rotation component, 
The Program C, in Fortran IV language, prepared for IBM 7040 
digital computer and listed in Appendix F carries out the optimization 
of the RSRC mechanism when the parameters of constraints are introduced, 
This program solves th.e equations of condition given in Equation (5,5) 
by the relaxation method of Gauss, The input data include the 
initially assumed values of the undetermined parameters, starting 
values of increments in the parameters, M 0 , M 0 and lS, The incre.,. 
ments are reduced as the solution is approached, The functional form 
for the desired displacement is defined in the SUBR.OUTINE DSIRED as it 
is done in Program B. When the parameters of constraints are defined 
at the values of e within the domain of displacements, the values of 
the desired screw displacement at the design points must be put in a 
successive order by the SUBROUTINE DSIRED. This is necessary to 
compute the errors at the design points in consecutive order in the 
main program, when Eis being computed, 
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The Program C is also directly applicable to synthesize a 4R plane 
mechanism for the generation of screw displacements of zero pitch, 
which may, or may not, have constraints for odd order instantaneous 
dwells in rotation, The RSRC mechanism reduces to a 4R plane mechanism 
when 80 = ~o = O and S = e + b = constant. When the mechanism is pro-
jected onto the plane normal to the output pair axis, the input-crank-
ellipse and the coupler-ellipse become circles of radii d1 and d2 , 
respectively, Figure 19 shows the two geometric inversions and the 
parameters of constraints for the 4R plane mechanism, where the para-
meters of constraints are the slopes of.the coupler link at the corres-
ponding positions. The primed dimensions correspond to the second 
inversion: When the parameters of constraints define both, the posi-
tions at which output rotation velocity vanishes and the limits of the 
output rotation, a quick-return 4R plane mechanism is optimized, which 
generates the return-to-advance-time-ratio exactly. 
It should be noted here that an even order instantaneous dwe 11 in 
the output rotation of a 4R plane mechanism and multi-loop plane 
mechanisms, in which the output link of one loop is the driving link 
of the n~xt loop, can never be generated. This is because of that an 
even order instantaneous dwell occurs at an inflection point, and the 
inflection point in the output rotation of a 4R plane mechanism occurs 
at the dead center positiotl. of the output link. 
Example 3: The method of optimizing the RSRC mechanism by use of 
the parameters of constraints, just discussed above is applied to 
design a 4R plane mechanism to generate the screw displacement of 
zero pitch 
Figure 19. Parameters of Constraint and the Two Geometric 
Inversions of a 4R Plane Mechanism. 
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with 6• 0 = 60° and 49 0 =·90°9 Exact gene~ation of·6• 0 is desired1 
The specified output rot,tion has first order instantaneous dwell 
when e = 0. Program C is used to design the optimum mechanism starting 
with the initially assumed values of mechanism dimensions; d1 = 1.0 in., 
d2 = 2.0 in., q2 = 45° and e01 = 27.5° .. The number of design points is 
10. The solution reached the optimum mechanism within 1 minute. The 
changes in dimensions during the last:relaxation on each dimension were 
less than 0;000002. The dimensions .of the optimized mechanism are 
"dl "" 1.0 in. 
d2 = 8.099989 in. 
8 01 = 7.374689° 
ql = 7.374688° 
q2 = 10.09969294° 
resulting 
a = 9 .204072 in. 
d3 = L 181742 .in. 
The output of Program C for these dimensions is given in Table III. 
The desired a'nd the generated displacements are plotted in Figure 20a. 
Figure 20b shows the mechani~m at the limits of-the rotation. 
' 
Example tf;.:. Let us now consider the design of an RSRC mechanism 
with a predefined value of d ~.o to generate a screw displacement~ As 
. . 0 
;'t is .observed in Equation :(3,60) the output displacement of such an 
RSRC mechanism is a predefined sine function of the input parameter\ 
The output translati.on consists of the unknown dimensions_ d1 , A0 and 
e01 • The redundant dimension e may be taken zero in this case. Note 
in Appendtx B that the RSRC mechanism has one general constraint on 
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TABLE III 
THE OUTPUT OF PROG~M C FOR THE PLANE MECHANISM 
OPTIMIZED IN EXAMPL.E 3 
60 ~ .. iJ!go ipdo ipdo-ipgo g 
i (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) ( deg) 
l 7.374689 98. 729754 -0.000000 0.000000 . 0.000000 
2 -2.625311 99.556449 0.826694 0.740741 -0.085955 
3 -12~625311 102.001689 3.271935 2.962963 -0.308972 
4 -22.625311 105.968099 ; 7.238344 6.666667 -0.571678 
5 -32. 625311 111. 319002 12.589248 11. 851852 -0.737396 
6 -42.625311 117.918717 19. 188963 18.518518 -0.670445 
7 -52.625311 125.686106 26.956351 26.666666 -0.289685 
8 -62.625311 134.672544 35.942790 36.296296 0.353506 
9 -72.62531 l 145.234989 46.505235 47.407407 0, 902172 
10 -82.625311 158. 729752 59.999997 60.000000 0.000002 
x g d d- g 0 
i (deg) (in .. ) (in.•) (in.) (in.) 
1 91. 355067 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
2 90.957079 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
3 92.231908 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
4 95. 146055 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
5 99.637464 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
6 105.648691 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
7 113.176216 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0,000000 
8 122.351875 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
9 133.638693 0.000000 0.000000 0,000000 0.000000 













dl = LOO in. 
d· = 8,099989 in; <p O I. 2 
d 
3 
= l, 181742 in, 
50 a =. 9, 204072 in, 




1/Jdo = ~<1io(~!oJ2· 
30 
20 
,figure 20. . {a) 
(b) 
q - e 
l O l 
e {deg) 
(a) (b) 
Desired and Generated Displacements of the 4R 
Plane Mechanism Optimized in Example 3 
The Plane Mechanism Designed 
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rotation when o0 = 0. 
Certain portions of the output translation, the sine function of · 
80 = 801 + 8, may be used to approximate the translation component of 
the desired screw displacement, determining the dimensions dl, "o and 
801 • The dimensions d2 , d3 , a and b may be left to be determined when 
optimizing the mechanism to approximate the rotation component. This 
gives the designer a chance to design the mechanism in two independent 
steps, one for each component of the desired screw displacement. For 
example 




-30° < 8 < 30° 0 
(5.23) 
(5.24a) 
150° < 80 < 210° (5.24b) 
in the least-squares sense. When.30 < 80 < 150° and 210 < 80 < 330° 
the sine function may be used to approximate an exponential function. 
Let the desired screw displacement 
to be generated as the input crank rotates counterclockwise, where· 
At 0 = ±40°, A8 0 = 47.5°, AS= -2.0 in. The rotation component of this 
displacement has a first order instantaneous dwell when 8 = O. The 
dimensions d1 , >. 0 and 801 may be determined by either minimizing 
E =Et+ Es, where Et and Es are defined with Equation (5.4), or by 
minimizing E~ only and using Equation (5.24). By considering >. 0 = 60° 
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as a design constant and e01 = 25°, d1 = 1.0 in., -30° < e0 < 30: the 
translation component of the desired screw is generated. However, the 
displacement of the input crank from e01 =.25° to e02 = 25 - 47.5 = 22.5° 
with d1 = 1 .0 in. does not produce the desired ~S, the linear dimensions 
of the mechanism is scaled up to give the desired value of ~S after 
determining the remaining dimensions by minimizing E¢ by any of the 
programs, Program B or Program C. Since the rotation component of the 
desired screw has a first order instantaneous dwell ate= 0, Program C 
can easily be used leaving d2 and q2 as the undetermined parameters. 
q1 is determined by Equation (5.13) ate= 0 where the instantaneous 
dwell occurs. q2 is defined ate= ~e 0 • The optimization for the rota-
tion component was done by using 20 design points. It was observed that 
as the solution approached the optimum mechanism, the dimension d2 
approached to infinity. Both geometric inversions defined by Equation 
(3.74) were tested. The negative signed inversion had smaller (RMSE) 
for the same value of d2 when d2 .was very large. The output of the 
inversions, defin~d by the negative signed radical in Equation (3.74), 
is given in Table IV for ~¢ 0 = 40°, when d2 = 28.734519 in., q2 = 43.5°, 
q1 = 43.003°, d1 = 1 .00 in., d3 = 0.3933 in., a= 22.1475 jn,, b = 
22.5032 in. and (RMSE)¢ = 0.0019274 rad= 0.1104°. The maximum devia-
tion of the generated rotation from the desired one is 0.231348°. 
Table V shows .the output of the same inversion when d2 = 3.7602 in., 
d1 = 1.00 in., d3 = 0.4220 in., a= 3.95641 in., b = 2.86290 in., 
q1 = 43.003° and q2 = 46°, and (RMSE)¢ = 0.0029285 rad= 0.1621°. The 
maximum deviation of the generated rotation from the desired one is 
0.356234° in this case. 
Certainly the designer would prefer the second mechanism which 
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TABLE IV 
THE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM C FOR THE GEOMETRIC INVERSION WITH NEGATIVE 
SIGNED RADICAL IN EXAMPLE 4. d2 = 28.734519 ; n. 
60 ~g lJ;d iJ;go 11J;do-1J;}o1. 0 ; {deg) {deg) {deg) (deg) {deg 
l 25.000000 125.287534 0.000000 0.000133 0.000133 
2 22.500000 125.402253 o. 110803 0.114587 0.003784 
3 ?0.000000 125. 745815 0.443213 0.458149 o.014Q36 
4 17. 5000 00 126.316768 O.CJ97230 1.029101 0.031871 
5 1 5. 000000 127.112867 1.772853 1.825201 0.052348 
6 12.500000 ·128.13l3CJ3 2. 770083 2.843727 0.073644 
7 1 o. 000000 129.369194 3.CJ88919 4.081528 0.092608 
A 7. li\00000 130.823021 5.429363 5.5353t;5 0.1059Q2 
9 c;. 000000 132.489727 7.091413 7 ."202061 0.110648 
10 ?. 500000 134. 366556 8.975069 9.078890 0.103fPl 
11 -o. 000000 136.451567 11.080332 11.163900 0.083568 
12 -2.500000 138. 743885 13.407202 13.456219 0.04Cl017 
13 -5.000000 141.244236 15.955678 15.956570 0.000892 
14 - 7. 5 0 Q() 00 143.955454 18.725761 18.667788 0.057Q74 
15 -1 o. 000000 146.882946 21.717451 21.5()5280 0.12?171 
16 -12. 500000 150.035753 24. 930747 24.748087 0.182660 
17 -15.000000 153.427565 28.365650 ?8.1398q8 o. 225752 
18 -17.500000 157.078478 32.022160 31.1gos12 0.231348 
19 -2 o. 000000 161.017622 35. 900276 35.729956 0.170320 
20 -22. 500000 165.28748() · 39. g9999q 39.99q923 0.000176 
Xo s S1+Sd \S1+Sd-s1 (deg) {; n.) (in.) {; n.) 
l 82. 2 84462 11.617584 11.622052 0.004468 
2 8?.345q59 11.5829()9 11.585006 0.002006 
3 82. 63 7760 11. 547784 11.54795() 0.000175 
4 83. 15 85 67 11.512005 11.510912 0.001092 
5 A3.Q06330 11.475730 11.473866 0.001864 
6 84.878547 11.439028 11. 4368}<:) 0.002209 
7 86. 07?31 5 11.401970 11.399772 0.002197 
8 A7.4A4665 11.364625 11.362726 o.001egg 
q A9.ll2753 11.327065 11.325679 0.001386 
10 90.~54149 11.289361 11.288632 0.000729 
11 9'l..00725A 11.251586 11.251586 0.000000 
12 95.271581 11.213810 11.214539 o.00012q 
13 en. 748?34 11.176107 11.177492 0.001386 
14 loo. 4404 74 11.138547 11.140446 0. 001899 
15 103. 3541 63 11.101202 11.1033qg 0.002197 
16 l 06.498846 11. 064144 11. 066353 o.0022oq 
17 1 oo. 88876".l, 11.027442 11. 029306 0.001864 
18 11 3. 5446'i 7 l0.9(}1167 10.992759 0.00109? 
19 l17.49641R 10.955388 10.955213 0.000175 
?O l ?1. 7874 86 10.920172 10.918166 0.002006 
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TABLE V 
THE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM C FOR THE GEOMETRIC INVERSION WITH NEGATIVE 
SIGNED RADIPAL IN-E)(AMP~E ~- d2 = 3 ~ 7602 in •. 
So <Pg ljldo 1jJ O lljldo-ljlgol g 
i (deg) ( deg) . (deg_) __ (deg) · ( deg) . 
l 25.000000 135.376221 · 0.000000· 0.000010 · 0.000010 
2 22.500000 135.493334 0.110803 - 0.11}104 0.006300 
3 20.000000 135.842621 0.443213 0.466391 · 0.023177 
4 17.500000 136.420662 0.997230 1.044432 0.047202 
5 15.000000 137.223680 1. 772853 •. 1.847450 0.074597 
6 12.500000 138.247589 2. 770083 · 2 .87l359 · 0.101276 
7 10.000000 139.488180 3~988919 4.111950 o. 123030 
8 7.500000 140.941299 5.429363 5.565069 0.13~707 
9 5.000000 142.603146 7.091413 7.226915 0.135503 
10 2.500000 144.470566 8.975069 9.094336 o. 119267 
11. 
-0.000000 146.541426 11.080332 11.i65195 0.084863 
12 -2.500000 148.815058 13.407202 13.438828 0.031626 
13 -5.000000 151.292820 15.9\55678 15.916590 0.039088 
14 -7.500000 1. 53. 978758 18.725761 18.602528 0.123234 
15 -10~000000 156.880491 21. 717451 21. 504261 0.213190 
16 -12;500000 160 .010536 24.930747- 24.634306 0. 296441 
17 -15.000000 163.38$130 28.365650 28.011900 0.353750 
18 -17;500000 : 167 .042156 32.022160 31.665926 0.35623.4 
19 -20~000000 . 171 • 015995 35.900276 35.639765 0.260511 
20 -22~500000 175.376215 39 .9999,99 39 .999985.- o. 0000_14 
Xo s._ . S1":~d 
_ 1s 1~sd~sl 
i (d.eg) . (in.) . (in.) . ' (,n.) •. 
l 92.373151-- 1.797457 1.801926 0.004468 
2 92.085680 1.762873 1 .• 764879 0.002006 
3 92.045843 1. 727657 · 1.727832 0.000175 
4 92.251410 l. 691878 . 1.690786 0.001092 
5 92.700054 1.655603 1.653739 0.001864 
6 93.389382 1.618901 1.616692 0.002209 
7· 94. 317107 . 1.581843 1.579646 0.002197· 
8 95.481208 1.544498 1.542599 0.001899 
9 96.880193 1.506938 1.505552 0.001386 
10 98. 513394 . l.46Q235 l.468506 0.000729 
11 100.381339 1 .. 431459 1.431459 0.000000 
12 102.486183 1. 393684 1. 394413 0 .000729 
13 104.832316 1. 355980 l.357366 0.001386 
14 107.427055 1.318420 1.320319 0.001899 
i5 110. 281624 1.281075 l.283273 0.002197 
16 113.412588 1.244017 l. 246226 0.002209 
l7 116.843906 1.207315 1.20Ql79 0.001864 
18 120.610190 1. 171040 1.172133 0.001092 
19 1,24. 762126 1.135261 1. 135086 0.000175 
20 129 .'376213 · 1.100046 l_.098039 0.002006. 
results (RMSE)• being 0.05° different than what the first mechanism 
results in which d2 , a and bare about seven times larger than the 
dimensions of the second mechanism. As this example demonstrates the 
designer may have t9 compromize on the magnitude of RMSE in order to 
maintain smaller dimensions. 
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In both mechanisms above 6S = 0.703886 in. since d1 , A0 and 601 
remain the same. In order to obtain 6S = 2.0 in. the dimensions of the 
mechanism are multiplied by the factor 2.0/0.703886 = 2.840374. 
The generated and desired displacements along with x0, for the 
mechanism with d2 = 3.7602 in. and q2 = 46° are shown plotted in 
Figure 21. 
The output of the inversion, defined by the positive signed radical 
in Equation (3.74), is given in Table VI, for 6•0 = -40°, when d2 = 
3.011968 in., q2 = 50°, d1 = 1.00 in., d3 = 0.42480 in., a= 2.77892 
in., b = 2.9248 in., q1 = 43.003°, 6S = 0.703886 in. and (RMSE). = 
0.0029395 rad= 0.16849°. 
The inversion defined by the negative signed radical in Equation 
(3.74) was optimized using 6 design points •. The output of one mecha-
nism is given in Table VII, when d2 = 3.7665 in., q2 = 46°, d3 = .LOO 
in., d3 = 0.42182 in., a= 3.96072 in., b = 2.86783 in~, 6S = 0.703886 
in., and (RMSE)</l = 0.0001419 rad =.0.008131°. 
The RSRC mechanism with o0 = O is also optimized to generate the 
same screw function given in Example 4 using 66 0 = 40°, 6<j) 0 = 40°, and 
6S = -0.7 in. by minimizing E = E• + Es and considering d1 , d2 , d3 , a,· 
b, q2 and 9 01 as unknown dimensions. A0 ~ 60° is considered a design 
constant. Ten design points are used. The optimum mechanism approaches 
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THE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM C FOR THE GEOMETRIC INVERSION WITH POSITIVE 
SIGNED RADICAL IN EXAMPLE 4. d = 2 3.011968 in. 
Sa c/>g t/Jdo t/Jgo I t/Jdo -t/Jgo j 
i (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) 
1 i' 5. 000000 -39. 005Q67 0.000000 0.000011 0.000011 
2 22.500000 -,g.126394 0.110803 0.120416 0. 00C)f. 13 
3 2 o. 000000 -3Q.4845 l6 0.443213 0.47853() o. 035325 
4 17. 500()00 -40.075136 0.997230 1.069159 0.071929. 
5 1 c:;. 000000 -40.892664 1.772853 1.886686 0.113833 
6 12.500000 -41.931355 2.770083 2.925377 o. 1552Q4 
7 lo. 000000 -43.185620 3.988919 4.11g643 O.lQ07?3 
8 7. 500000 -44.650286 5.429363 5.644309 0.214046 
g 5. 000000 -46.320910 7.091413 1.·=n4932 0.?23520 
10 2.500000 -48.194057 8.975069 9.l8807Q 0.213010 
11 -o. 000000 -50.2676?5 ll.080332 11.261648 0.181316 
12 -2. 500000 -52.541230 13.407202 13.535252 o.12soso 
13 -5.000000 -55.016610 15.955678 H,.010633 o.o54Q55 
14 -7. 500000 -57.6()8237 18.725761 lR.692260 o. 033501 
15 -10.000000 -60.5g4011 21. 717451 21.58803g 0.129412 
16 -12.500000 -63.716424 24.930747 24.710446 0.220300 
l 7 -15. 000000 -67.084121 28.365650 28.078143 0.201507 
18 -17.500000 -70.724548 32.022160 31.718571 0.303589 
19 -2 o. 000000 ~74.6780QO 35.900276 35.67?112 0.228163 
20 -22.500000 -79.005965 39!9g9999 39,9<;)9988 0,000011 
Xa s S1+Sd \s1+sd-s I 
i (deg) (in.) (in.) (in.} 
1 82. 009036 1.828390 l.83285q 0.004468 
2 82.6328A6 1.793806 1.1q5e12 0.002006 
3 83.472?99 l. 758 590 1.758765 0.000175 
4 84.521888 1.722811 1.721719 o.0010Q2 
5 85.776280 1.686536 1. 684672 0.001864 
6 87.230319 1.649835 1.647626 0 .00220Q 
7 88.879354 1.612776 1.610579 0.002197 
8 90.719460 1.575431 1.573532 0.001899 
9 92. 74 7746 1.537871 1.536486 0.001386 
10 94.962619 l.500168 1.49q439 0.000729 
11 97.364115 1.462392 1. 462392 0.000000 
12 99. 9542 89 1.424617 1.425346 0.000729 
13 102.737679 1.386913 1.388299 0.001386 
14 · 105. 721955 1.349353 1.351252 0.001899 
15 108.Cll8736 1.312009 1.314206 0.002197 
16 112.344876 1.274950 1.277159 0.002209 
17 116. 024318 1.238248 1.240112 0.001864 
18 119. 991070 l. 201 Q 73 1.203066 o.001ocn 
19 l?4.2Q4019 1.166194 1.166019 0.000175 
20 129. 005960 1.130979 1.128973 0 .002006 
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TABLE VII 
THE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM C FOR THE GEOMETRIC INVERSION WITH 
NEGATIVE:SIGNED RADICAL IN EXAMPLE 4. d2 = 3.7665 
~g ljid 1jJ I iµdo -iµgo I 8 9o 
. 0 0 
i (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) 
1 2 5. 000000 135.313141 0.000000 0.000013 o. 000013 
2 l 5. 00 ()000 137.161003 1.772900 1.847849 o.014q4g 
3 5. 000000 142.541656 7.091400 7.22R502 0.1~710' 
4 -5.000000 151.:?3275R 15.955700 15.919603 o. 0360q7 
5 -1 5. 000000 163.328279 28.365700 28.015125 0.350575 
6 -22.500000 175.313133 40.000000 39.9<}9979 0.000021 
Xo s Sl+Sd I S1+Sd-S I 
i (deg). {in.) {in.) {in.) 
1 92.310071 1.799898 1.804366 0.004468 
2 qz. 63 9111 1.658044 1.656180 0.001864 
~ Cl6.a22i::;os 1.509379 1.507993 0.001386 
4 l 04. 776271 1.3584?-l 1.359806 0.001386 
5 116.796704 1.209756 1.211620 0.001864 
6 129.31312q 1.102486 1.100480 0.002006 
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is given in !able VIII, when d2 = 3.66660 ~n., d1 = 1.05792 in., 
d3 = 0.402608 in., a= 3.944825 in., b = 2.762847 in., ·e 01 = 24.49992°, 
q1 = 42.3475776°, q2 = 45.83350182°, ¢01 = 132.553783°, S1' = 1 .761359 
in., ~S = -0.700791 in., (RMSE)¢ = 0.0023793 rad= 0.13615°, (RMSE)s = 
0.0029025 in., and RMSE = 0.003616 in. for a screw of unit radius. 
Example 5: \ Now consider the design of an RSRC quick-return mecha-
nism having 2 to 1 advance-to-return-time-ratio generating the displace-
ment specified below. The translation component is 
the rotation is a linear function of e0 for 30°.::.. e0 .::.. 210° during the 
advance stroke (C.C.W.) and for 270°.::.. e0 .::.. 330° during the return 
stroke (C.W.). It is an exponential function of e in the rest of the 
domain as shown by the solid lines for ~do in Figure 22. The input for 
the desired screw displacement for Program C was prepared as data at 
24 design points rather than defining the functional forms in the 
SUBROUTINE DSIRED. The design points are taken with 15° increments in 
the input crank rotation. The values of the desired rotation displace-
ment ~do at 24 design points are given in the fourth column in Table IX. 
The additional constraining condition in the problem is that the limit 
position of the rotation is to correspond to the value of e = 0 at which 
the limit position for the maximum value of the translation [first 
order instantaneous dwell in translation] takes place. 
a design constant. 
\ = 60° is 0 
The desired translation component suggests that the RSRC mechanism 
with 60 = O is the best choice, which generates the translation dis-
placement exactly. In this mechanism the upper limit of translation 
ll~ 
TABLE VII I 
AN RSRC MECHANISM OPTIMIZED TO GENERJ\TE THE SCREW 
. DISPLACEMENT IN EXAMP~E 4, HAVING a01 AS 
ON.E OF THE UNKNOWN DIMENSIONS 
a· <l>g 1/J9o 1/Jdo 1/Jdo ""1/Jgo .o 
i (deg) . ( deg) ·: (deg) (deg) (deg) 
l 24.499920 132. 553783 -0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
2 19.499920' 133.077570 0.523787· 0.493827 -0.029961 
3 14~499920 134.627676 2.073893 l.975309 -0.098585 
4 9.499920 137 •. 1.66204 4.612421 4.444444 -0. 167978 
5 4.499920 140.652363 8.098579 7.901235 -0.197346 
6 -0.500080 145.052898 12 .499115 12 .345679' -0.153437 
7 -5.500080 150.357382 17.803598 17. 777777 -0.025822 
8 -10.500080 156.600681 24.046898 24. 197531 0.150633 
9 -15.500080 163;902224 31.348440 31.604938 0.256496 
10 -.20 ~ 500080 . 172. 553782 39 .. 999998 40.000000 o.oooooz 
s sg s Xo d 
i (in.) · (in.) (in.) ( deg) ·. 
l 1 . 761359 -0.000000 0.000000 90.206206 
2 1.687252 -0.074107 -0.077778 89.872369 
3 l.610817 -0. 150541.· -0.155556 90.633061 
4 1.532637 -0.~28772 -0.233333 92.465133 
5 1. 453306 -0.308053 -0. 311111 95.347013 
6 1.373427 -0. 387931 -0.388889 99.268359 
7 l.293610 -0.467749 -0.466667 104.245034 
8 1.214461 ·0.546898 -0.544444 110.342483 
9 1. 136583 -0.624776 -0.622222 117. 718403 
10 l.060568 ~0.700791 -0.700000 126.720280 
d1 = 2 .00 in. 
d2 = 9.886017 in. 
d3 = 10.219801 
a= 3.835109 in. 
b "" l.631712 in. 
o = 0° . 
:>..o = 60° 
t.4>0 ""350 
Mo = 360° 
fl§= 3.464101 
ql = 601 = 90° 
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Figure 22. Desired and Generated Displacements of the RSRC-




occurs when 80 = 90°. Since one of the limit positions of the output 
rotation must occur when the upper limit of the translation occurs, 
801 = 80 = 90° is where the coupler ellipse must be tangent to the 
input crank ellipse. Then from Equation (5.13) it follows that 
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Since the advance-to-return-time-ratio is 2/1, the value of 802 corres-
ponding to the second limit position of the output crank rotation is 
given by 
2 802 = I (360) + 801 = 330° 
then from Equation (5.13) we have 
q2 = 130,8931° 
d2 is the only unknown dimension left to be determined by minimizing 
E•, since the dimensions a, band d3 are determined by Equations (5.19), 
(5.20), an~ (5.21) after determining d2. Let d1 = 2.0 in. 
Thus, the optimum value of d2, for which E• is minimum,·is d2 = 
9.886017 in. Then, a= 3.835109 in., b = .1.631712 in. and d3 = 
10.219801 in., {RMSE)s = O and (RMSE)• =.0.255711°. The maximum devia~ 
tion of.generated rotation from the desired one at the design points 
is l.093482°. The displacements in this mechanism are given in Table 
. . 
IX, and plotted in Figure 22. 
It is to be noted that smaller dimensions could be obtained by 
fewer design points. Another RSRC quick-return mechanism is optimized 
using 6 design points at~= 0°, 75°, 165°, 210°, 240° and 255°. The 
optimum dimen~ions of this mechanism are d2 = 8.416473 in., 
TABLE IX 
THE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM C FOR THE RSRC-QUICK-RETURN MECHANISM 
OPTIMIZED IN EXAMPLE 5. 24 DESIGN POINTS 
ea ¢9 1/Jd s Xa 
1Pg 11/Jdo-1/J9ol 0 0 
i (deg) . (deg) (deg) (in.) (deg) (deg) (deg) 
-
1 0.000000 142.3735395 31.000000 0.815856 13.093168 30.334782 0.665218 
2 15.000000 136.092590 24.000000 1.264144 12.570049 24.051977 0.051977 
3 30.000000 128.265175 17.000000 1~681882 12.957454 16.224562 0.775438 
4 45.000000 120.947131 · 10.000000 2.040601 14.284992 8.906518 1.093482 
5 60.000000 115 .693986 3.000000 2.315856 16,404535 3.653373 0.653373 
6 75.000000 112 .857127 0. 700000 · 2.488889 19.074224 0.816514 0.116514 
7 90.000000 112 .040612 0.000000 2.547907 22.040613 0.000001 0.000001 
8 105.000000 112 .670526 0.500000 2.488889 25.069034 0.629912 0.129912 
9 120.000000 114. 246048 2.000000 2.315856 27.947970 2.205435 0.205435 
10 135.000000 116.390727 4.500000 2.040601 30.490191 4.350ll4 0 .149886 
11 150.000000 118.838938 7.000000 1.681882 32 .537152 6.798325 0.201675 
12 165.000000 121.412871 9.500000 1.264144 33.966106 9.372258 0 .127742 
13 180.000000 124.004066 12.000000 0.815856 34.697705 11.963452 0.036548 
14 195.000000 126.559879 14.500000 0.367569 34.701591 14.5l9266 0.019266 
15 210.000000 129.072105 17.000000 -0.050169 33.998079 17;031492 0.031492 
16 225.000000 131.564783 19.500000 -0-.408888 32.654871 19.524170 0.024170 
17 240.000000 134.078751 22.000000 -0.684144 30. 778931 22;038137 0.038137 
18 225.000000 136.650759 24.500000 -0.857176 28.504699 24 .610146 0 .110146 
19 270.000000 139.284864 27.000000 -0.916194 25.980267 27.244251 0.244251 
20 285.000000 141 .914398 29.500000 -0.857176 23.353583 29.873785 0.373785 
21 300.000000 144.354401 32.000000 -0,684144 20.761158 32.313787 0.313787 
22 315.000000 146.250225 34.000000 -0.408889 18.322808 34.209612 0.209612 
23 330.000000 147.040613 35.000000 -0.050169 16 .147225 35.000000' 0.000000 





d1 = 2.0 in., a= 30747413 in,, b = L903521 ino, d3 = 8.624605 in,, 
q1 =. 90°, q2 = 130.8931°. The maximum deviation of the generated rota-
tion from the desired one at the precision points is 00091816°, (RMSE) 
, s 
= O and (RMSE)~ = 0,04789°, The displacements in this mechanism are 
given in Table X. 
In the examples given above the screw displacements have first 
order instantaneous dwells in rotation, and the instantaneous dwells 
occur when the exteriors of the input-crank-ellipse and the coupler-
ellipse are tangent, that is the curvatures of the input-crank-ellipse 
and the coupler-ellipse are.of opposite signs. When the desired rota-
tion displacement is a function of en with instantaneous dwells, where 
I 
n ~ 3 the solution will exi.st where the curvature of the input-crank-
ellipse and the coupler-e-llipse conform, that is when the interior of 
one ellipse is tangent to the exterior of the other ellipse. As it is 
discussed in the early part of this chapter, the designer may consider 
the mechanisms given in Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 as the starting mecha-
nisms when synthesizing the RSRC mechanism for the generation of screw 
displacements having higher order instantaneous dwells in rotation. The 
following examples illustrate the use of the parameters of constraints 
in synthesizing the RSRC mechanism for the generation of screw displace-
ments having even· order instantaneous dwells in rotation, 
Example 6: Design an RSRC mechanism to generate the screw dis-
placement. 
-4 < x < 4 
where Sg stands for that the generated output translation is accepted 










THE OUTPUT OF· PROGRAM C FOR THE RSRC - QUICK - RETURN MECHANISM 
OPTIMIZED IN EXAMPtE·5-; 5-'DE;SIGN POINTS. 
<l>g iµdo s Xa Xga lipdO-ipgol 
( deg} (deg) (in.) (deg} (deg) _ (deg) 
140.287519 24.500000 1. 400050 15.357441 24.534338 0.034338 
115.753181 .0.000000 2.683813 25.753181 0.000000 0.000000 
125.720345 10.000000 1. 400050 40. 108031 9.967164 0.032836 
140. 844997 25.000000 -0.721270 34.114264 ~ 25.091816 0.091816 
148.197788 32.500000 -0.548237 25.209724 32.444607 0.055393 




The function is to be generated withi~ 6~0 = 6¢0 ::,: 120°. 
Let the design points be at x = -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, l ' 2, 3, 4, 
where the real part of the desired function assumes Y0 = -16, -6,75, 
-0.25, 0, 0.25, 2, 6,75, 16, respectively, The corresponding values 
the input and output crank rotations are e 1 = -60°, -45°, -30°, -15°, 





0.93779°, 7.5°, 25.29°, 60°, respectively. However these rotations are 
I 
put in a consecutive order by introducing B = B1 + 60 and ~d = ~d + 
0 0 
60. Thus, the input parameter and the desired screw displacement at 
the design points are B = 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, 120° 
and ~d = 0°, 34.71°, 54.5°, 59.06219°, 60°, 60.93779°, 67,5°, 85,29°, 
0 
120°, respectively, 
This is a screw displacement having a second order instantaneous 
dwell in the rotation component at x = 0, or B = 60°. The necessary 
condition for the second order instantaneous dwell must be satisfied at 
B = 60°, where the desired rotation has an inflection point. An RSRC 
mechanism whose output rotation has inflection point may be used as the 
starting mechanism in Program C, Dimensions and displacements of such 
a mechanism are given in Figure 10, One may find RSRC mechanisms with 
inflection points in the output rotation in four zones of the input 
crank rotation. These zones are 10° < e0 < 60°, 120° < e0 < 170°, 
190° <Bo< 240° and 330° < B0 < 350°. An RSRC mechanism was optimized 
starting with the dimensions .of the RSRC mechanism in Figure 10, Two 
parameters of constraints were introduced at B = 0° and e = 60°, Since 
the constraint for the instantaneous dwell is at B = 60° the parameter 
of constraint q2 ate= 60° is defined by Equation (5.13). q1 at 
e = 0° was one of the unknown parameters. Noting that B = 60° must 
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correspond to e0 ~ 220° in the starting mechanism, the starting value 
for e01 was taken 160° in the input data. q1 = 5° was assumed as the 
starting value. The desired screw displacement was read as data, One 
of the parameters of constraints is defined within the domain of output 
rotation. Then the data for the Program C must have 66 0 =.60° and 
6¢ 0 = 60° which are defined bye= 0° and 60°. The remaining dimensions 
of the optimum mechanism are d1 = 3.457402 in., d2 = 2.280365 in., 
d3 = 0.86211 in., a= -0.734927 in., b = 0.543187 in., e01 = 150.52356°, 
q1 = 12.16845°, q2 = 49.70775°, and (RMSE)¢ = 0.011091 rad= 0.63513°. 
The desired and the generated displacements are given in fable XI and 
plotted ih Figure 23, the geneY'ated output rotation velocity, ~0/e 0 , 
and the rotation acceleration, ~0/e~, at the precision points, when 
e0 = l rad/sec, are also shown in Figure 23 to clarify the properties 
of the generated instantaneous dwell. 
Example 7: Design a double-crank-RSRC mechanism whose output link 
is to rotate as a linear function of the input parameter during the 50% 
of the cycle, and must have an approximate dwell during the 10% of the 
cycle, as shown by the straight lines for 1/ld in Figure 24. 
0 
Note that such an instantaneous dwell in the output rotation of a 
double-crank-4R plane mechanism can not be obtained since the inflection 
point in the ~utput rotation occurs at the dead center position. 
A double-crank-RSRC mechanism with 80 = 0, e = 0 and A0 = 60° 
was optimized using 17 design points, 4 at the linear portion, 13 at 
the dwell portion. The mechanism in Figure 10 was used as the starting 
mechanism, with 8 01 = 220°, q2 = 230° at 8 01 = 150°. q1 ate= 0 is 
defined by Equation (5.13). The dimensions of the optimized mechanism 
are d1 = 1 .488489 in., d2 = 2.13769 in., a= 0.737225 in., 
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TABLE XI· 
THE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM C FOR THE RSRC MECHANISM OPTIMIZED 
IN EXAMPLE 6. 8 DESIGN POINTS 
. e cpg . $9o $do ljld~ ~:ii~ 0 i (deg) (deg) {deg) (deg) 
l 150.5?.35.6 93. 04567 o.o o.o o.o 
2 180. 523 56 145.20401 52.15823 52.50000 0.34177 
3 1 ()5. 5?356 151.31146 58.26579 5C) .• 062lq 0.79640 
4 210.52356 153.04556 59.99()89 60.00000 0.00011 
5 725.52356 153.51276 60.46709 60.9377() 0.47070 
6 240.52356 159.66A33 66.62267 67.50000 0.87733 
7 ?5t;.5?.356 178~()8608 85.94041 85.2899() 
-0.65042 
8 270. 52344 213.14404 120.09837 120.00000 -O.OQ837 
S +S · Sd=S · S1+Sd Sd-S 
. Xo {~n.J (in.1 (in.} (deg) (in.} 
1 80. 87721 l.74494 o.o 1~ 744g4 o.o 
2 11S.68513 o.24424 -1.50070 0.24424 o.o 
3 115. l 0745 -0.52975 
-2.:?7468 -0.52975 o.o 
4 l 03. 344 73 -1.24913 -2.(?9407 
-1.24913 o.o 
5 87.19028 -1.86487 
-3.60981 -1.86487 o.o 
6 73.64011 
-2.33502 -4.07996 -2. 33502 o.o 
7 70. 24M,O 
-l.62753 -4.37247 -2.62753 o.o 













d1 = 3.457402 in. q1 = 12.16845° 
d2 = _2.280365 in. _ q2 = 49.70775° d3 = 0.86211 in. ae 0 = A~ 0 = 120° · 
a= -0.734927.in. o0 = O 
b = 0.543187 1n. e = 0 
I 3 
, e01 = l50.52356° A0 _= 60° 1 I I / I 2 9,0il I l I- I I J 
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Ffgure 23. Desired and Generated Output Displacements, Output Rotation Velocity, 
Output Rotation.Acceleration of the RSRC Mechanism Optimized in 




b = -0.148267 in., e01 = 215,35207°, q1 = 54.823044°, q2 = 233.961044°, 
and (RMSE)¢ = 0.03553074 rad= 2.03576183°. 
The desired and the generated output displacements are given in 
Table XII and plotted in Figure 24. The output rotation velocity, 
• • -· • 2 ¢0/e 0 , and acceleration, ¢/B 0 at the design points in the dwell zone, 
when e0 = 1 rad/sec, are ~0/e 0 = 0.11401, 0.07253, 0.03443, 0.0, 
-0.03087, -0.05813, -0.08187; ~o/e~ = -0.49422, -0.45595, -0.41574, 
-Q.37447, -0.33296, -0.29199, -0.25226. The corresponding values of 
8 are 345°, 350°, 355°, 0°; 5°, 10°, and 15°. 
Synthesis of.the RSRC Mechanism by 
the Overlay Technique 
Overlay technique used in synthesizing plane mechanisms for func-
tion generation is a graphical way of optimizing the mechanism by mini-
mizing the error by sight, where the efficiency of the approximation 
depends largely on the accuracy of the drawing, 
One can use the overlay technique to synthesize an RSRC mechanism 
by drawing a series of ellipses and more than one overlay. This may 
not be a desirable method of solution since it will consume a lot of 
time. However, the overlay technique is relatively simple when 60 = O. 
Then it requires drawing only the input-crank-ellipse, a series of 
coupler-circles, and an overlay for the output crank rotation. This is 
illustrated in two examples in the following, 
Example.8: Consider the design of a constrained RSRC mechanism 
having 60 = 0 to generate the screw displacement 
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TABLE XI I ' 
Tl-IE OUTPUT OF PROGRAM C FOR THE DOUB~E-CRANK ... 
RSRC MECHANISM OPTIMIZED -rn EXAMPLE 7 
60 
wt~::yo. 4>g $go . 1/Jdo. i . (~eg) . (deg) • ( deg) (d~g} 
1 215.35207 116.47552 0.0 0.0 o.o 
2 220.35207 116.39694 
-0.07858 0.0 0,07858 
3 225.35207 116.17291 -0.30261 0.0 0.30261, 
4 230.35207 115.82146 -0.65407 0.0 0.65407 
5 235.35207 115.35995 -1.11557 0.0 - 1.11557 
6 240.35207· 114.80469 · "':'1;67084 0.0 1 .. 67084 
7 245.35207 114.17113 "'.'2~ 30440 0.0 2.30440 
8 335.35205 205.07916 88.60364 90.00000 1. 39636 
9 5.35205 251.47572 135.00020 135.00000 -0.00020 
10 65.35205 338.50366 222~02814 225.00000 2.97186 
11 125.35205 76~79l99 320.31641 315.00000 · -5.316.41 
12 185.35205 112.91147 356;43579 360.00000 3.56421 
13 . 190.35205 114.06790 · 357.592i9 36g.ooooo 2. 40771 14 · 195. 35205 114.97932 · 3$8.501-6 36 .00000 1. 4Q634 
15 200.35205 1~5.65984 3~9. 18' 08 ~6~.00000 0.81592 
16 205.35205 l 6.12483 3$9.64911' 36 .00000 0.35083 
17 210. 35205 116.39082 3$9.91528 36~:~o~po 0.08472 18 215.35207- . 116.47552 !0.-0 ' 0.0 
s -s Xo S1+S9 s -s· S1:i-Sd • d- } d g 
i (deg) (in .. ) . . . ( in,, (in. ) ·· (in.) 
1 61.65247 -0.81999 0.0 -0.81999 0.0 
2 59.06410 -0.90878· -0.08880 -0.90878 0.0 
3 56.24515 -0.99123 -0. 17124 . -0.99123 0.0 
4 53.22261 -1.06669 -0.24670 -1.06669 0.0 
5 50~02332 -1. 13460 -0.31461 -1. 13460 0.0 
6 46.67352 -i.19444 -0.37445 -1. 19444 0.0 
7 43. 19914 -l.24575 -0.42576 -1.24575 0.0 
8 11.48880 -0.61173 0.20825 -0.61173 0;0 
9 17.514}1 0.04610 ·0.86609 .. 0.04610 0.0 . 10. 19~28972 1.09748 1.91747 1.09748 0.0 
11 53.76271 0.97725· 1. 79723 0.97725 0.0 
12 70.99617 ·-0. 19-437 0,'62562 -0.19437 · 0.0 
13 70.27577 -0.30577 0.51421 -0.:30577 0.0 
14 69. 19917 -0.41541 0.40457 -0.41541 0.0 
15 67. 77969 -0.52245 0.29753 -0.52245 0.0 
16 66.03461 -0.62608 0. 19390 -0.62608 o.o 
17 63.98434 -0. 72551 0.09447 -0; 72551 0.0 












18 u d1 = 1.488489 in. 601= 215.35207° oo = 0 v d2 -= 2.13769 in. · q = 54.823044° e = 0 d3 = 1.614392 in. q~= 233.961044° A = 60° a -= 0.737225 in. 660 = Acl>o = 360° . 0 ) b = -0.148267 in. 
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Figure 24. Desired and Generated Output Displacements of the Double-Crank-RSRC Mechanism 



















about an axis which forms the skew angle Ao= 60° with the axis of the 
input shaft, where '•a± 45°, Ae 0 = 90° and 6S = -10 in. This axial 
screw is a helical displacement of pitch 6S/6• 0 = 0.22222 in./deg. Then 
. the designed mechanism is to replace a space mechanism with a helical 
output pair of the same pitch. Note that if a helical pair having a 
30° pressure angle were used to generate the desired output,it would 
require a pitch diameter of 44.1 in. 
Steps in the overlay solution: 
l. Since the output tra~slation will approximate a straight line 
when -45° < e01 < 45°, compute d1 using the displacements of the mecha-
nism designed in Example 5. where Ao was also 60°. Thus, AS= 2.44949 
in. for d1 =·2 in. in the domain defined. Then, d1 = 10/1 .224745 = 
8.162 in. The remaining dimensions, d2 , d3 , a and bare determined to 
approximate the output rotation. 
2. The overlay solution is constructed on the plane normal to the 
output pair axis. Construct the 1nput-crank-e111pse, considering the 
input crank of unit length. See Figure 25. 
3. Define the minimum number of precision points on the rotation 
component and the cQrresponding values of e. Locate them on the 1nput-
crank-e111pse. Seven design points were taken with 15° intervals 1n 
Figure 25. 
4i Dimension d2 may be chosen arbitrarily. Draw a family of 
circles of rad11 d2• with centers at the design points on the input-
crank-ellipse. 
s. Construct a transpar·ent overlay for the output rotation. This. 
overlay has a series of,radial lines indicating the position of the 
output-crank at each design point, and a series of,c1rc1es with centers 
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Figure 25. The RSRC Mechanism Optimized by the Overlay Technique in Example 8, for the Generation 




at the center of the radial lines~ The intersection of a circle with 
the radial lines are the design points on the output rotation. 
6. Match the design points on one of the circles on the overlay 
to the family of circles drawn in Step 4. 
7. The center of the overlay circles determine the dimensions a 
and b. The radius of the matching overlay circle determines d3 • 
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In the overlay solution constructed in Figure 25 d2 = d1 is used. 
Four constrained RSRC mechanisms which generate the desired output 
rotation are shown. Mechanisms A and Bare for counterclockwise output 
rotation, and Mechanisms C and Dare for clockwise output rotation. The 
side view of the Mechanism A shows the output translation at the design 
points. 
Example 9: Approximate dwells in the output rotation can also be 
generated when using the overlay technique, if the geometric properties 
of the mechanism at the limit positions are utilized during the process. 
The translation component is approximated first by the portion of a sine 
function determining d1 , J.. 0 and e01 • In order to generate an instan-
taneous dwell at a specified value of e a normal is drawn to the input-
crank-el lipse at the point defined bye. The design point on the over-
lay for the value of.eat which the instantaneous dwell is to take 
place, must be placed on that normal during the overlay process, At 
the point where a higher order instantaneous dwell is to be generated 
the radius of curvature of the input crank ellipse must be approximated 
by the coupler link length d2 • A rest in the rotation of the output 
link for a 120° rotation of the input crank is possible. In order to 
obtain first order instantaneous dwells at specified values.of the 
input para~eter, the normal to the input-crank-ellipse is drawn to 
135 
maintain a point of tangency of the exteriors of the input-crank-ellipse 
and the coupler-circle at the specified value of the input parameter. 
As an example let us design an RSRC mechanism with 80 = O and ~o = 60° 
to generate the same dual function considered in Example 6 
-4 < x < 4 
where Sg stands for that the output translation is accepted as generated 
by the mechanism. The real part of this function has a second order 
instantaneous dwell when x ~ 0, Let ~e 0 = ~¢ 0 = 120°, and x = -4, -3, 
-2, -1, O, l, 2, 3, 4 be the design points. The values of the real 
part of the dual function at the design points are y 0 = -16, -6.75, -2, 
-0.25, 0, 0.25, 2, 6.75~ 16. The corresponding values of the input. 
parameter and the desired output crank rotation are e = -60°, -45°, 
-30°, -15°l 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° and ~d = -60°, -25.29°, -7.5°,-0.9378°, 
0 
0°, 0,9378° , 7.5°, 25-029°, 60°. Let us consider that the translation dis-
placement is acceptable if it does not have a limit position within the 
domain of displacements definedt The value of e01 which corresponds to 
x = 0 ore = 0 is a very important dimension, In this example e01 = 
210°. Since the desired output rotation has an even order instantaneous 
dwell at e01 , at first the coupler-circle must be drawn tangent to the 
input-crank-ellipse at e01 , such that the center of the coupler-circle 
must be rotating about a center in the same direction as the spherical 
pair moves along the input-crank-ellipse when passing the position at 
e01 • That is, an inflection point in the output rotation must be 
determined. Since the value of e01 is defined, q1 = 49.06° at e01 by 
Equation (5.13). Let d1 = 3.0 in. d2 = 1 .96 in. approximates the 
radius of curvature of the input-crank-ellipse at e01 = 210°. One may 
v~ry d2 according to the order of the instantaneous dwe 11 at e O 1 • 




d1 = 3.0 ino 
d2 . = 1.96 in. 
d3 = 0.7 in. 
a= -0.63 in. 
b = 0,439 in. 
o = 0° 
AO= 60° g = 0 
sd 
Figure 26 .. The RSRC Mechanism Optimized by the Overlay Technique to Generate the Dual 






SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation was made to develop a technique using the 
var_iational principle to synthesize a space mechanism having cylinder 
output pair for the generation of screw displacements by the displace-
ments of its output. 1 ink. The desired screw is of the form ~ d (a) = 
1/Jd (a)+ e: 1/Jd (a), where 1/Jd· (a) and 1/Jd (a) are the rotation and the 
· 0 . l O l 
1 inear components; a is the independent input parameter. Such a 
. . . . . 
screw displacement is to guide a rigid body through successive screws 
of common axis. The technique is used to synthesize the RSRC space 
mechanism to generate screw di~placements within the specified limits 
of input and output link displacements! By the variational method 
t~e optimum set of dimensions .. of the mechariisin is:obtained by mini-
mizing the error function 
N 
E = [ {[1/Jd (ei) ~ 1/Jg (ei)J2 + [1/Jd (ei) - 1/Jg (ei)]2} 
'l O . 0 · l l 
1= 
for the screw of unit radius, whE:1re 1/Jg and 1/Jg are the rotation and 
,Q .. 1 / ~~ . l . 
linear components of the screw displacement generated by the mechanism, 
.. ; : ,·,_ 
N is the number-of design points chosen along the screw function at the 
. I . . 
N values of the independent parameter a. The number of-design points 
may be as many as des.ired. The large number of design point~ provide 
' . 
appr~ximation closer to the approximation within a continuous intervali 
.However, the large number of design points reduce the efficiency in 
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approximating the desired function at the design points, since a mecha-
nism has a limited number of dimensions. The screw function is genera-
ted exactly at the design points if the sum of the number of the design 
points on the rotation and the 1 i near components is the same or less 
than the number of the unknown dimensions of the mechanism. In this 
study all the dimensions of the RSRC mechanism were considered unknown 
parameters with the exception of the skew angle between the input pair 
and the output pair axes, which was taken to be a design constant since 
it defines the screw axis relative to a stationary frame of reference. 
The screw displacements with no constraint, and screw displace-
ments with constraints were considered in this investigation~ The 
RSRC mechanism is optimized to generate unconstrained screw displace~ 
ments where only the displacement is generated approximately at the 
design points. The nonlinear equations of condition which result in 
the minimizing process were linearized by Taylor's theorem. The optimum 
set of dimensions of the mechanism were obtained by solving the line~ 
arized ~quations of condition by the matrix method of iteration and 
also by solving the nonlinear equations of condition by the relaxation 
method of Gauss. The relaxation method proved to be an efficient 
method for solving the equations of condition even when the initial 
values of the unknown dimensions were too far from those of the optimum 
mechanism. The convergence was fast, and the method provided informa-
tion on the effect.of each parameter on the convergence and the 
efficiency in approximating the function at the design points. 
The constrained screw displacements are those, which have condi-
tions to be satisfied besides the approximate generation of the 
displacement. These constraints may be on velocity, acceleration, jerk, 
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force and torque distributions, either in the entire domain of the dis-
placements or at some specified values of the input parameter. The 
constraining conditions considered in this investigation are the 
generation of first and higher order instantaneous dwells in the 
rotation component of the screw displacement at some specified values 
of the independent parameter within the domain of displacements. The 
necessary condition for the introduction of any order instantaneous 
dwell in any component of the screw displacemeht at a specified value 
of the independent parameter is that the condition for the limit posi-
tion for that component of the screw displacement must be satisfied 
at that value of the input parameter. That is, the first.order 
derivative of the displacement component with respect to the indepen-
dent parameter must vanish at that value of the independent parametefa 
The necessary and sufficient conditions.for the generation of an nth 
· order instantaneous dwell in any screw component at a specified value 
of the independent parameter are satisfied when then consecutive 
derivatives of that component with respect to the independent parameter 
vanish at th~t value of the independent parameter. Generation of exact 
dwell in any component is impossible, except when a passive freedom is 
generated. The set of dimensions of a mechanis~, which renders a 
minimum for .a function subject to constraints, must satisfy the equa-
tions of condition for the displacements and the equations of con-
straints. In such a case the equations of condition are usually com-
bined with the equations.of constraints by the method of Lagrange 
multipliers. In this investigation the equations of constraints for the 
neces~ary conditions for all orders of instantaneous dwells are 
eliminated from the process by introducing parameters of constraintsi 
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These parameters maintain the geometry in the mechanism that wi 11 
satisfy the equations of constraints at the specified values of the 
independent parameter during the minimizing process. These parameters 
are in general functions of the dimensions of the mechanism. However, 
they enter the process as unknown parameters, their introduction may 
exclude some other dimensions from the process. Thus, introducing the 
parameters of constraints for the generation of instantaneous dwells in 
the output rotation of the RSRC mechanism three linear dimensions are. 
excluded from the process, and they are computed after the parameters 
of constraints are determined. The parameters of constraints defined 
in this study provide that the necessary condition for the generation of 
any order instantaneous dwell is satisfied exactly. It is shown that 
higher order instantaneous dwell in any component of the generated screw 
displacement at a specified value of the input parameter is generated 
when the radii of curvatures of the input-crank-ellipse and the coupler-
ellipse conform, wheh the entire mechanism is projected onto a plane in 
which that component of the screw displacement is seen normal. Since 
the generation of exact dwell in a displacement within a specified 
interval means that exact generation of the displacement at infinite 
number of design points, and it is not possible, inclusion of the 
equations of constraints for a higher order instantaneous dwell is not 
necessary if the necessary condition is satisfied along with the minimum 
of the error function for the displacement. So the sufficient.condi-
tions for the higher order instantaneous dwells may be left to be 
satisfied, or approximated, by the propensity of the variational method, 
rather than introducing time consuming and error bearing operations. 




0 < 9 < 80°· 
and 
~d = •11 0 ( 0:J2 + eOS [1 - (1 - o!J 2 ] 0 <a< 80° 
with no constraints, and the screw displacement 
$d = ll~o (-9. )2 + e:llS (-9 ) 
. ll9 0 . ll9 0 
0 < 9 < 47.5° 
with a first order instantaneous. dwell in ·.rdtation at 9 = 0, and the 
dual function 
-4<X<4 
with ll9 0 = ll~o = 120°, where sg·stands for that the linear displacement 
is accepted as generated by the mechanism. This dual displacement has 
a second order instantaneous dwell in th~ real part when~ =-0; A 
double-crank-RSRC mechanism is designed to have linear.output.rotation 
with a higher even order instantaneous dwell. It should be noted here 
that an even order instantaneous dwe 11 can never be generated by a 
single loop 4R plane mechanism and multi-loop plane mechanisms in which 
the output link of one loop is the driver of the next loop. 
An RSRC-~uick-return mechanism is designed to illustrate the use 
of the parameters of,constraints in obtaining more than one instantaneous 
dwells in rotation, and generating exact return-to-advance~time-ratio. 
The technique and the.computer programs are directly applicable 
to synthesize 4R plane mechanism for the generation of screw displace-
ments of zero pitch, having no constraints, or having constraints for 
odd order instantaneous dwells. A 4R plane mechanism is optimized to 
generate the screw displacement 
0 < e < goo 
with a constraint for a first order instantaneous dwell ate= 0, and 
the requirement that ~~o mu~t be exact. 
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It has been shown that the RSRC and other space mechanisms can be 
synthesi.zed by a graphical overlay technique and illustrated by synthe-
sizing a constrained RSRC mechanism for the approximate generation of 
the screw displacement 
A 
=Mo(fe-) + e:~S (-e ) tj)d 0 < e < goo 
0 Mo 
and the dual function 
A x3 
y = -+ E Sg - 4 < x < 4 4 
with ~e 0 = ~~o = 120°, 
The process of optimization by variational methods requires the 
kinematic analysis of the mechanism to be synthesized in order to pro-
vide the function for the generated screw displacement, The 3x3 screw 
matrix was used to determine the displacements, velocities, accelera-
tions and coupler curve coordinates for the basic mechanisms being 
synthesized. 
It can briefly be stated that the outcome of this investigation 
was the development of 
(1) a synthesis technique for the RSRC mechanism by variational 
methods for the generation of constrained and unconstrained screw 
displacements, 
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(2) parameters of constraints for instantaneous dwells, and so a 
technique to eliminate the equations of constraints for instantaneous. 
dwells and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers, 
(3) the grahpical overlay technique to synthesize the constrained 
RSRC mechanism for screw generation, 
(4) the method of analysis. of space, spherical and plane mechanisms 
by the 3x3 screw matr~x, 
(5) the general form of the mobility equation by redefining 
Kolchin's parameter in terms of the number of general constraints; 
the number of passive freedoms and the number of overclosing con-
straints. 
(6) digital computer program for the complete analysis of the 
RSRC mechanism, and 
(7) digital computer programs for the synthesis of the RSRC mecha-
nism for the generation of constrained and unconstrained screw displace-
ments. 
The results of the present study offer the following as subjects 
for further study: 
(1) Synthesis of other space mechanisms for the generation of screw 
displacements by variational methods, 
(2) Developing the parameters of constraints for instantaneous 
dwells in the linear component of the screw output of the RSRC mecha-
nism and so developing a technique to synthesize the RSRC mechanism for 
the generation of screw displacements having constraints for instan-
taneous dwells in the linear component or in both components at some 
specified values of the independent parameter. 
(3) Developing the parameters.of constraints for the vanishing 
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second and third order derivatives of the output displacement components 
of the RSRC mechanism, or other space mechanisms, for use in synthe-
sizing those mechanisms for instantaneous dwells with no inertia fore~ 
and no jerk. 
(4) Synthesis of the RSRC and other space mechanisms for the gen-
eration of spatial path with and without constraints by variational 
methods. 
(5) Synthesis of the RSRC and other space mechanisms for rigid 
body guidance in space by variational methods. -
(6)_ Synthesis of plane and space mechan1sms for the generation 
of specif-ied force and torque distributions, or velocity and accelera-
tion distributions by variational methods. 
(7) Dynamic analysis of space mechanisms by 3x3 screw matrix. 
(8) Gross motion analysis of the RSRC and other space mechanisms, 
(9) Effect of elastic deformations in the links of space mechanisms 
on the output displacements. 
(10) Developing a mathematical .procedure to determine the number 
of-overclosing constraints in mechanisms, 
(11) Developing a mathematical procedure to determine the axes of 
the three basic screws, the existing components of these sct~ws, so the 
number and types of general constraints in mechanisms,. 
(12) Number synthesis technique for space mechanisms considering 
general constraints, passive freedoms and overclosing constraints. 
fl 
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APPENDIX A 
BRIEF DISCUSSION ON THE SCREW CALCULUS 
Following are some of the basic operations in screw calculus. 
Dual Vector 
The vector A, shown in Figure 27, fs defined as a dual vector 
[bivector] in the OXYZ system by 
A 
A,;. A + e:.A 0 1 
·,. 
(A. l) 
where A0 is the vector at the origin of th,e coordinate system, parallel 
to the vector A and IA0 1 = IAI. The vector A1is the moment of the 
vector about the origin of the coordinate system, and is given by 
A1 ·= · A2/'A0 • The symbol/\ sign~fies the vector product of two vecto~s. ·. 
A2 is the vector which positions a point on the line of action of the 
vector A. The symbol e:. is the Clifford's screw operator which trans-
forms the moment of a vector into a geometrically equivalent vector 
(69). Repeated operations with e:. results _zero operation. Then e:. 2 = 0. 
The caret over A identifies a dual quantity. 
If a and a0 are the unit vectors along A and A0 , we can define 














A= A + c.A 1 0 
Al = A2}Ao 
Figure 27. The Dual Vector 
" " 




where a= ao + e;al is. the dual unit vector, and !all= IA2/\aol is the 
distance of the vector A from the origin of the OXYZ system. 
Dual Number 
A dual number is of·the form 
(A.3) 
where d0 and d1 are real numbers, d0 is the real part~ d1 is the dual 
part, or moment part~ Algebra of the dual numbers is the same as the 
" 
algebra of complex numbers with imaginary partso Thus, if d,= d0 + ed 1 
and e = e9 + eel are two dual numbers~ in virtue of the property of the 
operator e;, we have the following rules (51,53,9):. 
" d = 0 if d = d = 0 0 1 
a=~· if do= ea and dl = el 
,._ 
d ± e = (d0 ± e0 ) + e;(d 1 ±.e1 ) 
d • ~ = d0e0 .+ E(d 1e0 + d0e1 ) 
: = :: c + E ( :: - :: ) ] 
dn = d~ + ed 1 n d~-I 
ed = edO edl "'edO (1 + Ed l) 
wa = Jln ( do dl) 
d 
+ E -• = in d0 + E ..J.. do d 0 
Dual Angle 











about an axis and translation e1 along .. the same axis, with respect to 
its initial position can be defined by the dual angle 
" e = e0 + e:e 1 (A,13) 
as discussed in Chapter II. e0 and e1 are positive in the right hand· 
screw direction. Frequently used dual trigonometric relationships are 
" case= cose 0 e:e 1 sine 0 
sin2e + cos 2e = 1 
" tane = tane 0 + e:e 1 (1 +.tan2e0) 
cote= cote6 e:el (1 + cot2eo) 






The operations with dual vectors are not distinguished from the 
.c:... - - ..::i.. - -
operations with the ordinary vectors, If A= A0 + e:A 1 and B = B0 + e:B 1 
are two dual vectors, shown in Figure 28, the scalar product of the 
two vectors is 
A A 
A·B = A0 ·B0 +. e:[ (A2/\ A0 ) ·B0 + A0 • (82/\ BQ)] = A0 ·80 
- e:(82 - A2) • (Ao Bo) (A. 19) 
Let A2 and 82 position the points A2 and B2 on the vectors A and B, 
where A2B2 is the common normal of tbe two vectors, and introduce 
where cJ> 1 = IB2 - A) is the length of the common normal, n0 is the 
unit vector along the common normal A2B2• 
158 . 
If the skew angle between the two vectors A0 and B0 is ~0 , we 
have A0 ·B0 = JAi IBJ cos~o'. A0/\B0 = IAI IBJ sin~ 0n0 • Then Equation 
(A! 19) becomes 
"' " A·'s + IAI JBI cosr (A.20) 
A A 
The vector product.of the dual vectors A ~nd B ~s 
(A. 21) 
where 
Let A2/\no = Ylp where nl is normal to the plane OA2B2 and ln1I is the 
distance of n0 from the origin O. Then 
and 
(A.22) 
Derivative of a Dual Matrix 
The derivative of a dual variable & with respect tot, .let t~be 
time, is 
(A.23) 
Consider a dual matrix 
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1 0 0 
" 
A 
L T T 0 " ' -s; na. = = cos a 
a al aa· 
A 
" 
.o s ilia cos a 
for the du~l rot~tion ;:about the x axis, where Ta and-i are given 
. O a1 





-T dt a1 
0 











is the differential operator matrix for the rotatfon about.x axis. The 
differential operator matrices for the rotations about y and z axes are 
0 0 1 0 -1 0 
D - . 0 0 0 and 03 = 1 0 0 (A.27b) 2 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 
Then, 
d " e:D 1 T 
da 1 ,. da 0 (A,28) 
-T" = d"t + T a D1 \-x. at dt. a 
. ao 1 O . 
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al so ooti ng that 
(A. 29) 




where Di is the transpose of D1• 
Taylor Series Expansion of a Dual Function 
Let f(a,b,c, ... ) be defined in some intervals of tHe dual 
variables a,6,c, .•. , and let ai, 6i, Ci,··· define a point within the 
intervals. If all derivatives of f(a,b,c, ... ) exist at (ai, bi, 
c1,,,.), the Taylor series 
f(a,b,~, ... ) = 
n" A A 
(daA)n  Q f{a,,b., ••. ) 
• --;;-t- + , l 
n. a6" 




will converge to f(a,b,c, ... ) for all a,b,c, ••• , or else in an interval 
with· ai,6;,ci,••• as the midpoints of the respective intervals; where 
~1 = a - da, 6i = s - d6, •••. 
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In the special case when ai = bi = c; = ... = ·O, the Taylor series· 
expansion given by Equation (A.30) becomes 
[ af(a 0 ,b 0 , ••• ) af(a0 ,b 0 , ••• ) + e: a i------ +bi----.----
aa O ab 0 . 
+ •.• J (A. 31) 
since, for example af/aa evaluated at a= 6 = c = ... = 0 becomes 
af(ao,bo,co,· 00 ) , where f(a 0 ,b 0 ,c0 , ... ) means that in the dual func"'.' 
aa0 .· 
tion each independent dual variable is replaced by.its real part. One 
should observe the Taylor series expansions for dn, ea, sins and case 
in Equations (A.9), (A.11), (A.14} and (A.15). 
APPENDIX B 
MOBILITY CRITERIA 
However the subject of mobility in mechanisms is not in the scope 
of this study, the author experienced the need for a mobility equation 
which predicts the degree of freedom of motion in mechanisms in general.· 
Among the proposed ones, so far, Kolchin's structural formula has the 
general form of the mobility equation (16,17,36). However his param-
eter is not fully defined. In the following the general form of the 
mobility equation is developed by which the number of degrees of free-
dam of motion in a mechanism having general constraints, overclosing 
constraints, passive and redundant freedoms is predicted. 
Malytsheff's Mobility Equation 
When a mechanism has no ccinstraints the number of degrees of 
freedom of m6tion in the mechanism is given by 
5 
F0 = 6(n-l) ~ L. (6-i)Ni 
i =l 
(B .1) 
where n is the number of links in the mechanism, i is the class of a 
pair, N. is the number of the ;th class pairs in the mechanism. A 
1 
pair of Class i connecting two links permits i freedoms of motion of 
one link relative to the other. Equation (B.l) is Malytsheff's mobility 
equation (4). However, it is not a sufficient criterion in general, 
162 
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since it does not consider the effect of constraints. This was noted 
first by Bricard (93) when it failed to predict the degree of freedom 
of motion in Bricard's six-bar space mechanism. 
In fact geometric constraints imposed on the mechanism has the 
total effect of producing passive freedoms, redun9ant freedoms, general 
constraints and overclosing constraints. 
General Constraints 
When there is no general constraint in a mechanism the motion of 
the links relative to the fixed link is described by three basic 
screws; three rotations and three translations about three screw axes, 
orthogonal or not. General constraints have the effect of destroying 
some of the components of the three basic-screws, such that none of the 
links has components of its motion in the direction of the destroyed 
screw components. The remaining components describe the entire motion 
of-the mechanism. The number of the nonexisting components of the 
basic-screws is the number of general constraints in the mechanism. 
Let m define the number of general constraints; 
3 
\ (MR + Mr ) L J J 
J=i 
where MR and Mr are the general constraints on rotation and trans-
J J 
lation about the Jth Basic Screw Axis (BSA) describing the general 
displacement of the mechanism, respectively. MR and Mr are zero or 
J J 
one. 
The number of the general constraints in a mechanism can at most 
be 5, where m = 5 implies Class I pair. There are 19 possible types 
,164 , 
of general constraint combinations. In case of plane mechanism 
m(iio,ooi) = 3 states that there is no rotation about BSAl and BSA2 
while there is no translation along BSA3 • m(ooo,iii) = .3 indicates a 
spherical mechanisms. m(rii,ooo) = 3 indicates a mechanism in which 
all the pairs are prism pairs and at least one link has a displacement 
out of the plane of the two of-the three Basic Screw Axes. 
In Figure 29 several mechanisms having different numbers of gen-
eral constraints from Oto 4 are shown. The RSPC mechanism, shown in 
Figure 29a, functions as the RSsPC mechanism when the skew angle is 
zero .. Then one of the rotation freedoms of the spherical pair becomes 
passive, and the pair can be replaced by the slotted sphere pair (Ss), 
as shown in Figure 29b. In this mechanism none of the links can have a 
rotation component of its motion about one of the three basic screw 
axes; and the mechanism has one general constraint on rotation, 
m(ioo,ooo) = l. When the skew angle a0 between the input link and the 
coupler link of the RCCC mechanism shown in Figure 29c is zero, the 
rotation freedom on the two cylinder pairs on the output link are 
passive. Then the mechanism reduces to an RCPP mechanism having the 
general constraints m( ) = 2, as shown in Figure 29d. When the 
011,000 
revolute pair in the RCCC mechanism is replaced by a prism pair, the 
mechanism reduces to 4P mechanism of m(iu,ooo) = 3, as shown in 
Figure 29e. One note worthy observation regarding the effect of the 
geometry on the mobility of the RCCC mechanism is that when the skew 
angle 80 is zero the mechanism functions as a prism pair. However, 
this does not mean that the RCCC mechanism does not reduce to a 
mechanism when 80 is zero. A constrained inversion of the RCCC mecha-
















Figure 29. Mechanisms With General Constraints 
Varying from l to 4 
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the RCCC mechanism, d1 = d2 = d3 = 0 and the pair axes intersect at 
one point, a spherical mechanism results, while if ld 1/sina0 1 = 
jd2/sina 0 J and a0 = 80 , a0 = A0 .translation freedoms on the pairs become 
passive resulting in the well known Bennett mechanism. The components 
of the dual loop closure equation for a mechanism may be used to 
predict its motion. In case of the Bennett mechanism both the dual 
and the real parts of the dual loop closure equation concur with the 
displacements in its spherical indicatrix. So there exists three 
translational general constraints in its motion, m(ooo,iii) = 3. Due 
to the symmetry in its geometry, the displacement of the coupler link 
is rotation about an axis in space which moves to infinity as the 
geometry of the mechanism approaches the geometry of plane mechanism 
[parallelogram]. Then the axes of the three basic screws are parai'lel, 
and the rotation about the axis at infinity is defined by two transla-
tion freedoms. Goldberg's five-bar and six-bar mechanisms (103), which 
are Bennett mechanisms in series, then have general constraints 
m(ooo,iii) = 3 in each loop. 
Figures 29f and 29g show the RHP and_RHsP mechanisms having the 
general constraints m(oii,oii) =:4 and m(ioi,iio) = 4, respectively. 
Redundant Freedoms 
Two spherical pairs in a single-loop mechanism introduce an addi-
tional degree of freedom into the mechanism. Under certain geometric 
conditions it requires a second input for the transmission, as in the 
RSRS mechanism. This second degree of freedom of motion is a redundant 
freedom in the case of the RSSR mechanism, In this case, however, the 
redundant freedom has no effect on the input-output transmission, but 
167 
it can be used to derive a second loop. Such a redundant freedom can be 
eliminated by replacing one of the spherical pairs by slotted sphere 
pair, provided that the axis tif the pin in the slotted-sphere pair is 
not along the common axes of the two pairs on the coupler link. 
Redundant rotation freedom will also result when a spherical pair 
is on the axis of a cylinder pair on a link. In this case the cylinder 
pair could be replaced by a prism pair. Redundant translation freedom 
will result whenever the axes of two cylinder or two prism or one prism 
and one cylinder pair are parallel, as in the RCCC mechanism when 
o0 = 0, or S0 = O. If both pairs are cylinder pairs the redundant 
freedom is eliminated by replacing one of the pairs by revolute pair. 
If one of the pairs is a prism pair either prism pair is eliminated or 
cylinder pair is replaced by revolute pair. 
In case the axis of a prism or a cylinder pair is parallel to the 
axis of an axial-screw~pair or to the axis of translation freedom of 
a planar-screw ... pair, the screw freedom is redundant. In such cases the 
screw pair functions as a revolute pair in a single loop, however, it 
can function as a screw pair in a second loop. Redundant screw freedom 
will also result whenever the axis of a cylinder or a revolute pair is 
in line with the axis of an axial-screw-pair, and with the axis of the 
rotation freedom of a planar-screw-pair. Then the screw pair functions 
as a prism pair, 
Artobolevskii-Dobrovolskii Mobility Equation 
Since an ;th class pair destroys 6-m-i degrees of freedom in a 
mechanism having m general constraints, Equation (B.l) becomes 
6-m-l 






This is Kutbach 1s mobility equation which predicts the degree of free-
dom of motion in a mechanism in which all the loops has the same number 
of general constraints and there exists no passive freedoms and over-
closed constraints (5,6). Equation (B.2) was reproposed by Artobol-
evskii, (10) and Dobrovolskii (11). 
· Let k be the number of the loops in a mechanism.· Noting that 
5 
( n-1) + k = I. Ni 
i -1 
and substituting into Equation (B.2) and rearranging we have 
6-m-1 
Fm= 6(n-l) - L (6-i)N1 +.mk 
i=l 
or 




In the case of the multi-loop mechanisms having different numbers 
of general constraint~ in different loops, Equation (B.4) takes the form 
F = F· + M m o (B.5) 
where 
k 
M = L. mJ 
J=l 
and m J ; s . the number of general constraints in the J th 1 oop. 
Passive Freedoms 
Passive freedoms are destroyed, or idled, freedoms of the pairs, 
due to certain geometric constraints [passive constraints], Passive 
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freedoms can never be utilized, However, in practice the passive free-
doms and also the redundant freedoms are kept in the mechanisms rather 
than eliminating them by replacing the pairs with lower class pairs. 
This is preferred for ease in design, operation and lubrication. For 
example, the spherical pair is preferred in place of the slotted-sphere 
pair in the RSSR mechanism, the cylinder pair is preferred in place of 
a prism pair in the mechanisms of Figures 29a and d. 
Any geometric constraint which produces passive freedoms in pairs 
is prone to introduce general constraints. Bruevich (104), Verhovskii 
(105), Bushgens (106} and Dimentberg (52,53) formulated general schemes 
for determining the conditions for 'the introduction of passive freedoms 
in the individual pairs of mechqnisms and in particular the RCCC 
mechanism. 
Passive freedoms have no effect on the motion transmission by the 
mechanism and are deductab1e from the total degree of freedom of motion 
given by Equation (B.5). Then the equation of mobility becomes 
F = F 0 + M - Fp 
where Np 
Fp = L f. , 
i=l 
and f; is the number of passive freedoms on the ,th pair, Np is the 
number of pairs in the mechanism. 
In the case of that M = kmk, Equation (B.6) may be written as 
(B.6) 
or 
F = (6-m)(n-l) - [6 - m - (1 - f.)J 1 
i =1 
Np 
F = b(n-1) - L 
i =l 





where i is the number of freedoms on the 1th pair, b = 6-m is the 
existing general motion components in the displacements of the mechanism, 
and h, = i - f 1 is the number of the active freedo~s on the 1th pair. 
Equation (B.7) is the Kutzbach's mobility equation, and is applicable 
when all the loops in the mechanism have the same number of general 
constraints. 
Kraus (7,8,9) developed his number synthesis scheme for plane and 
space mechanisms using Equation (B.7). 
As an example, consider the two-loop six-bar mechanism shown in 
Figure 30, where m1 = 2, m2 =,l, N1 =.4, N2 = 2, and N3 = 1. Note that 
geometric constraints introduce one rotational passive freedom on the 
spherical pair as shown, F~ = 1. Using Equation (B.6), the degree of 
freedom of motion of the mechanism is 
F = 6(6-1) - 5(4) - 4(2) -.3(1) + 2 + 1 - 1 =.l 
The RSRC mechanism shown in Figure 5 has a passive freedom on the 
spherical pair when c0 = 0. This passive freedom introduces one general 
constraint .on the rotation. In this case the RSRC mechanism functions 
as the RSsRC mechanism shown in Figure 31, where the axis of the rota-
tion freedom of the slotted-sphere pair about the pin axis traces a 
cone surface which has slant angle Ao and axis parallel to the input 
R p 
Figure 30 •. Two-Loop· Six-Bar Space Mechanism 





The RS5RC Mechanism with m=l, which 
is an KSRS Mechanism Having o O = 0° 
with a Passive Rotation Freedom on 
t~e Spherical Pair. 
' l, 
Figure 32. Three-Loop Plane Parallelogram 




In multi-loop mechanisms certain geometric conditions, i.e., 
symmetry in the geometry and dimensions, produce overclosing con-
straints. If the number of overclosing constraints is defined by 
k 
F = E qJ' where qJ is the number of overclosing constraints in the 
c J=l 
Jth loop, the mobility equation in general becomes 
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(B.8) 
In a k-loop series mechanisms Fe= k - l. A k-loop plane parallelogram 
mechanism, such as the one shown in Figure 32 and Roberts 1 ten-bar 
plane mechanism have Fe= k - l. 
Figure 33 shows two multi-loop series space mechanisms having the 
overclosing constraints defined by Fe= k - l, The two-loop six-bar 
mechanism in Figure 33a has one overclosing constraint and two passive 
rotation freedoms, one on each spherical pair. The three-loop eight-
bar mechanism in Figure 33b has two overc1osing constraints. Each loop 
in both mechanisms has one general constraint on rotation. These two 
mechanisms were derived from Altman 1s mechanisms (107, refer to Figures 
26, 27, 28, 29 , 43, 50) . 
Equation (B.8) is the most general form of the mobility equation. 
Kolchin (16,17,36) used Equation (B.8) in his classification scheme, 
by writing it in. the form 
where 
F = F + H 0 (B.9) 
(B.10) 
k = 3 
n = 8 
N = 6 l 
N2 = 4 
F = 0 p 
Fe= 2 
F = l 
(b) 
'~ r.:;; 
k = 2 
n = 6 
· N = 4 
l ; 
N = l 2 
N = 2 3 
F = 2 p . 
F = l 
.. c 
F = l 
Figure 33. Multi-Loop Space Mechanisms With Overclosing 
Constraints, (a) Two-Loop Six-Bar Mechanism 
with Fc=l, (b) Three-Loop Eight-Bar Mechanism 
with Fc=2. 
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is the Kolchin 1s parameter. 
Classification of Mechanisms 
Kolchin classified mechanisms according to the number of-general 
constraints. A mechanism with m general constraints is of-Class m 
mechanism. He grouped the mechanisms according to the group symbol. 
6 - !!. 
174 
N - k g - M/k (B.11) 
and named mechanisms in which Fp =Fe= 0 or H =·mas basic mechanisms, 
mechanisms in which H <Mas 11 unlimited mechanisms, 11 mechanisms in which 
H > M as 11 special mechanisms 11 (16, 17 ,21,22). However, the latter two 
may.be extended by naming the mechanisms in which Fp = 0, Fer O and 
H >Mas overclosed mechanisms; mechanisms in which Fp r 0, Fe= 0 and 
I 
H <Mas mechanisms with passive fre.edoms; mechanisms in which Fero,. 
Fp r O, where FP > Fe and H <Mor FP = Fe and H =Mor FP < Fe and 
H > M, as overclosed mechanisms with passive freedoms. The RSPC, RSsPC, 
RCCC, RCPP, 4P, RHP and RHsP mechanisms shown in Figure 29 and the RSsRC 
mechanism shown in Figure 31 are Basic Mechanisms. The two-loop six-bar 
mechanism shown in Figure 30 is a mechanism with passive freedom, the 
three-loop eight-bar mechanism shown in Figure 33b is an overclosed 
mec.hani sm whi 1 e the two-1 oop six-bar mechanism shown in· Figure 33a is 
an overclosed mechanism with passive freedoms. 
It is .evident t~at a complete parametric study is needed to 
identify the number of passive freedoms, redundant freedoms, number of 
general constraints~ number of overclosing constraints, and the axes of 
the three basic-screws along with their existing motion components. In 
the mechanisms having relatively simple geometry of motion~ 
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identification of these freedoms and constraints JS relatively easy, 
However, developing mathematical tools to predict the components of the 
three basic-screws, the number of general constraints and the number of 
overclosing constraints in a mechanism having a complex geometry of 
motion is subject for further study. 
APPENDIX C 
COUPLER CURVE COORDINATES 
The synthesis of the RSRC or any other mechanism for path genera-
tfon and rigid body guidance in space using the variational principles 
requires the coordinates of the coupler point as the generated coor-
dinates, as dis~ussed in Chapter IV. However, the synthesis for path 
generation _and rigid body guidance are not in the scope of this study, 
the coupler point coordinates for the RSRC mechanism are given below 
in order to furnish .information for further extension of this study, 
and illustrate how the coordinates ,of a point are determined by using 
the 3x3 screw matrix. 
A coupler point P has the coordinates f, g and h in the coupler 
frame O c-ivnivriv which is parallel to the o•c- 111 n"1 r 111 syst.em in which 1"'1 1"'1' · ,-2"'2 2"'2 
the coordinates of. the.coupler point Pare f, -(d 2 - g) and h, as show~ 
in Figure 5. The coordinates of the coupler point Pin the OXYZ 
system are easily determined by transforming the unit vectors in the 
Pt;PnP'P system into the OX~Z system through the path P - 02 - 03 - O 
by using the screw matrix TL given in Equation (2.9), where the Pt;pnp'p 
system is parallel to the OXYZ system. Thus, 
l -EZ p 
1 
1 




( C. 1 ) 
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where XP' Yp and Zp .are the-coordinates of the co,upler point P in the 
,.. A A A 



















. -e:(d2~g )822 
e:(d2-g)B12 
, 
as defined·with Equation (3.53). The coordinates of the coupler point 
Pare simply the sum of· the corresponding elements in the matrices on 
the right side of Equation (C.l). Then, 
(C.2) 
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Y = a + p ' - d3 COS<j> 0 - '{d -g) 2 ' {cos4> 0 COSX0 + cosoo sin<1> 0 sinx0 ) 
.... 
-
{e+f) sino 0 si n4> 0 + h{cos4> 0 sinx0 - coscS 0 sin<1> 0 :cosx0 ) .(C.3) 
and 
·, 
ZP = s-sim. 0 + d3 cos).. 0 sin4> 0 + {d2 -g)[sinx 0-{s1i_nx 0 sino 0 
(C.4) 
In many design problems the path of tt.ie cou'pler point re_la~ive to 
a coordinate system on the axfa of,a .screw displacement, such, as· th~ 
03f;~n~r;~ system who~e ~taxis, is the axis of the output pair, may be 
desired. , The coordinat.es of the coupler.point P, t~p' n~p~ r;~P' rela-
ti~e t.o the 03~~n~z;~ system are giveh by ilq~tion (C. l) with Tb, Ta 
and TA 0 as being unit:matrices, T~ is as.defined with Equation (3.53) 
when A0 = oj Thus, 
f;' = -S - {d -g) sincS stnx0 + (e+f}-coso 0· - h sino 0. cosx 0 3p 2 · 0 (C.5) · 
The coordinates of the coupler point .P given by Equations, (C.2) 
through (C.7) are valid for a series of mechanisms such as the RSRC, 
RSPC, RSHC, RSCR, RSCP, RSCH, and RCCC spatial mechanisms, keeping in 
mind that x0 is a constant in the RSPC mechanism, while e is constant 
in the RSRC mechanism, and o0 is -o 0 in the RCCC.mechanis111 and its. 
constrained inversions shown in Figure 29. 
Coupler point coordinates can be comput~d by the SUBROUTINE COUPLR 
in the digital computer program, Program A, given in Appendix F. The 
program computes the coupler point coordinates as given by Equations 
{C.2) through (C.7) and prints out.· The coupler curves can be plotted, 
if di;sired, by calling the PLOT subroutine. The three projections of a 
coupler curve on the X - Y, X - Zand Y - Z planes are plotted on the 
sa~e page by unfolding the planes of projection onto the Y - Z plane, 
where the +X axes of the X - Z plane and the X -,Y plane overlie the +Y 
axis and the -Z axes of the Y - Z plane, respectively. A similar plot 
is giv~n for the projections of the coupler curve in the 03~;n;~~ 
system. 
APPENDIX D 
GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES FOR THE LIMIT POSITIONS AND INSTANTANEOUS 
DWELLS IN THE OUTPUT DISPLACEMENT OF THE 
RSRC SPACE MECHANISM 
The exact generation of vanishing velocities and exact generation 
of instantaneous dw~lls at specified values of the input parameter are 
considered to be the constraining conditions in the variational problems 
of the synthesis of the RSRC mechanism for screw generation by the dis-
placements of its output link investigated in Chapter V, where para-
meters of constraints are defined to replace the equations of con-
straints utilizing the facts summarized in this appendix. These 
parameters of constraints are also used to generate the range of the 
displacement upon which they impose constraints for instantaneous dwells. 
Exact dwell in a displacement component of a link is virtually 
impossible. Exact dwell for a certain duration occurs when the deriva-
tives of the displacement of all orders with respect to the input 
parameter vanish. This means having partial passive freedom in the pair 
in the duration of the dwell~ and discontinuities in the higher order 
derivatives. Hence, an exact dwell in any component of the output dis-
placement occurs when the freedom of the output pair permitting this 
component of the output displacement is passive. Then the resulting 
mechanism is a constrained inversion. 
Instantaneous dwells are merely approximate dwel 1 s. Instantaneous 
dwells in the displacements of a link occur at the limits of its 
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displacements, where· the link stops instantaneously. The link may rest 
at such a position with or without inertia force. If the second deriva-
tive of the displacement with res,pect td the input parameter vanishes 
at the limit position, the link rests with no inertia force at that 
position, Here it is considere_d that input crank has constant speed. 
The limit positions in a displacement are defined by the vanishing 
derivatives of the di~pl~cement with respeci to the input parameter. 
The .derivative will vanish .at the maxima, maxima and at the points of· 
inflection along the_ displacement. A maximum or minimum in the dis-· 
placement occurs wh~n the odd order der1vat1veJ-(1st, 3rd, etc.) vanish. 
An· inflection in th~ displ~cement occurs when the even order derivatives 
(2nd, 4th, etc.) vanish. 
As defined by Harding (108) a link 1s at the state of-the first 
degree hesitation [first order instantaneous dwell] at a 11mit position 
if only the first derivative of the displacement of the link vanishes 
at that position. At such a position the 11nk r.ests with inertia 
forcej If n consecutive derivatives of the displacement variish at the 
limit position 1t is an nth degree hesitation [nth order fnsta~taneous 
dwell]. Exact dwell, then, is an infinite order instantaneous dwell. 
The double-crank-RSRC mechanism whose displacements are given in Figure 
10 has a second order instantaneous dwe11 in the output rotation when 
e0 = 220.33°. The RSRC mechanism whose d1sp1aceme~ts are given in 
Figure 9 has a third order instantaneous dwe11 in the output rotation 
when e0 • 270Q, 
The order of the 1 nstantaneous dwel 1 ~epends on the degree .of · · 
eonform1 ey between the curvature of _the i np,ut .. crank~el 11 pse and the 
eoup1er·e111pse as it is shown 1n the following d1scuss1-0n. 
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The limit positions for the dual output"displacement of the RSRC 
mechanism must satisfy the conditions 
or ( D. l) 
If both of these conditions are satisfied simultaneously, the limits of 
the rotation and translation take place simultaneously. Ffom Equations 
(3.77) and (3.79) it follows that at the limit positions of the output 
rota ti on 
(D.2) 
where M1 , M2, LI' L2 are identified with Equation (3.78), W1 and W2 are 
identified with Equation (3.59). The second condition states that the 
input crank must not have a limit position at the same time as the out-
put.crank rotation,. That is, the mechanism must not be at the locking 
position~ At the limit positions of the output~translation, .the 
geometry satisfies 
along with the second conditi.on in Equation (D,2). After necessary sub-
stitutions, Equation (D.2) reduces to 
or 
tane 0 
COSA 0 = 
W2 cos¢ 0 - W1 cos200 sin¢ 0 




[N 0sin2o0cos¢ 0sin¢ 0 - M0 (cos 2¢0 + cos 2o0sin 2¢0 ) 
- e sino 0cos¢ 0 - q3cos 2o0sin¢ 0 ] 
[N 0 (sin2¢0 + cos 2o0cos 2¢0 ) - M0sin2o0cos¢ 0sin¢ 0 
- e sino 0sin¢ 0 + d3cos 2 o0cos¢ 0 ] 
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(D.4) 
Equation (D.4) is the slope, tan i3ni' of the normal Ni to the 
input-crank-ellipse at the location of the spherical pair, as shown in 
Figure 34, where the entire mechanism 'i's projected onto a plane normal 
to the output pair axis. 
No'w co·nsi'der the position of the coupler ellipse relative to the 
position of the output link as shown in Figure 35. The point Pis the 
location of the spherical pair on the coupler-ellipse. The coordinates 
of the point Pin the Olx'y 1 system are , 
xp = -d2 COSXo 
O yp = d2 coso 0 sinx0 
The slope of the normal Nc to the coupler-ellipse at point P, in 
the O~xry, system is 
d2 y' tanx 0 
tan 13 I . - - 2 p = - (D.5) 
nc (d2 coso 0 ) 2 x• coscS 0 p 
then the slope of this normal relative to the X axis is 
tan i3nc 
1 cos¢ 0 sinx0 - sin¢ 0 coso 0 cosx 0 




W~ cos¢ 0 - W1 cos 2o0 sin¢ 0 
W2 sin¢ 0 + W1 cos 2o0 cos¢ 0 (D.6) · 






Figure 34. The RSRC Space Mechanism Projected onto a 
Plane Normal to the Output Pair Axis 
Coupler-Ellipse 
y 
Figure 35. The Slope of the Normal to the Coupler-
Ellipse at the Spherical Pair Location 
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ellipse as given by Eq1Jation (D.4). 
Therefore, the output crank is at its rotation limits when the 
input-crank-ellipse and the coupler-ellipse, each obtained when the 
entire mechanism is projected onto a plane normal to the output pair 
axis, are tangent to each other. 
Examining Equations (D.4) and (3,63) it can be stated that an 
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RSRC mechanism may have up to eight limit positions in its output 
rotation, and so eight values of input parameter at which first and 
higher order instantaneous dwells occur. The number of the limit posi-
tions depends on the dimensions of the mechanism. Figure 36a shows 
an RSRC mechanism at four limit positions of its rotation. When 
o0 = nn, the coupler-ellipse is a circle of radius d2 , where the normal 
N is along the coupler link. Then the condition for the limit posi-
c 
tions on the outp~t rotation given by Equation (D.4) reduce to 
tane 
COSA 0 = tan(~o - XO) 
0 
(D.7) 
resulting in at most four limit positions on rotation when the circum-
ference of the input-crank-ellipse and the coupler-circle are tangent, 
as shown in Figure 36b, When o0 = n~l n the coupler ellipse is a plane 
parallel to the output pair axis. Then Equation (D.4) reduces to 
tane 0 
= - cot~ 0 COSA 0 (D.8) 
resulting in at most four limit positions on rotation, when the plane 
of the coupler-ellipse is tangent to the input-crank-ellipse as shown 
in Figure 36c. 
The duration of the rest that output link experiences in its 
'I-• ,, a 












(b) <5 0 = n,r 
bsinAo 
(c) 15 0 = n+l 2 1r 
Figure 36. The RSRC Mechanisms at the Limit Positions of the Output Rotation; 





rotation displacement at the limit positions depends-on the degree of 
conformity between the radii of curvatures of the input-crank-ellipse 
and the coupler-ellipse. When the exteriors of the two ellipses are 
tangent at the limit position, that is, when the two ellipses have radii 
of curvatures of opposite sign at the point of contact the output link 
has a first order instantaneous dwell in rotation such as defined by 
the coupler-ellipses numbered and 4 in Figure 36a and circles num-
bered l and 4 in Figure 36b. Higher order instantaneous dwells in the 
output rotation occur when the interior of one ellipse is tangent to 
the exterior of the other, that is, when the two ellipses have radii 
of curvatures of the same sign at the point of contact. One should 
observe that the output link in Figure 36a has an even order instan-
taneous dwell at the limit position determined by the coupler-ellipse 
numbered 2. Note that if t~e coupler link length d2 in the RSRC mecha-
nism shown in Figure 36b is chosen so that it concurs with the radius of 
curvature of the input-crank-ellipse at e6 = 270° a third order instan-
taneous dwell in the output rotation occurs as shown in Figure 9. 
Generation of an exact dwell in the output rotation requires that 
the input-crank-ellipse and the coupler-ellipse must be of the same 
size and one pverlies the other. Such a geometric condition [passive 
constraint] destroys the rotation freedom of the output pair and the 
output link experiences translation only. In this case the RSRC mecha-
nism has one general constraint on rotation and functions as RSRSP 
mechanism. 
The geometry corresponding to the limit positions of the output 
translation is defined by the condition stated in Equation (D.3). Thus, 
after necessary substitutions 
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-sin1. 0 cote 0 ""sin8 0 cotx0 (cos¢ 0 - cos)t 0 sin¢ 0 cote 0 ) (D,9) 
where the left side of Equation (Di9) is the slope of the tangent to 
the input-crank-ellipse, tan Yt, relative to the X axis, The input-
crank-ellipse~ in this case, is the projection of·the input-crank-circle 
onto the plane of.the fixed link and the output pair axis, as shown in 
Figure 37. The right side of Equation (D,9) is the slope of.the tan-
gent to the coupler ellipse which is the projection of the coupler-link-
circle onto the forementioned plane. Then, the limits of the output 
translation take place at the geometry when the input-crank-ellipse 
and the coupler-ellipse, each obtained when the entire mechanism is 
projected onto the plane of the fixed link and the output pair axis, 
are tangent to each other. 
The right side of Equation (D.9) indicates a zero slope for the 
common tangent when 80 ""nrr, and the limit positions for the output 
translation will be loacted at e0 = ±90°, This is also observed in the 
displacement function given by Equation (3.60), since it reduces to a 
function of sine 0 when 80 = nw, 
The same conditions stated for the order of the instantaneous 
dwells in the output rotation can be stated for the order of the instan-
taneous dwells in the output translati.on. The set of dimensions of the 
mechanism which will cause the coupler ellipse to remain tangent to the 
input crank ellipse as the output link rotates will destroy the trans-
lation freedom of the output pair. 
The limit positions of the output rotation and translation take 
place simultaneously when the conditions given by Equations (D.2) and 
(D.3) are satisfied simultaneously. 






Figure 37. The RSRC Space Mechanism at the Limit 
Pos1tion of the Output Translation 
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dwells in the output rotation are generated when the curvatures of the 
input-crank-circle and the coupler-circle have the same sign. This 
occurs when the input crank is at its dead center position. Infinite 
order instantaneous dwell in the output rotation occurs when the input 
crank and the coupler link, and the fixed link and the output link are 
of the same size. When the output crank of this mechanism overlies 
the fixed link, the coupler-circle overlies the input~crank-circle, and 
input crank and the coupler link rotate about the input pair axis. Then 
the output link may be kept at rest for the whole cycle. 
APPENDIX E 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE GENERATED 
SCREW DISPLACEMENT 
The first and second partial derivatives of the rotation and 
translation components of the generated screw, ¢9 and s9, with 
respect to 
a Fr 
__ o , and 
axt 
the unknown dimensions xr and xt' needed to compute Fr and 
0 
so to determine the matrices C and A in Equation ( 4. 29), are · 
given below. These derivatives are obtained by differentiating the 
dispalcement functions for x , S and ¢ given by Equations (3.59), -g g g 
(3.60) and (3.62), with respect to the unknown dimensions. xr = e, 
d1 ~ d2, d3 , a, b, o0 ,. A0 , e01 for the unconstrained screw generation, 
xr = e, d1 , d2 , q1 , q2, o0 , A0 , e01 for the constrained screw genera-
tion. Thus, letting ¢9 = ¢0 , s9 = S, 
aK aF 1 aF2 aF 3 . aF4 
. 2 + . ¢ COS<j> - - cos~9 ~ srn¢g ~ axr sin ¢g axr sin 9 g axr r r ( E. l) 
F1 sin2¢9 - F2(co~ 2t9 - sin2¢9) - F3 sin¢9 + F4 cos¢9 
a2<1> { a2K a2F a2F 9 sin2¢9 l ' cos 2 F • = F -ax ax axtaxr axtaxr + s1n¢g ¢9 axtaxr t r 
a2F a2F , a¢ [(cos 2¢9 -
af2 
- COS¢g 3 
- s i Mg 4 _:_g_ sin2¢ ) ~ ax ax axtaxr + ax g xr t r t 
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r,t = 1,2,3, •.. ,n 
F = F1 sin2~9 - F2(cos2~9 - sin2~9) - F3 sin~9 + F4 cos~9 
and F1 , F2, F3 , F are defined with Equation (3 .62) . Then, 
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(E.2) 
( E. 3) 
a2F 1 (N~ - M~) 
a2(sin2o0 ) ( aN 0 + 2 N0 - - Mo aM0 ) 
a(sin2a 0 ) 
xtaxr 






axtaXr axr axt axr 
~ aN0 aM 0 ) a(sin2o0 ) ( aN 0 aN 0 + 2 N0 - - Mo axr + 2 sin2 o0 axr axt axt axr 
(E .4) 
( E. 5) 
a2sin 2o ( aM aNo) a(sin2o0 ) ( aM 0 0 2 M0 No + 2 No axt + Mo axt + 2 No axr axtaXr axr 
aN 0 ) a (sin2o 0 ) 
sin2o0 ( aN 0 
aM 0 aM0 a No 
+M - + 2 -+-o ax axt axt axr axt axr r 
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(L6) 
a Fs 2 [No cld3 ( aN0 a(cos2o0') ) + Mo si no O ae -- cos2o 0 -· + d3 cos2o - + No axr clXr axr O clXr clXr 
aM 0 a(sin! 0))J 
+ e (sino 0 axr + Mo (E.7) axr 
(LB) 
aF 4 [ act 3 ( aM 0 a(cos2o0)) 
-= 2 Mo cos2oo axr + d3 cos2oo axr + Mo axr axr 
s tno .£.L - e ( aN 0 a(sin! 0)) J (L9) 
- No sino 0 -a - + N0 o ax . Xr axr r 
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(E.10)· 
aK a(cos2a 0 ) a(sin2a ) ( ad2 
-·= (d2 d2 
- N2) - e2 · . 0 + 2 cos25 d -ar 2 3 0 3Xr 3Xr O 2 axr 
ad 3 aN 0 ) aM 0 2 e sin2a ~ (E.11) 
- d -· - Na axr - 2 M0 - -3 axr axr o ax r 
(E.12) 
as9 = ab . , a (d , ) a ( } CQS). 0 -:;--X· + Sln>,, 0 a l S1n6o + -0 e COSo 0 .· axr or r r . 
sine ____ a___ a 
2/d2 - w2' axr 
2 J. 




l. . [a(sino 0 ) a(d~ - W~) 
2/d2 - w2· axr axt 
. 2 1 
+ 
a(d2 - w2) ] 2 ] 
a - 4(d2 - w2)3/2 
2 1 
sino 0 
[ 2 ( d2 - w2 ) 2 1 






a(coso 0 ) a(sino 0 ) axr 
= = 0 if x 1 o0 ,. ~x·t = O if t 1 rand M0· and N0 are axr axr r o 
defined with Equation (3,59), 
When o0 = 0 the relationships given above are greatly simplified 
as listed below; 
aM 0 l / + sin~ - ) g axr (E.17) 
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a2M aM0 , aN 0 ~ aM0 
+ sin¢9 ax a~+ (cos¢gax- Sln¢gax) oX + (cos¢g'ax"° t r r r t t 
- ~(N 0 cos¢ + M0 sin¢ ) a 83 a2d } 
. ·g g x x t r 
(E.18) . 
where e is a predefined dimension and 
F = M0 cos¢ 0 - N0 sin¢ 0 (E.19) 
(E.20) 
a2K [C:;) 2 a2d ad 3 od 3 a2N aN 0 aN 0 - d 3 Na 0 = 2 --. axtaxr 3 axtciXr axt axr axtaxr oXt axr 
a2M aM 0 
aM 0 l 0 ( E. 21) 
- Mo --
axtaxr axt axr 
( E. 22) 
( E. 23) 
APPENDIX F 
DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The three digital computer programs used during this investigation 
are listed in the following pages. 
The Program A is for the kinematic analysis of the RSRC mechanism.· 
It computes the displacements ~a' S, Xa, the velocities ~a' S, Xa, the 
accelerations ia' S, ia, and the coupler curve coordinates X, Yp, Zp 
p ' ; 
arnd ~~p' n~p' i';ip for the existing geometric inversions for a givf!ti -set 
0f dimensions. the computer plots.any of tn~se output if needed arid 
specified in the data. required by the card having statement number 50. 
the input data for the Program A are the dimensions.of the mechanism, 
! 
starting value of ea, increment in ea, angular input velocity if velo-
cities and acceler:ations are needed, the coupler point coordinates, 
f, g, and h, in the coupler frame, if the coupler curve coordinates 
I. 
are ne~ded, and the scale limits for the plots if plots are needed. 
Refer to the comment cards for the description of the input data. 
The Program Bis for the synthesis of the RSRC mechanism for the 
generation of unconstrained screw displacements by variati.onal methods. 
The linearized equations of condition are solved for the errors in the 
initially assumed values for the unknown dimensions, by the matrix 
method of iter~ti~n. The desired screw displacement is either read as 
data or it is computed in the SUBROUTINE DSIRED. The correct function 
in the subroutine is picked by the parameter IV in the input data. The 
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input data for the Program Bare the initially assumed dimensions of 
the mechanism, the specified values for 6e 0 , 6• 0 , 6S, the increment in 
e to compute the values of e at the design points if they are not read· 
in as data, desired accuracy in the dimensions, number of iterations, 
and the characteristic number for the inversion which is 18 = l 9 = 1 
for the inversions defined by the positive signed radiciilS in the dis-
placement equiltions, 18 = I 9 = 2 for the inversions defined by the 
negative signed radicals. Read the comment cards for the description 
of the input data. 
Th~ Program C is for the synthesis of the RSRC mechanism for the 
generation of screws having constraints for instantaneous dwells, or no 
constraints. In this program the parameters of constraints are intro-
. duced as discussed in Section B of Chapter V, and ttie minimum for E~ E• 
or Es are obtained by the relaxation method of Gauss. The desired screw 
function is either defined in the SUBROUTINE OSIRED by the parameter 
IV, or it is read as data. Input requires an initial set of dimensjons 
of the mechanism, initial increment in the dimensions, value of dividers 
for the increments after each iteration, the number of reductions to be 
done in the increments, characteristic number for the inv~rsion, and 
the number of iterations for each undefined dimension. Any number of 
dimensions may be predefined reducing the number of unknowns. When 
the number of iterations for all the dimensions are set equal to zero 
the program is used for the kinematic anolysis. The detailed infor-
mation regarding the input and output of the Program C is given in the 
comment cards in the SUBROUTINE DSIRED. 
The following is the list of key parameters and the cprresponding 
symbols used in the computer programs. 
The symbol used in the computer 
program 
TETO (deg.), TETOR (rad.) 
CELO (deg . ), CELOR (rad . ) 
DELO (deg.), DELOR (rad , ) 
FIOl, FI02, FI03, FI04, (de~.); 
FIOlR, RI02R, FI03R, F104R (rad.) 
Sl, S2, S3, S4 
XOl, X02, X03, X04, (deg , ); XOlR, 
X02R, X03R, X04R (rad . ) 
Dl , 02, 03, DA, DB, DE (in , ) 
XCl, YCl, ZCl (in . ) 
XPl, YPl, ZPl (in . ) 
OF, DG, DH (in. ) 
TTOl, TT02, TT03, TT04 (deg . ) 
VFl, VXl, VSl 
AFl, AXl, ASl 
TET (deg . ) 





FYOl (deg . ) 
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The description or the corres-





~a for the four inversions 
S for the four inversions 
x0 for the four inversions 
Xp, Yp, Zp coordinates of the 
coupler curve for the first 
inversion 
~3 0 , n3p, ~3p coordinates of 
the coupler curve for the 
first i nvers~ on 
f, g, h coordinates of the 
coupler point in the coupler 
frame 
values of the input parameter 
put in order within the mobile 
regions of the four inversions 
~01e 0 , x0/e 0 and s;e 0 
~ 01e6, x0/e~ and s;e~ 
e, the independent parameter 
~01 
Q1 (deg. ) , QlR (rad. ) 
Q2 (deg.), Q2R (rad.) 
SLOPEl (rad.), SLOPE2 (rad.) 
DELSLP (rad.) 




RMSEFO (deg.), RMSEFR (rad.) 






DTETl 2 (deg.) 
DTET (deg.) 








the matrix A in equation (4.29) 
inverse of the matrix A 
the matrix C in Equation (4.29) 
in Program B, equation of con-
dition in Program c as given by 
Equation (5.5) 
Mo 




























CEMIL BAGCI-KINEMATIC ANALYSIS Of THE RSRC SPACE 
MECHANISM~OlSPLACEMENTS,VELOCITIESYACCELERATIONS, 
AND COUPLER CURVE COORDINATES ARE COMPUTED ANO PLOTTED 
FOR EACH EXISTING REAL GEOMETRIC INVERSION~ 
DIMENSION TETOR(36 t,TETOff36 t,FI01(36 ),FI01R(36 I 
DIMENSION AFH36» . ,VFH36 ),VXU36 )"VS1436 » 
DIMENSION AX1(36 1,ASll36 J 
DIMENSION X02R(36 ),Fl03R(36 t,X03R(36 J,F104R«36 
DIMENSION X01R(3(> » ,FI02(36 hX02(36 » ,52(36 I 
DIMENSION X01C36 lpX04R(36),fl02R(36J,fi03(36t,Sl€36~ 
DIMENSION X03(36 1,53(36 D,FI04(36 1,X04(36 t~S4l36 I 
DIMENSION XCU36 hYtU36 J,~ClC36 hXPH36 hYf>U36 » 
DIMENSION VF2(36 f.VF3(36 »~Vf4(36 1,VX2C36 l•VX3C36 i 
DIMENSION VS2(36 »~VS3(36 ~~VS4(36 1,AF2436 l,AF3€36 » 
DIMENSION AX2(36 J,AX3C36 »,AX4(36 t,AS2(36 t,AS3436 » 
OIMENSION XC2t36 »,YC2(36 ),lC2C36 »,XP2(36 t9VP2(36 t 
DIMENSION XC3(36 t,YC3(36 J,ZC3(36 1,XP3(3~ 1,YP3(36 ~ 




DIMENSION TT01€36 »,TY02J 36B9JJ03( 36B.TT04£ 361 
FORMAT f5X, 22HRSRC-SPAT I Al MECHANISM/ II I 








f0RMAT(4F8 .. 31 
·fORMAT(f8 .. 3f 
FORMAT(~Fl0.,5) 
FORMAT(6Fl0 .. 7» 




FO~MAT( Flb .. 7) 
FORMAT' 8F8 .. U 
FORMAT(l3X~4HTET0,7Xi4HFI04r8~w 
202 
'ii 6K'i13H){04/ I /1 
19 FORMAT(l 3X ,4HTETO, 7X ,4HFI03 ,BX ,2HS3 ,BX ,3HX03// /) 
20 FORMAT(8X ,6HLAMBDA ,6X ,5HDELTA, 10X ,2HD1 ,9X ,2HD2 ,9X ,2HD3 
l , 10X, lHA, 10X , 1 HB, 10X, lHE/) 
21 FORMAT( 13X ,4HTETO ,7X ,4HFI01 ,8X,2HS1 ,BX ,3HX01 ///) 
22 FORMAT(l 3X ,4HTETO ,7X ,4HFI02 ;BX ,2HS2 ,BX ,3HX02/ //) 
23 FORMAT(lHl, 10X,25HVELOCITY AND A~CELERATION////) 
24 FORMAT(lHl, 10X, 13HDISPLACEMENTS////) 
25 FORMAT(13X,4HT~T0,7X,6HVELFil;6X,4HVELSl,6X,5HVELXl,2X 
l ,8HACC.FI01 ,4X,6HACC.Sl;4X,7HACC.X01///) 
250 FORMAT(/6X,'INPUT ANGULAR VELOCITY=' ,f8,4,1X,'RAD PER 
lSEC.' ,4X,'INPUT ANG.ACCEL.=',Fl0.4,lX;' RAD PER SEt**2' 2/). . . . . 
26 FORMAT( 13X ,4HTETO, 7X ,6HVELFI2 ,6X ,5HVELS2 ,6X ,5HVELX2 ,2X 
l,8HACC.~I02,4X,6HACC.S2,4X,7HACC~X02///) 
14 FORMAT(l 3X ,4HTETO ,7X ,6HVELFI3 ,6X ,5HVELS3 ,6X ,5HVELX3 ,2X 
1 ,8HACC.FI03;4X,6HACC.S3,4X,7HACC.X03///) 
15 FORMAT( l 3X ,4HTETO, 7X ,6HVELFI 4 ,6X ,5HVELS4 ,6X ,5HVELX4 ,2X 
l,8HACC.FI04,4X,6HACC.S4,4X,7HACC.X04///) 
27 FORMAT(1Hl,10X,25HCOUPLER POINT COORDINATES////) 
28 FORMAT(13X,4HTET0,6X,4HFI01 ,8X,2HS1 ,8X,3HXC1,7X,3HYC1, 
l7X,3HZC1 ,7X,3HXP1 ,7X,3HYP1 ,7X,3HZP1//) 
29 FORMAT( 13X ,4HTETO ,6X ,4HFI02 ,BX ,2HS2 ,BX ,3HXC2, 7X ,3HYC2, 
17X,3HZC2,7X,3HXP2~7X,3HYP2,7X,3HZP2//) . . 
16 FORMAT( l 3X ,4HTETO ,6X ,4HFI03 ,BX ,2H.S3 ,BX ,3HXC3, 7X ,3HYC3, 
l7X,3HZC3,7X,3HXP3,7X,3HYP3,7X,3HZP3//) . 
17 FORMAT(l 3X ,4HTET0,6X ,4HFI04 ,BX ,2HS4,8X ,3HXC4 ,7X ,3HYC4, 
17X,3HZC4,7X,3HXP4,7X,3HYP4,7X;3HZP4//) 
30 FORMAT(/9X,29HROOT1 ,SIGN OF RADICAL IS. PLUS//) 
31 FORMAT(/9X ,33HROOT2 ,SIGN OF RADICAL IS NEGATIVE//) 
36 FORMAT(/9X ,57HROOT1 ;Roon OF QUADRATIC FACTOR 1, SIGN O 
1 F RADICAL IS PLUS//) 
37 FORMAT(/9X ,61 HROOT2 ,ROOT2, OF QUADRATIC FACTOR 1 ,SIGN O 
lF RADICAL IS NEGATIVE//) 
38 FORMAT(/9X,57HROOT3,ROOT1 OR QUADRATIC FACTOR 2, SIGN O 
l F FADICAl IS PLUS//) 
39 FORMAT(/9X,61 HROOT4 ,ROOT2 OF QUADRATIC FACTOR 2, SIGN O 
1 F RADICAL IS NEGATIVE//) . 
41 FORMAT(10X,7Fl2,4) 
READ(5,lll)KNMECH 
C KNMECH IS THE NUMBER OF MECHANISMS FOR WHICH DATA 
C EXIST. 
KM=l 
50 READ( 5, 112) NTYPE ,NVEL ,NCOUPL ,NPlOTD,NPLOTC ,NPLOTV 
C NTYPE IS 1 FOR THE RSRC MECHANISM •. 
c IF NVEL IS NOT ZERO n•coMPUTES·VELOCITIES AND 
C ACCELERATIONS. 
C IF NCOUPL IS NOT ZERO IT COMPUTES COUPLER CURVE 
C COORDINATES. 
C IF NPLOTD, NPLOTC, NPLOTV ARE NOT ZERO IT·PLOTS C DISPLACEMENTS 


































NI IS THE NUMBER OF INCREMENTS IN THE INPUT PARAMETER 
TETAe 
READ(5,113)TETIN,DTET,CEL0,0El0 
TETIN IS THE INITIAL VAlUE OF THE INPUT PARAMETERo 
DTET IS THE INCREMENT IN THE INPUT PARAMETERaCELO IS 
THE ANGLE LAMBDA (OEGD. 
DELO IS THE ANGLE DELTA (DEG.I 
IF(NVEl~NE.OD GO TO 40 
GO TO 410 
40 REA0(5,ll31VWIN,AWIN 
VWIN ANO·AWIN ARE THE INPUT ANGULAR VELuAND ACCELmlN 
RAO/SEC.THEY ARE NEEDED IF NVEL IS NOT ZER06 
IF(NCOUPL .. NE .. b) Go· TO 42 
GO TO 43 ·I '. 
READC5,ll510F,DG,DH 
Of, DG, OH ARE THE COORDINATES OF THE COUPLER POINT 
lf€NPLOTO.NE.Ot GO TO 421 
IF(N~LOTC.NE.01 GO TC 421 
l~(NPL V.NE.Ot·GO TO 421 
GO TO 4Lr 
R IE,0.oqs, 1 ;::z l, SVH '.!' STMX, SOM~, ~OMX, SC MI 11 SCMX, S VMI w::; VMX 
STM [, STMX ARIE THE !VlI NI MUM ANO MAX[ MUM VALUES FOR THE 
INPUT PARAMETER IN THE PLOT .. ' r 
'soMI, SOMX 1 ARt THE MINIMUM ANO MAXIMUM VALUES FIOR. THE 
OUTPUT ROTATI~N IN THE PLOT. 
SCMI, SCMX ARE THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES FOR 
THE COUPLER CURVE COORDl~ATES AND THE OUTPUT TRANSLAT. 
IN THE PLOT. 
SVMI~ SVMX ARE THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES F THE 
VELOCITY A~D ACCELERATION RATIOS IN THE PLOT. 
PI=] .. 14159265 
TROP=PI / 180. 0 
00 45 I=l,Nf 
lf(I.EQ.l) GO TO 46 
GO TO 47 
TEJO(l»=TETIN 






01, Oi, 03 ARE THE LENGTHS OF THE INPUT9 ~OUPLER AND 
OUTPUT LINKS.DA IS THE LENGTH OF THE FIZED LINK.OB IS 
THE DISTANCE OF THE 1NPUT PAIR FROM THE FIXED LINKa 
OE l~jE~THE DUAL PART OF THE TRANSMISSICN ANGLE. 
WRITEi6,l) , 
CALL I RXXC(NTYPE,Nl,TETO,CELO,DElOvDl,02y03vDAvOB 
1,DE,O.,fIOl,F!02,XOl,X02,Sl,S2,KA4,Fl03vFI04fX03vX04~S 
23~S4,MJl,MJ2,ML1,ML2,VFl,VF2,VF3~VF4,KCl,YCl~ZCl,XC2wV 
3C2, lC.2, XP 1, YP l, ZP 1, XP2, YP2 1 lP' 2 'II XP3·, YP3, ZP3, XP4 w YIP'4 ii ZP4 
'd 








I WRITE«6,llB» MJ2 
WRITEl6wll8i MllL 
WRITEd6vil8ID Ml2 
lfi~l~NE.O» GO TO 601 
IF{M2~NEcO~ GO TO 601 
IF«M3.NE~O» GO TO 6010 
IF«M4oNE~O) GO TO 6010 
141 WRITE(6~301 
WRITE« 6·9 31 » 






601 IFID~LO~EQ~OoOI GO TO 602 
IF{A~S«DELOloEQolBO~OJ GO TO 602 
IF€ABS(DELOio~Q®90~0! GO TO 602 
6010 IF(KA4-EQa5» GO TO 6011 
IF«M3oNEoOJ GO TO 62 
1F~M4~NE~O» GO TO 62 
IF(MloNE®Oi GO TO 602 
IF(M2.NE.O» GO TO 602 
GO·lO 141 
6011 WRITEl6 9 llB» KA4 
GO lO 830 
602 WRITEi6i30t 
WRITE~692U 
If(MloEQGQ~ GO TO 603 
KO=ll . 
6001 DO 6020 J=l 1 Ml 
TTOHJ ),::VfUJt 
f=IOUJ 5:a:XCUJ~ 
XO l « J v =VC l « J » 
'SHi.H=ZCUJ! 
6020 CONTINUE 













If«NPLOTOvEQoOt GO TO 60231 
206 
6002 CALL OSPlOT(MlwJlNl9J2N9J2Nl9J3NwTTOlvfIOlwSl9XOlwSTMI 
lvSTMXvSDMlvSDMXI , 
C SUBROUTINE OSPlOT PLOTS THE OISPLACEMENTSo 
60231 IF€KDoEQolll GO TO 603 
IFjKOoEQo2l» GO TO 62025 
603 WRITE·6~31) . 
WRITEl61J22» 
KO= 12 
1FCM2oEQoO! GO TO 611 
















K 5Nl=5*MJ&. l I 
WRITE16vll t€TT02Cll,FI02CllvS2«11vKO~Cl1vl=lvM2» 
IFlNPLOTP~EQoOt GO TO ~0331 . . 
6003 CALl DSPLOl« M2w K·lNl wK2N19 K2Nl ll K3Nll TT02vf 102 t> 62 vX02v SJMJ( 
fv STM'X w SOM.Iv SDMX » . 
60331 lF«KO~EQol2j GO TO 611 
IF€KO.,EQ.22J GO TQ; 6205' 
611 IF(NCOUPL oEQoO» GO TO 612 
IF«Ml~EQ~o• GO TO 6117 
KC=ll 
61100 1 CALL COUPLRC NTYPE llM 1, TTOl~C·ELO \J OEL09 Dl i' 02903 \J OAv OB\J OEw 
10.,;0.\J F(019 X01[9 Sl -.Of~ OG,. OH ~xc1 ~ VCh ZCl, XPl 'YPl 9lPU 
,WRITE(6,27J, , , 
W,,R :i TE ( 6 9 2 0 ® 
WRJTE(69l21CELOwDEL0,01902~03~DAvDB 9 0E 
WRITE(6,lOU . 






Jf(NPLOTCcEQEO» GO TO 61161 
6110 CAU,. COPPLT4Mlf/JlNJ.'1/J2N,J2NlwJ3N\JXCl\JYCl\JlCl,XPlwVPl"Z 
l P l v SC M I 11 SC M X I • . . . 
C SUBROUTINE COPPlT PlOTS THE COUPLER CURVE PROJECTJONS~ 
61161 IFIKC.EQelll GO TO 6117 
IF« KC ;.EQ b:21 i. Gfi TO 6218 
61>17· IflMg~EQeO. 'GO TO 612 
KJ:=12 
61111 CAll COUPlRiNTYPE\JM2\JTT02\JCElO\JDElO\JDl\J02\JD3,DA\JDB9DEw 
l0009fl02~X02wS2p0FwOG\JOH,XC2,VC2wlC2wXP2wYP2wlP21 
WRITEH>v lOU 





If«NPLOTCcEQoOl·GO.TO· 61261 , 1 
61170 CALL COPPLTLM?QKINl,K2N9K2Nl,K3N9XC2vYC29ZC29XP2vYP2vZ 
1P2;, SCM Iv· SCM}O 
61261 IF(KfreEQ~l2f GO T0-612 
612 
IF«KC~EQ~221 GO TO 6211 
IF«NVEloEQiOJ GO TO B~o· 
If«Mlo~QoOJ GO TO ~129 
KV= JL lL . 







WR!T.E·« 6w 251 . 
WR]TE€6114ll(TT01€Kl~Vfl€It,VSl«IJ,VX1€I»~AFl€Ii11ASl€li 
l&Ail41J\Jl=iwMlt . 
DC 2511 I=l,Ml 1 • , c 
2511 PUNCH 10311 TTOlCit,VWIN11AWIN 9 fl01€I»PVfl€I»PAFl«I»PS1€ 
lEDwVSl(I»~ASl(l»9XOlCI»tVXl(I»vAXlil» 






SUBROUTINE VELPlT PLOTS THE VElOCiiIES ANO 
ACCEl ERAT IONS o 
If«KV~EQpll) GO TO 6129 
If{KV~EQo2l» GO TO 6229 
6129 IF«M2~E~o0i Gb Tb 613 
KV=l2 
61284 CAll VELCTV~NTVPEwM2wTT02,CElOwDElOiDlv02\JD3\JOA9DBrDEw 
.lOmO~FI02,fOZ,S2gVWIN,AWINwVf29VX2wVSitAf29AX2wAS2! 





00 2 512 I ""l ~ M 2 : 
208 
2512 PUNCH ll.03fl TT02€ I hJ\l\,i!N\>AWINwfl02« U t1Vf20: htt!F2H h,52« 
ll ~ ~vs2(1 » f!AS2«l~ \) xozu i » () VX2€ E ~ 11AX2« E » , 
If€NPLOTVIDEQ00) GO TO 61291 . 
61290 <CAUL VH.PL T « M211 KlN 19 K2N vi<,2Nl v K3 N ~ K3Nl 9 K4Nv 1<4.-!\ill. r t<5N v K5N 
ll,K6NvTT02flVF2,VS2iVX2sAF2flAS2flAX2~STMliSTMX,SVMlwSVMK 
2 » . I 
61297 IFIKV~EQol21 GO TO 613 
Jf€KVIDEQo221 GO TO 6221 




lF1Ml~EQ.OI GO TO 62025 . 









GO TO 60201: 
62025 IFIM2aEQoOI GO TO 6205· 
DO 62021 J=l11M2 
Tl02(Jl:aaVf.2«J» 
IFIO~«J »""XP2«J~ 






GO TlJ 603()2 
6205 IFIM3~EQmOI GO TO 62055 
po, 62022. J~JL 'ii M3 
TT03«JJ=Vf3(J~ 
.f103«J i=XP3~J» 




WRITE( 651 lf-l» 
WRIJE,6111 1€TT03«1i,FI0311D,S3Cil,X03~lf;l=lvM3~ 
Ml:aa~B 
I lM l""'Ml&.l 









IF«NPLOTD@EQ~O» GO TO 62055 
CALL DSflOT€M3,11Mlwl2Mwl2Ml,13MwTT03,FI03,S3,X03~STMI 
1~sTMX,SDMlvSDMX~ . ' 
62055 If«M4~EQ®Ot GO iO 621 
DO 62050 J=l11M4 
TT04~ J f ,a,\ff4 « J t 
f 104(( Ji =XP4« J » 
X04« J b ='VP4« J » 




J 2M 1=2*Mlt l 
J3Mt=3*Ml& l 
J4Ml=4*Ml&l 






WRITE« 6r 39 » 
WR ,J TE ( 6 ~ 18 » 
WRITE«6wll »«TT04(Ii,fI04€iifS4€I»~X04(Ifwl=l~M4D 
IF(NPLOTOoEQ.01 GO TO 621 
CALL OSPLOJ€M4,JlMl~J2M,J2Ml,J3M,TT04,FI04vS4~X04vSTMI 
1,STMX,SDM!,SDMXI 
621 IF(NCOUPL rEQ~O» GO TO 622 
IF~Ml@EQ.01 GO TO 6218 
KC,,.21 . 
GO ro 61100 
6218 IF(Ml.EQeO» GO TO 6211 
KC=22; 
GO TO 61171 
6211 IF(M3.EQeO» GO TO 6238 




rvmITE( 6~ 38» 
WR I TE ( 6, 16 i 
WRITE(6wlOD(lT03«i!wF!03«I»w «rr»,XC3«1!~VC3«I»,ZC3€EV 
liXP3CI)tYP3«Il,ZP3li~,l~l,M3D 
lf{NP~OTC~EQ~OD GO TO 6238 
CALL COPPLT(M~,IlMl,I2Mvl2Ml,13M.XC3,YC3vZC3,XP3,YP3,Z 
lP311 SCMI v SCM>O 










IF«NPLOTCoEQoOt GO TO 622 
CALL COPPLTIM4,JlMlpJ2M,J2Ml~J3~,XC4~YC4,ZC4,XP4,YP4,Z 
lP4,SCMl,SCMXl . . 
622 )F€NVEL0EQaOI GO TO 830 
Jf«MloEQoOt GO TO 6229 
~v~21 
GO TO 61200 
6229 IF4M2~EQaOJ GO TO 6221 
KV:22 
GO TO 61284 








00 251S !=l,M3 
2513 PUNCH 103 9 TT03€I!,VWIN,AWIN9fl03(lf9Vf3(Il,AF3flf9S3( 
lI»,VS3€J»9AS3«I»,X03€I.wVX3(1J,AX3(ID 
IF«NPLOTVoEQoO) GO TO 6267 
CALL VElPlTCM3tllMl,12M,I2Ml,!3M,I3Ml,I4M,I4Ml,I5M,15M 
llel6M,TT039Vf3~VS39VX39Af3~AS3,AX39STMl,StMXvSVMl9$VMX 2» . . 








00 2514 l=l,M4 
2514 PUNCH' J03, TT04{1i,VWIN,AWJN,FI04€11,Vf4,I»~AF44E~~S4€ 
ll!,VS4(11,AS4£1l,X0411t,VX4«E»,AX4«11 
l~fNPLOTVo~QoOD GO TO 70 . 
CALL, VElPlT€M4,JlMl,J2M,J2Ml,J3M,J3Ml,J4M,J4Ml,J5MiJ5M 
ll,J6M9Tl04wVF4,VS4wVX4,AF4,AS4 9 AX4,STMl,6TMXwSVMl~SVMX 2» 
70 CONTENUE 
80 CONTINUE 
830 KM=KM&l \ 
lf(KMoGToKNMECHD GO TO 831 









DIMENSION TETORC3~ >•TET0(36 J,FIOll36 »,FI01R(36 )9XQ 
11<36 » 
DIMENSION X01R{36 » ,FI02C3~ 1,X02(36 ),52(36 1,FI03(3 
16 1,SU36 » 
DIMENSION X02RC36 t,FI03R(36 J,X03R(36 D,FI04R(36 »,XO 
14R(36 » 
DIMENSION X03~36 1,$3(36 »,FI04(36 1,X04C36 1,54(36 », 
lfl02R(36 J 
DI MENS ION XCH 36 h YCU36 1, ZCU36 I ,XPH36 I, YPq 36 
1,ZPl( 36. I 
OIMENSiON XC2(36 ),YC2(36 8,ZC2(36 »,XP2(36 1,YP2(36 B 
l~ZP2(36 ) .. : 
DIMENSION XP3(36 t,YP3(36 t,ZP3J36 8,XP4(36 1,YP4«36 » 
l 1 ZP4C36 J , 
DIMENSION ViF2(36 J,VF3(36 1,VF4(36 1,Vfl(361 








oo, 101 I=l.vNI 
TETOR( I•=TETO(~~*JROP 
101 CONTINUE 
]FCOELOoEQ,.O.OB- GO TO 110 
IF(ABS(OELOloEQol8000J GO ro 110 




DO 11 O 1 I = l .~ N I 
GNO=D~-Dl*COS(TETOR(III 
GMO=D~*SLAM~Ol*tLAM*SINCTETOR([IJ 




IF(RADI .,LT .. O .. OJ GO TO 1101 




Tl= ((GMO *SINCFIOlR(Ill&GNO *COSCFIOlRCI 
U 16.03)/02) 
IF{ABS(TlJpGTploOt GO TO 11013 
MJl=MJl&l,. · 
Jl=MJ 1 
TSl~« GNO*S INi·FIOIR( 111-GMO*COS( FI 01 RC 111-DE*SOEL) I ( 02* lCDEL I . . · ' . 
XOlRCil=ARCOS(ABS(Tl)I 
IF(TloGToOu05 GO TO 99011 
IF«TSJeGTcOeOt GO TO 99012 
XOlR(ll=XOlRUll-PI 
GO TO 99014 
99012 X01R~ll=PI-XO~RCIB 
GO TO 99014 . 




VfHJl l=TETO( I I 





T2= ((GMO ,sIN(FI02R(lll&GNO *COS(fl02R(I 
11)&03)/021 
IF(~BS,T2JoGT~toO' GO TO 1101 
MJ2:=MJ2&1 . 




IFCT20GTmOcOl1GO TO 99021 
IFcrsi~Gr~o~o• Go ro 9eo22 
X02R411=X02RCjJ-PI 
GO' TO 99024 . 
99022 X02RCit=PI-X02R«II 
GO' TO ~9024 
99021· IF(TS2~GToOoOJ GO TO 99024 
X02RJ JI =-XO~RI. .I» 
99024 xo2«It~xo2R(l~/JROP 
521( 11.::DE*COELtDB*CLAM&Ol*SlAM,SIN( TETOR( 1 • t 
VF24 J2 J =TETOC I·» 
KC2€J21=FI02& U 
YC2·( -'2J=X02J I»· 
ZC21J21=52CII 
1101 -CONTINUE 
GO· TO 140 
1202 MJl~O 
MJ2=0) 









RAOI=B0**2&.CO**~ ... A0**2 




F IOU 11 =FI O lR « i » /TROP· 
TJ= 1 €(GMO *SIN«FJOlR(Jtt&GNO *COSCFI01R€1 
l»f&.D31/D2t ~ 
IFCABS(TlloGTeloOI GO TO 12013 
MJl=MJ 1&.l 
Jl=MJl 
X01R€Il=ARCOSCCGMO *SIN(FIOlRCitl&.GNO *COS«FIOlR(I 
lt»&D31/D2i 
XOl«Il=XOlRCI»ITROP 
Sl411=DB*CLAM&Dl*SLAM*SIN€TETORIIl»-02*SOEl*SINfXOlR(I u» . . .. 
}'Fl<Jlf=TETO( ll 
XClfJl)=fIOJ« I» 
VC l I J 1- =.XO U I ~ 1 
Ztl(Jlt=Sl(ll _ 
Fl02RI I 1=2oO*~TAN4'«-BO-ROOTI/GCO-AOt I 1. ,. 
FI02(1t=fl02R11)/TROP 
T2= (£GMO *SINCFI02RCIJJ&GNO ~COS(fl02R(I 
11J&.b3J/02] . . 
If C ABSI T2 »~GT., L,01 GO TO 1201 
~J2=MJ2&1 
J2=MJ2 , 




u » f 
VF2·« J2 » =TETOC I» 
XC2( J2) =F 1021! U 
YC2CJ21=X02« U 
zc2·cJ21=S21 U , . 
. tONtlNU~ 




Ml2=0 1 , 
; . ) 
oo- 1301 :1=1,NI 















A2= 4o0*€SOEL**21*€GNO **2=GMO **2~=2oO*GKO 
A3= 4QO*€GMO *GNO *«SOEl**2,&D3*GMO *€COEl**2»= 
JLOE*GNO*SDELI 
A4= =GKO =2o0*€03*GNO *iCDEL**2P&OE*GMO*SOEl» 
IF«A4 oEQ@OoOI GO TO 12011 
GO ro 12012 
120llL KA4""5 









ltCEO cLT~OaOD GO TO 1306 






~FjEO~EQoO~O~ GO TO 1307 
l.flEl , .,EQoOcP, GO TO 1308 
if(CHEO oGToCHEl . »GOTO 1302 
lf€CHEO oEQoCHEl i GO TO 1303 
IF«CHEO elloCHEl J GO TO 1304 
1302 J!,fl El oGT.,Q.,Oj GO T.O 13022 
SAYAl= Oo5*EO 144-El !3oOl**lo5~ 
SAYRT= ALbG«SAVAl 6SQRT€SAVA1 · · •J2&1GOII 
IfCNEO,,,GToOI GO TO 13064 · 
Y3= B2 . /3.,0&2.,0*SQRT€-El 
u 
GO TO 131 
13064 y3b 82 /3a0=2oO*SQRJ«-El'. /3.,0l*SINHISA'VRT 
u \' 
GO TO l31 
13022 SAVA2= Oo5*EO /{(El, /3p0)**le5~ 
lf€SAVA2 olT~1.,or GO TO 1301 
SAVRT= AlOG«SAVA~ 6SQRT€SAVA2 
13024 IFiNEOoGToOI GO TO 13065 
**2=L,O! » 
Y3= B2 /3o0&2oO*SQRT€El 
GO TO 131 
l3eOl*COSH4SAYRT 
13065 Y3= 82 /3o0=2oO*SQRT(El l3oOl*COSH«SAVRT 
GO TO 131 . 
1303 IF<NEOoGTeOf GO TO 13062 
GO TO 13031 







ROOT2= « EO 
GO TO 13032 
13031 ROOTl= i.,O*UEO /2.,0)**€l.,0/3.,0H&B2/3.,0 
ROOT2= -IEO /2cOl•*Clo0/3oOJ&B2 /3e0 
13032 IF4ROOTl~GT-ROOT2» GO Ta· 1305 
V3=ROOT2 
GO TO 131 
1305 V3=ROOTl 
Go ro 131 
1304 SAYRT= 1 ARCOSCOa5*EO /UEl 
lf€NEObGToOI GO Tb 13066 
GO TO 13040 














13040 ROOTl= 2~0*SQRTCE1 /3~0»*COS(SAYRT /3o0)&82/3o0· 




13041 lfl ROOTl 
IF«ROOT2 
V3.=ROOT3 
GO, T0 1 131 
13042 If~ ROOTl 
V3~ROOT3 
GO TO 131 
13044 V3= ROOll 
G01 TO 131 
130~3 Y3=ROOT2 
GO TO 131 
oGT.,ROOT2 
., GT" ROOJ3. 
.,GT .. ROOT3 
/3.,0l*COSUPl&SAYRT · 8/3.,0t&B 
8 GO TO 13042 
J GO TO. 13043: 
I.GO TO 13044 
1307 !f(El 9lEoOoOl GO TO i3071 
ROOll=B2/3.,~ 
ROOT2= SQRT€El l&B2/3o0 
ROOT3= -SQRT«El ~&82/3.,0 
If« ROOTl .,GE ..F~OOT2. » GO TO 13073 
IF1ROOT2 . .,GEeROOT3 I GO TO 13074 
\ Y'3=ROOT3 , 
GO TO 13i 
13073 IF(ROOTl 
V3=ROOTB 
GO TO 1:;1 
lL3074 Y3=ROOT2 
GO TO 13ll. 
ll.3075 Y3=ROOTl 
GO TO 131 
13071 ¥3;:82/3,,0 
GO TO 13JL 
.. GE.,ROOT3 ~ GO TO 13075 
1308 IF«NEOoNEDo, GO TO 13081 
V3= 82 /3o0&(EO **(lo0/3oO»~ 
GO TO l31i 
13081 V3= 82 /3©0=«EO *'«lo0/3~0»t 




131 IF€€€€0o5*B~~ **21-82 &Y3 ioLToOoO» 
QSl= Oo5*B3 &SQRT€«0~5*B3 1**2-B2 
QS2= Oo5.B3 -SQRT«€Oo5*B3 »••2-82 
If(.((0~5*V3 ~**2}-BQ loLTDOoO» GO TO 
HSl= Oo 5*V3 · 6.SQRlr« €0o5*V3 »**2=BO» 
HS2= 0p5*Y3 =SQRT€€Ow5*X3 i**2=BO» 
QHl= QS1 *HS2 &QS2 *HSl 
QH2~ QSl *HSl &QS2 *HS2 
IFC,BSCQHl -Bi »oLEoOcOOOll GO TO 1311 
lfJABS€QH2 -Bi DoLEoCoOOOll GO TO 1312 
Go ro. 1301 
1311 J-ll=HSl · 
H2=HS2 
GO JO l'.pi3 
1312 Hl=HS2 
f-i2=HS1 
1313 RADll=l QSl **2-,oO*Hl 
RAD12=9S2**2~4~0*H2 . 
. IF«RAOll olT~OoOJ GO TO 1316 




=SQRT(RADIU » t 
216 
' TlF C€GMO *SIN(fEOlRClll&GNO *COSCflOlR€1 
1 ns.03 ,102» 




JLCOEl » . . 
XOlRCll=ARCOS€ABSCTl»t 
H=«TL,GToO .. O» GO TO 990.31 
IFCJSloGTeOoO» GO TO 990~~ 
XOlR«I~=XOlR{Il=PI 
GO TO 99034 
99032 X01Riif=PI-XOlR€1» 
GO TO 99034 
99031 IF€TSlbGToOoOI GO TO 99034 
1XOlR« 11=-XOlR( I~ 




XCHJH=FIOH X » 
\'CH Jl l=XOU U 
Z~HJU=SU X » 
13131 FI02R«It=2eO*ATAN(Oo5*C-QSl 
FI02CI»=FI02R«l~!fROP 
&SQRT€RAOU~ J » 

















If€T2oGJ~QpQD GO TO 99041 
IF€TS20GT00aO® GO TO 9~042 
X02R€I~"'X02R€lD=PI 
GO TO 99044 
X02~Eil=PI=X02R(IJ 
GO TO 99044 




U ~ 6DE*COEL 
VF2«J2»=TETO(It 
XC2€J2®=FI02(l» 
YC24 J2f =X02·« I» 
ZC21J2)=S2€ U 
60 TO 1301. • 
IF«RADI2 .LT0600J GO TO 1301 I 
FIOlR«ll=2oO*ATANiOm5*«=QS2 =SQRJ€RADI2P»I 
FI01€IJ=FI01R€1J/TROP 
Tl= «(GMO *SIN(FIOlRCIJJ&GNO *COS(FI01R€I 
Ul&D3»1D2» · 
IF€ABS€Tl»~GToloOt GO TO 13161 
MJl~MJl&l . 
J l=MJ l 
TSl~€GNO*S1N«FIOlR€Ii!=GMO*COS«FIOlR~It»=DE*SOELl/€02* 
lCO~L» . , 
XOlRCif=ARCOS€ABS(Tl»J 
lf€Tlo~To0a01 GO JO ~9051 




GO TO ~9054· . 
lF€TSloGTvOoOD ~OTO 99054 
XOlR(IJ=~xo1R~I» 
XOl«Il=XOlR(li/TROP : I 
Sl€I»=OB*ClAM&Ol*SLAM*SIN€TETOR€Iil=D2*SOEL*SIN€XOlR«I 
U ~ &DE*CDEL 
VFU JU =TETD« K » 



















TS.2=« GNO*SlN«F l02R« ][) t-GMO*COS(FI02R( 118-DE*SDE~Ul( 02* 
lCDEl » 
XO~R(ll=ARCOS«ABS(Tjlt 
If(T2~Glo0o0, GO TO 99061 
If«TS2oGToOgOI GO TO 99062 
X02R(il=X02RCtl~Plt 
GO TO 99064 
X02Rllt=PI-X02RCII 





VFi( J21 =TETO( I J 
><C2i.J2 J =F 1021 l t 
YC2( J21=X02«-I t' 
ZC2«J21=S24JI 
. GO ro 1301 , 
flOlRCll=2~0*ATANCOo5*(-QSl =SQRT(RADllllt 
FIOl(lt=F!Ol~CII/TROP I 
1 Tl= · ((GMO *SIN(flOlR(J»l&GNO *COS(FIOlRCI · 
1U&D31/D2»· , , 






lF{Tl~GTeOcOt GO TP 99071 
IFCTSloGTaO~OI GO TO 99072 
XO,lR( I t=XOlR( I 8-PI . 
GO TO. 99074 
XOlR~It=P~-XOlR(II 
GO TO 99074 





VFl ( Jl. =1TETO( I. I 




FlO~(Il=FI02R4Jl/~ROP . . 
T2=· . («GMO *SIN(FI02R«lll&GNO *COS(FI02R{I 
1U&03t/02J 







IFCT2.GT.b.OI GO TO 99081 




GO TO 99084 
99081 IF(TS2.GT.O.OI GO TO 99084 
X02R(It~-X02R(l) 
99084 K02(1t=X02R(lt/TROP . 
S2(It~OB*CLAM&Dl*SLAM*SINITETOR(IDl-02*SDEL*SIN(X02RII 




ZP2.J21=S2( I I 
13182 FI03Rll1=2•0*ATAN(0.5*C-QS2 -SQRT(RAOl2)11 
fJ03tlJ=FI63Rtll/TROP 
:T3= ((GMO *SIN(Fl03R(l5t&GNO *COS(FI03R(I 
ll l&D;31/021 




lCDEL I · . 
X03RU D=ARCOSlABS{T31 I_ 
IF(T3.GT.O.Of GO TO 99091 
IF(TS3.GT.o.oe GO TO 99092 
X03R(Il=X03R«It-PI 
GO TO g9094 
99092 X03~(Il=PI-X03RCII 
GO TO 99094 : . , 
99091 lf(TS3.GTeO.O) GO TO 99094 
~03R(lt=-X03R(ID 
99094 X03(Itr=><03R(I\a/TROP , 
S3(Jl=bB*CLAMkDl*SLAM*SIN(TETOR4Ill-D2*SOEL*SIN4X03R(I 
11.&0~*CDEi . 
Vf3(LU=TETOC I I 
XP3(Lli,l:f 103( I» 
YP3ill)~X03( U 
ZP3CLU=S3Cli' 
13183 Fl04R(J)=2.0*ATAN(0.5•C-QS2 &SQRT(RADI2111 
fl04«I)=Fl04R(t»IJROP 
T4=' · ((GMO *SINCFI04R(IDB&GNO *COS(fI04Rjl 
1)9tbBI/D28 . 







If«T4e~T~O~O» GO ~O 991Pl 
IF(TS40GT.OQOJ GO TO 99102 
xo,R(ll=X04Rfl)-PI 
GO TO 99104 .· 
99102 X04R(Il=Pl-X04RCIJ 
GO·TO 99104 














DIMEN~ION TET8R(36 1,TETOC36 l~FIOli36 ,,FI01R€36 1,XO 
11( 36 t ' . , 
DIMENSION X01R(36 ,,51(36 » 















IF(NTYPEeGTo31 GO TO 410 
Op 400 l=l,NI . 
XCH U :.OB-SU I )*CLAM603*SLAM*SIN1 F IOlRC I U &CDE&Drl *«CL 
lAM*COELtSLAM*SDEL*COS(flOlR(ID»J&SLAM*SINCFIOlR(IIJ*«D 
2H•SlN(XOlR(IJl-(02-DGl*COSCXOlR(Iit»&CSLAM*COS(FEOlR(l 
















lGB*SIN( XOlR( U U , 
YPl(It=03*COS(Fl01R(IJ)-fOE&Df)*SCEL*Sl~CFIOlRtl)l&COS 






GO TO 4'30 
IF(NTYPE~GTe61 GO TO 430 






DIMENSION TETOR(36 J,TET0(36 J,FI01(36 J,FI01R(36 J,XO 
11( 36 J 
DIMENSION X01R(36 !,VF1(36 D,VX1(36 ),VS1(36 f tAfl(36 
u 
DIMENSION AX1(36 ) 9 AS1~36 J 





CDEL =COS ( DELOR I 
SLAM=SIN(CELORa 
CJ_AM=COS(CELOR» 





00 500 t=lvNI 
IF(NT¥PE6GTe3i GO TO 520 
GNO; ' DA-Dl*COSC TETOR( I) a 
GMO= OB*SLAM-Ol*CLAM*SIN(TETORCIDI 
GMl: GNO *COS(FIOlRjl)P&GMO *SIN(FIOlR(II) 
GM2= GMO *COS(FIOIRtitl-GNO *SIN-FIOlR(Ilt 
WI= GMO *SIN(FIOlRCll)&GNO *COSCFIOlR«itJ&D3 










lCOS(FIOlR1111 ' . 
GL2= SIN(TETORClll*COSIFIOlRll)t-CLAM*SIN(flOlRCIII* 
lCOSCTETOR(Ilt , 
GL3*= ·' COS( TETORC IJ J*S IN CF IOlR«I) )-CL~MIC:SI NC TETOR( HI* 
lCOSCFIOlR(I)) ' ' f . I . ' 
GL4= CLAM*SIN(TETOR«Itl*SIN(FIOlRClll&COSdTETOR€111* 
lCOS(FIOlRCIU ,.. ; ,... 
IFIABS(OELOleEQe90.0) GO TO 512 
VF1(15=-0l*PW2 *GLl &CCDEL**21*Wl.GL21*VWIN /CW2 
l *GMl &4CDEL**2i*Wl, *GM21 





' Ql=; GMl, **26W2 *GM2 6(CDEJ-**21*(GM2' **2=Wl 
1 · *GMU, 
Q2= , · GMl *Gll 
l -Wl*GLlJ 





Q4= W2.' '· *Gll . &(COEL**21*Wl 
Q5= W2 *GMl &CCOEL**21*Wi 





Afl(Il=-(Ql *CVF111l**21&2 .. 0*Dl*Q2*VWlN*Vfl(l»+Ol*Q3 
~*IV~IN**2-•Dl*Q4*AWINI/Q5 
; GO TO 515 






ll(l)D+Ol*SLAM*JAWIN*COS{TETORCllt-(VWIN**2i*SJNUTEXORt 2nu · 
. Gp TO 5po 






1, STM I, STMX, SOMI, SOMX8 < . 
O IM ENS ION VF i ( 3 6 J , VF 2 ( ~ 6 I , VF 3 ( 3 6 "» , V f4 ( 3 6) , X ( 216 » , V ( 216 
U: 
00 6205J. I=l,LE 
X(.IJ=VF1 ( II 
YCU=VF2 (IJ 
62051 CONTINUE 
DO 62052 l=f1Ml,L2M 
llNI=I-LE 





X( U=Vfl ( 12NU 
V( I l=VF4( 12NI I· 
62053 CONTINUE 
223 




SUBROµTINE COPPLT(LE,L1Ml,l2M,L2Ml,L3M, VF1,VF2,VF 
13;Afl9Af2,AF~,SCMI,SCMXI 
OIMENSIO~ Vfl(36D,Vf2(36J,VF3(36),AF1(36lpAf2(361,AF3{ 
1;a6) I ' . 
OIMENSION Xl2J6J,Y(2l~J 
\ 00 6251· I=l1LE 
).(( I l=VF2C I I 
V ( I ' =-Vf l ( J I 
6251 CONTINUE 







X_( 0 =VF l( I2NI.» 
Y«I&=VF3Cl2NII 
6253 CONTINUE .. 
CALL PLOJ(X,SCMI ,SCMX,O,V, SCMJ,SCMX,O,Oc,Oo,O~,O,L3M 
1,3,h3,2» 
00 6 2 54 11 = 1,, lf 
. X.« H =AF2J I) 
Y( li=-Afl( II 
6254 CONTINUE 
DO 6255 I=L1Ml,L2M 
llNl=I;_LE 
X·( l t =AF2( I lNI J 
·Y(I.=AF3(11NII 
62~5 CONtINUE , 
00 6256 ,1;::L2Ml,L3M 
12Nl=l-2*LE 
X« I »=Afl( I2NU 
Y(IJ=AF3Cl2NI» 
6256 CONTINUE 











DO 6271 I=l,LE 
X(It=XPl (U 
Y( I l=YPU I I 
6271 CONTINUE 
DO 6272 I~L1Ml,L2M 
llNl=I-LE 
X( I »=XPl ( llNI) 
Y(Il=YP2(11Nit 
6272 CONTINUE· 





DO 6274 l=L3Ml,l4M 
13Nl=J-:-3*LE 
X( It =XPl ( 13NU 
Y( I J =ZPU 13NI) 
6274 CONTINUE 
DO 6275 I=L4Ml,L5M 
I 4N I = I - 4* l E 
X ( I 5 = X P l ( I 4N U 
Y(l!=ZP2(14NI) 
6275 CONTINUE 











C THIS IS THE STANDARD PLCT SUBROUTINE FOR IBM-7040 






CEMIL BAGCI-SYNTHESIS OF THE RSRC 
UNCONSTRAINED SCREW GEGERATION BY 
DIMENSION TET(25t, SMQ0(88 
lPQ(B,8» , 
SPACE MECHANISM FOR 
MATRIX ITERATIONo 
,V(66!,VW€66»9 
DIMENSION TETOR425 ),JET0(25 »,F)Ol(25 ),FIOlR(25 »,xo 
1H25 » 
DIMENSION X01R(l5) ,FI02(25 1,X02C25 t,S2(25 t9fI02R( 
125»wS1(251 










ioo37 FORMAT~lHll,//~x, 95HRSRC MECHANISM WHICH APPROXIMATES 
1SPEC1FIED SCRE~ DISPLACEMENT BEST IN THE LEAST SQUARES 
2 -SENSE.,/// I 
10041 FORMAT(l2X,4HR**2,12X,5HRF*•2,12X,5HRS**2/D 
10042 FORMAT(5X 9 3F15.8» 




10045 FORMAT(///8X,9HJNPUT RO .. ,2X,10HOUTPUT' RC., ,5X,7HGEN.,SAV 
1,5X,7HDES.SAV,2X,10HOUTPUT TRe,5X,7HGENQTRoj5X,7HDES~T 
2Rov4X,8N)NGLE Xb,2XvlOHDIFoIN ~0~,2Xvl0Hp1F~IN TR.fl 
10046 FORMAJ{5Xy8Fl2~6B , 











NOIM IS THE NU~BER Of MECHANISMS OPTIMIZEDw 
NMECH=l I 
REAP45,10050» DTET12iDFY12yCELO,DTET,DLS12 
OTET12 IS-THE RiN~E OF INP0T CRANK ROTAJIONo 
OfY12 IS THE RANGE OF OUTPUT CRANK ROTATIONo 
CE~O IS THE SKEW ANGLE LAMBOAo 
DTET IS THE INCREMENT IN THE JNOEPENOENT PARAMETER 





























CHECK III ARE tHE D~SlRED ACCURACY IN THE DIM~NSIONS 
REA0(5,100521 18,19,IV 
18=19=1 DEFINES THE INVERSION WITH· POSJTIVE SIGNED 
RADICAL IN THE DISPLACEMENT EQUATIONS,18=19=2 DEFINES 
THE INVERSION WltH NEGATIVE SIGNED RADICAL.tV DEFINES 
FUNCTION BEING GENERATED IN THE SUBROUTIN~ 1 DESIREDae 
P. E,A DI 5 v l O O 5 7 J NP R ~ ' 
NPR IS THE NU~BER OF PRECISION POINTS •. 
R~A0(5rl0057JNITM~ 1 ' 
NITMX JS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR EACH SET 
OF INITIAL DIMENSIONS. 
R EAOC 5, 10-()57 I NCHPNT 
IF NCHPNT• IS NOT ZERO IT PRINTS THE DISPLACEMENTS 
AFTER ~ACH ITERATION~ 
R,EAO( 5, 10056 JR2MX• Rf 2MX ,RS2MX 
R2MX, ~F2MX, RS2MX DEFINE THE DESIRABLE LIMITS FOR SUM 
OF THE-SQUARED ERRORS IN BOTH ROTATION ANO TRANSo, 
ROTATION ONLY,AND IN TRANSLATION ONLY. 
~EA0(5•l00571~TDATA 
~f NTOATA IS ~OT ZERO, A SET OF DATA FOR THE bESIREO 
FUNCTION IS NECESSARY. 
op 50060" l<DRCJ=I 8, I 9i 
, lf(NTOATA.,NE.,01 GO TO 39998• 
CALL DSIREO(• OTET,DFV12,0TfT12,DLS12,NPR,KDRCTwlV 
l',TET,SYO,SF) . ' 
GO TO 39999 
39998 READ{5·, 10956) « JET,C I J ,SYO( 11, Sf (II, I=l ,NPRJ 
39999 REA0(5,l-0053B oe~bl~D2,0]~DA,DB,DE~O,fETOl 






















00 10024 I=l,NPR 
TETO(ll=TETOl&TET(II 




IF(DELO.EQ.OoOI GO TO 110 
IFfABS(OELOf.EQol80~0t GO TO 110 
IF(ABS(OELOt,EQo90.0I GO TO 1202 
GO. TO 130 
110 MJl=O 
MJ2=0 







IFJRAOI oLT.0.01 GO TO 1101 




Tl~ (GMO *SIN(flOlRJl)l&GNO ~COS(FI01R(lll&D3)/02 




lCO~l) . , 
XOlR(I)=~RCOSIAaS<Jll) 
IF(Tl.GT.0.01 GO TO 99011 
lF(TSl.GT.o.o, GO TO 99012 
XOlR(Il=XOlRllt-PI 
GO TO; 99014! 
99012 XOlRfll~PI-XOlRIII 
GO T099014, 
99011 fFITsi.GTo0.0) GO TO ~9014 
XOlR( IJ=-XOlR( I) 
99014 kOl(lf=XOlR(ll/TROP 
S l( I ·t=Of;*CDEL &OB*CLAM&Ol*SLAM*S IN ( TE TOR ( I 11 
11013 Fl02Rll)=2eO*ATAN((-BO-ROOTl/(CO-AOtl 
f 102( I f=F I02R.( I) /TROP 
T2= ,CGMO *SIN(FI02~(1)1&GNO *COS(FI02R(Itt&031/02 







ff(T?eGTGOeOI GO TO 99021 
lf(TS2GGTo0oO) GO TO 99022 
X02R.ll=X02RCII-PI 
GO TO 99024 
99022 X02R«I)=PI-X02R«II 
GO TO 99024 




1101 CONTINUE . 
GO TO 140 
1202 MJl=O 
MJ2=0 ' 







IF(RADI eLTuO.OZ GO TO 1201 
ROOT=SQRT(RADU · 
f IplR( 11 =? .. O*ATAN( (-BO&ROOT~ I CCO-AOl t 
fIOl(ll=FIOlR(fi/TROP 
fl= . (GMO . , *SUl(FIOlR( I ll&GNO *COS(FIOlR( I »1&031/02 
If(ABS(TU oGT ... l .. 01 GO TO 12013 
MJl=MJl&l 
Jl~MJl 






f 102{ I )=FI02R( t 1/TROP 
T2r (GMO *SINiFI02Rtl)l&GNO *COS(fl02RCial&D31/02 
If(ABS(T2JoGTglcOI GO TO 1201 
MJ2=M"'261 ' , 
J2=MJ21 




UJ . I 
1201 CONTINUE 
GO TO 140 
130 MJl=O 
MJ2=0 




l*SOEL)**2 . · . 
229 
~*2)-GMO **2=COE 
AO=· 2o0*(03.GNO *(COEL**21&0E*GMO *SDEL)-GKO 
Al= 4~0*(03*~MO *(CDEL**21-DE*GNO *SDEL""'GMO*GNO* 
lC SOEL**2) J 
A2= 4oO*(SDEL**21*(GNO **2~GMO **21-2 .. 0*GKO 
,A3= 4 .. 0*(GMO *GNO *(SDEL**21&D3*GMO *iCDEL**2t-
lOE*GNO*SD€LI 
A4= -GKO -2 .. 0*(03*GNO *1CDEL**2l&OE*GMO*SDELI 
lf(A4 .,EQe0.01 GO TO 51043 








If(EO ~ .Lr.o.oa GO TO 1306 




13061 CHE0=27 .. 0*CEOf*21 
.CHE1=4o0*( El**3) 
IF(EO.EQ.O.OI GO TO 1307 
IF(El .EQ.O.OI GO TO 1308 
lf(CHEO .. GT.CHEl I GO TO 1302 
IF(CHEO .EQ.CHEl I GO TO 1303 
~F(CHEO pLT.CHEl »GOTO 130~ 
1302 lF(El .GTo0.05 GO TO 13022 
SAYAl= 0 .. 5*EO• /((-El Y3.,0l**l.,51 
SAYRT=, ALOG(SAYAl &SQRT(SAYAl **2&1 .. 011 
IF(NEduGT.OI GO~TO 13064 
Y3=, B2 /3.0&2.0*S~RT(-El 
1) 
GO TO 131 
13064 V3= 82 
lJ 




13022 SAYA2= 0.5*EO /((El /3.0l**l.51 
IF« SAYA2 , ~LT .. t.01 Go To i3ol 
SAYRT= ALOG(SAYA2 &SQRT(SAYA2 **2-1.,011 
13024 If( NEO.,GT .Ot GO TO. 13()f)5 
Y3= , 62. /3.0&2.0*SQRT(El 
GO TO i31 
13065 Y3= '. 82 
' GO TO 131 








1303 If(NEO.GT.01 GO TO J3062 
GO TO 13031 
13062 ROOTl= -2.0*C(EO /2.0l**Cl.0/3.0)t&B2 
ROOJ2= (ED /2.0t**Cl.0/3~0»&B2 /~~O 
GO TO 13032 
13031 ROOTl= 2.0*((EO /2.0l**(l.0/3.0tl&B2/3e0 
ROOt2= -CEO /2.0)**Cl.0/3oOl&~2 . /3o0 
13032 IF(ROOT1.GT.ROOT2} GO TO 1305 
Y3=ROOT2 
GO TO 131 
1305 Y3=ROOT1 
GO TO 131 
1304 SAYRT= ARCOSC0.5*EO /CCEl 
IFCNEO.GT.01 GO TO 13066 
GO TO 13040 
/3.0l**l.5DI 
230 
/3 .. 0 
13066 ROOTl= -2.0*SQRT(El 
l3o0 '-
/3.0l*COSCSAYRT /3.0,&62 I 





GO TO 13041. 
,. 
/3.0D*COSC(PI-SAYRl )/3 .. 01&62 
/3.0l*COSC(PI&SAYRT 1/3.01&62 
13040 ROOTl= 2.0*SQRT(El /3.0l*COSISAVRT /3.01&62/3.0 







GO TO. 131 
13042 IF« ROOTl 
Y3=ROOT3 
GO TO 131 
13044 Y3= ROOTl 
GO TO 131 
13043 Y3=ROOJ2 





I GO TO. 13042 
I GO TO J.30{t3 
I GO TO 13044 
1307 lf(El, .LE.0.01 GO TO 13071 
ROOT1=62/3.0 r 
ROOT2= SQRT(El )&62/3.0 
ROOT3= -SQRT(El J&B2/3.0 
IF(ROOTl .GE.ROOT2 1· GO TO 13073 
IF(ROOT2 oGE.ROOT3 ) GO TO 13074 
V3kROOT3 
GO TO 13l 
13073 IFCROOTl 
Y3=ROOT3 
GO TO 131 
13074 Y3=ROOf2 
GO TO 131 
13075 Y3=ROOT1 
.GE .. ROOT3 ) GO TO 13075 
t/3.01&6 
GO TO 131 
13071 Y3=B2/3.0 
GO TO 131 
1308 lf(NEO.Ne.o, GO TO 13081 
Y3= B2 /3.0&.iEO **Cl.0/3.011 
GO TO 131 
13081 Y3=1 82 13.0-{EO **Cl.0/3.Qlt 
131 CONTINUE 




IFC(((0.5*631 **2t-B2 &Y3 l.~T.OeOI 
QSl=· 0.5*B3 &SQRT1(0.5*B3 >**2-B2 
QS2= 0.5*B3 -SQRTCC0.5*B3 1**2-BZ 
IF(l((0.5*Y3 )**21-80 ).LT.O.OJ ~o·ro 
HSl=:\ ().5*Y3 ·&SQRT((0.5fY3, 1**2-BOJ 
HS2= 0.5*Y3 -SQRTt(0.5*Y3 · 1**2-BOI 
QHl= QSl *HS2 &.QS2 *HSl 
~H2= QSl *HSl &.QS2 '*HSi 
IFCABS(QHl -81 I.LE.O.OOOlt GO TO 1311 




GO TO 1313 
1312 Hl=HS2 
J H2~HS1 
1313 RAOll= QSl **2-4.0*Hl 
RAOl2=QS2**2-41.0*H2 ' 
If(RAOll .LT.p.o} GO TO 1316_ 
IF(RADI2.GE.O.OI Gll TO 51043 
13130 FI01R(ll=2.0*ATANC0.5~C-QS1 -SQRJ(RADllt)I 
FIOlJIJ=FIOlR(tJ/TROP· 
231 
Tl= (~MO *SIN(flOlRCIJJ&GNO *COSCFI01RClll&D31/D2 






IF(Tl.GT.O.OI GO TO 99031 
lf(.TSl.GJ.0.01 GO TO 99932 
XOlR(lt=XOlRlIJ-PI 
GO TO 99034 
99032 ,XOlRI I t=P 1-XOlRI I I, 
.GO tt:J 99034 
99031 IfCTSl.GT.O.OJ· GO TO 99034 
XOlRC I J=-XOlRI I I '. · 
99034 XOlCit=XOlRCIJ/TROP 
S l( I I =DB*CLAM&.Dl*SLAM*SI NC TETORU t )-02*SDEL*Sl NC XO'l RI I 
111&.0E*CD~L· - . 
13131 FIO!RCil=2.0*ATAN(0~5*1-QS1 . &SQRTCRAOllllt 
FI02CIJ=FJ02RCl)/1RO~ 
T2= (GMO *SINJFI02RCIJl&GNO *COSIFI02R(Ill&D31/02 





lCDEt., . ~ I 
xo2R,Il=ARCOS(ABS(T2)1 
lf(T2.GT.O.OI GO TO 99041 
• IF(TS2.GT.o.ot GO TO 99042 
X02R«lt=X02R(JI-PI 
GO TO 99044 
99042 X02R(l)=PI-X02RCII 
GO TO 99044 , 
99041 IF(TS2.GT.o.o, GO TO 99044 
X02R(Il=-X02~(11 
99044 X02~l)=X02R(l)/TROP 
52( I J =OB*CLAM&Dl*'SLAM*SI N( TETORi It l-02*SDEL*SI NC X02RC I 
U J&DE*CDEL 
GO TO 1301 
1316 IFCRADl2 .LT.O.OI GO TO 1301 
FIOlR( 0=2.0*ATAN( 0.5*1-:QS2 -SQRT(RADl2)) t 
FIOl(ll=FIOlR(I./TROP 
Tl=, (GMO *SINIFkOlR(lll&GNO *COSCFIOlR(lll&.031/02 
lf(ABSCTll.GT.l.Ol·GO TO 13161 
MJl=MJl&.l I 
J ~=MJ 1 
TSl=CGNO*SINCFIOlRCIII-GMO*COS,FIOlRCl))-DE*SDEL)/102* 
lCOELJ . 1 · · 
X01R(ll=ARCOS(A8SIT1JI 
If(Tl.Gr.0.01 GO TO 99051 
,If(TSl.GT'.O.OI GO TP 99052 
XOlR(lt=XOlRll)-PI 
GO TO 99054 . 
99052 XOlR(Il=PI-XOlRtlt 
GO TO 99054 





13161 FI02R(IIF2.0*ATAN(0.5·C-QS2 &SQRTCRADI2t)t 
Fl02(~1=FI02R(IJ/TROP 
T2= (GMO ~sIN(FI02RCll)&GNO *CbS(Fl02R(llt&031/02 
IFCABS(T2J.GT.l.O) GO TO 1301 
MJ2=MJ2&1 
J2=MJ2 
.TS2=( GNO*SIN(fl02R( ll )-GMO*COS(FI02R( I U-DE*SOELI/ ( 02* 
lCDEL I . ' . . ' 
X02R(l)=ARCOS(ABS(T21J 
IFCJ2.G.T.o.ot GO TO 99061 
lf(TS2.GT.o~o• GO·TO 99062 
Xp2R(l.=X02~Clt-PI 













GO TO 9906-'t 









RF2=0 .. 0 
RS2:;:0.0 
DO 11005 1=1,8 
SMQO( t )=OoO -




DO 10900 1=1,N(?R 











GO TO 10020 
Rf=fIYOR-FI02Cll*TROP· 
























· Fl=( SOEL**21 *( GN0**2-GM0**21 
F2=2.0*GMO*GNO*(SDEL**21 
234 





PflA =2 .. 0*(SDEL**21*(GNO*PNAt 
Pfl01=2.0*CSDEL**2)*(GNO*PND1-GMO*P~Oll 
PflB =2.0*(SDEL**21*( -GMO*PMBI 
PflOL=2~0*SOEL*COEL*CGN0**2-GM0**21 





PflTT =2~0*(SOEL**21*(PNT **26GNO*PNTT fPMT **2-GMO*P 
lMTT 1. 
PFlOLA=4.0*SPEL*COEL*CGNO*PNAI 
PflJA =2.0~CSD~L**21*(PNT *PNAI 
Pfl01L=4~0*SDEL*CDEL*CGNO*PND1-GMO*PMD11 
Pfl01T=2.0*CSOEL**21*CPNT *PNDl&GNO*PNOlT -PMT *PMOl-G 





Pf201,=2.0*( ~DEL**2 D *CGNO*PMOp~GMO*PNOl I 
Pf?B =2eO*(SOEl**2l*GNO*PMB 
PF20l=4.0*CDEL*SOEL*GND*GMO 
PF~T =2.0*(SOEL**21*CGNO*PMT 6GMO*PNT B 
P~2Dll=2.0*(SDEL**21*(2oO*PNOi*PMDlt 
PF20lL=4.0•GNO*GMO*tCOEL**2-SDEL**2t 








PF201T=2.0*CSDEL•*21*(PNT *PM016GNO*PMD1T &PMT *PNDl&G 
lMO•PNDlT, . 
PF2DLB=4~0*SDEL*COfl*(GNO*PMBJ 































PF4T =2.0*l(CDEL**2t* 03*PMT -DE*SDEL*PNT) 
Pf4ET=-2.0*SOEL*PNT 








PF40LB=-4 .. 0*COEL*SDEl*D3*PMB 
PF40~l=2 .. o,t-1.o*D3*GMO*(COE~**21SDEL**21&0E*SDEL*GNOI 
PF4TT =2.0t((COEL**21*03*PMTT-DE*SDEL*PNTTI 
PF401L=2 .. 0*f-2.,0*CDEL*SDEL*D3,PMOl-DE*COEL*PNOlt 
PF401 T=.2 .O*( (COEL**2 )**D3*PM01 T-DE*SDEL*PNDl T. 
Pf40LT=200*(-2oO*CDEL*SbEL,03*PMT-OE*CDEL*PNT) 
PKDl=-2 .. 0*C (C0El**2 l*GNO*PNOl&GMO*PMDll 
PKB=·-2 .. 0*GMO*PMB , 






















128 ) · . . . . 
PKTT =2.0*(CCOEL**21*(-PNT**2-GNO*PNTTI-PMT**2-GMO*PM 








IF.( For,it..EQ.O .. O I GO TO 51043, 
FON=loO/FONl . · 
IF(FON.EQ.0~01 GO-TO 51043 . 
PFGE='FPN*CPKE -CFIY*Pf3E -
1SFIY*Pf4EI 






l ~SflY*Pf4TI . . ' 
PfGA-=FON*CPKA-CSFIY**21*PflA&SFIY*CFIY*Pf2A-CFIY*PF3A 
1 t-SF IY*PF4A I . . . 
1 PFGB =FDN*(PKB-(SFIY**2t*PflB&SFIY*CflY*PF2B~CFIY*PF3B 
l -SFlY*PF4B »: 
PFG03=FON*(PKD3-CflY*Pf303-SflY*Pf4035 
PFGE~ ~(FDN**21*1(PKEE &PFGE*(SFIY*Pf3E-Cfl¥*Pf4EII/FD 
1N-(PKE -CflY*PF3E -Sfl,*P~4E J*(-SFIY*Pf3E 6.CF~Y*PF4E 
2 &PFGE *(2.0*fl*(CFIY**2-SFIY**2-t&4.,0*f2*CFIY*SFIY=CFI 
3Y*f3~SFIV*f411» 
PFGD.11:.::( FDN**21 *( (PKOlOl&SFI Y*CFI Y*Pf 2011-( SFIY**21 *PF 















6.0*f2*CFIY*SFIY-CFIY*F3-SFIY*F4J I) . 
PFGTT =(FON**21*(CPKTT &SFIY*CFIY*PF2TT -(SF1Y**2'*PF 
llTT -CFIY*PF3TT -SFIV*PF4TT ~PFGT *CPF2T *JCFIY**2-SF 
21Y**21-2oO*SFIY*CflY*PflT &SFIY*Pf3T -CFIY*PF4T 1)/FON 
3-CPKT &SFIY*CFIY*PF2T -(SflY**21*PFlT -CFIY*PF3T -Sf-IV 
4*PF4T 1*«2eO*SF!Y*CFIY*PFlT -(CFIY**2~SFIY~*2t*Pf2T -S 
5F'IV*PF3T &CFIV*PF4T &PFGT"*(2.,0*Fl*(CFl'f**2-SFIY**21&4 
6o0*f2*CFIY*SFIY-CFIY*f3-SFIV*F4)1D 
PFGEOl=«FON**21*Cf -CflY*Pf3EOl-SFIV*PF4EOl&PFGOl* 
11 SFIY*PF3~·-CflY*PF4E IJ/FON-(PK~·-cFIV*PF3E -SFIY*P 
~F4E J*CZ.O*~FIY*CFIY*Pfl01-CCFIY**2-SFIY*•2t*PF201-Sfl 
3Y*PF30l&CFlY*Pf40l&PFGDl*C2.,0*Fl*«CFlY**2-SFIY**21&4 .. 0 
4*f2*Cf IY*Sf lY-CF1Y*f3-SFIY*f.41 I J . 
PFGED2=(FDN**2t~l(PfG02*{SFIY*Pf3E-CFIY*Pf4~)B/FON-(PK 
lE -CFIY*PF3E -SFIY*PF4E J*CPFG02*C2.0*fl*CCFIY**2-SFIY 
2*;G:2)&4 .. 0*f2*CffY*SFIY-CFIY*F3-SflY*f4) I I., ( 
. PFGEOL~( FDN**2 t *( {PKEOL-CFlt>f*PF3EDL-SF I Y*PF~EOL&PFGO_l* 
U SFIY•PF3E -Cf h'*PF4E. U/FON-CPKf -CFIY*Pf3E -SFIY*P 
2F.4E 1  *4 2., O*Sf IY*CF lY*PFlDL-ICF I Y**2-Sf I Y**21 *PF2Dt-SF I 
3Y*PfgOL&CFIY*Pf40L&PFGOL*C2.0*flflCFIY*it:2-SFIY**21&4.0 
. . '. \ . 
4*F2*CFIY*SFIY-CFIY*F3-SflY*f4111 . 
PFGET =I FON**2 I*( I -CF IY*Pf 3ET-SF I Y*PF4ET&PFGT,I. 
1SflV*PF3E -CFIV*PF4E 11/FQN-(PKE -CFIY*Pf3E -SFIY*Pf4E 
2 l*d2.0*SflY*CFIY*PflT -(CFIY**2-SFIY**21*PF2T· ~sFIY*P 
3F3T &CFIY*PF~T &PFGT *«2.0*fl*«CFIY**2-SFIY**21&4 .. 0*F2 
4*Cf1Y*5flY-CFIY*f3-SFIY*F4)1~ ' 
















51Y*PF3Dl&Cf IY*PF4Dl GPFGDL* « 2., O*F l*(Cf IY**2-SF I Y**2,I &4., 
60*f2*Cf lY*Sf lY-CFIY*f3-Sf I Y*f41't I , 
PFGOl T=( FDN**2.1 *I« PKDl T &SFIY*CFI Y*Pf 2Pl T-Pf 101 J*( Sf IY. 
l**2»-CFIY*PF30.lTTSflY*Pf4DlT&PFGT *(PF20l*CCFIY**2-SFI 




4PF401J*i2~0*SFIY*CFIY*PflT -(CflV**2-Sf~Y**~»*PF2T -Sf 





3400*F2*CfIY*SflY-CFIV~F3-SFIV*F49 I» , · ' 
PFGD2T=(FON**2f*(-PK02*« 2~0*SfXY*CFKY*PflT -ICFIV**2 
l-SFIY**2»~~F2D-SFIY*PF3T &C~IY*PF4T &PFGT *f200*fl*€C 
2f IY**2-Sf=IV**2H~4 .. 0*F2*CFI Y*Sf I Y-Cf I Y*f'3-SFIY*F4» ! » 
- . PfGDlT=(FDN**21*1«PK0lT 6SFIY*CflVilcPf2DLT-Pf=lOlT*(SFIY 
1**2 ®-Cf IY*PF30l T-Sf nf*Pf40L T&PFGT *C Pf2DL* ( CF IV**2-Sf I 
~Y**24-2aO*SFIY*CFIY*PflDL&SFIY*Pf3DL-CFIY*Pf40L»JfFDN-
3«pKOL&SFIY*CFIV*Pf2Dl-iSFIY*•21*PflOL-CFIY*PF30L-SFIV. 
4PF40Ll*C2oO*SFlY*CFlY*PflT -(CFIY**2-SFIY**2f*Pf2T -SF 
5JY*Pf3T 6CFIY*Pf4T &PFGT *(2eO*fl*(CFIY**2-SflY**Z»&4o 
60*F2*CFIY*SFIY.;_CFIY*f3-SFIY*F4D » » · ·· 
l;>FGAA ~« FON**21*UPKAA l·· ' ' &Pf(;A *(Pf2A *« 
1CFIY**2-SF XV**21-2., O*SFI V*CF I Y*PFlA &.Sf IY*PF3A -CflY*.P 
2f4A 8)/FDN-(PKA 6SFIV*CFIV*Pf2A.-(SFIV**2J*PF1A -C~IV* 
3Pf3A 1 -SoflY*PF4A »*( 2.0*SFIY*CFIY*Pf 11.A -(CFIY**2-SflY*..,* 
42J*PF2A -SFIY*Pf3A &CFIY*Pf4A·gPfG~ *(2eO*Fl*«CFl~**2-
5Sf~V**2»&4~0*f2*CflY*SFIY-CFIY*f3-SflY*F4Jtl . . 
PFGEA =(FDN**2D*C«-SFIY*~f4EA&PFGA*ff SFIY*PF3E -CFIY* 
ll.Pf4E 5»/FIDN-CPKE -Cf!Y*PF3E -SflY*Pf=4E )*(2.,0'*SflV*CFI 
2Y?CcPFlA -:~ Cf IY**2-SF IY**2 I *Pf2A -SF IY*PF 3A &C,f I Y*PF4A· & 
3PFGA *(2 .. 0*fl*(CFIY**2-Sf:IV**2164.,0*f2*CfIV*SfIY-CFIY* 
4F'3-Sf IV*F41 I I ·· • - _,, 
PfGOlA=CfDN**2B*(«PKOlA &SFEY*CflV*Pf20J.A-PFlDlA*(SFIY 
1**21 6PFGA •«Pf2Ql*«CFIY**2-SfIV**2»-2e 
20*Sf IY*Cf I V*Pf 1oi&sf IY*PF30l-CF IV*Pf'4Dl » nFON-CPKOl6Sf 
31V*CFIY*PF201-€SFIY**21*Pfl01-CFIV*PF301-SFJY*PF40lb*« 
42&P*SflY*Cf1Y*PflA -(CFIY**2-SF1Y**2»*~f2A -SfiY*PF3A 1 
56CFIY*PF4A £PFGA ~«2®0*fl*CCFIY**2-SFIY**21&4~0*F2*CFI 
6Y*SFIY-CFIY*F3-SF~Y*F4»t~ ~--
PFGQ2A=(FDN**21*€-PKD2*( 2~0*SFIY*CFIY*PflA.-(CFIY**2 
l-SFIV**21*Pf2A -SFIY*PF3A>&CFIY*~f4A &PFGA *12cO*Fl~CC 
2flY**2-SflY**28&4cO*f2*CFIY*SFIV-CFIY*f3-SFIV*f411~ 
PfGOLA=CfON**21*((PKDlA &SFIY*CFIY*PF2plA-PflOLA*«SFIY 
1**2 »-CFIY*Pf301:.A-,SF IY* PF40LA&PFGA *« Pf20t.*C Cf !Y**2-SF I 
2V**2~-2~0*SFIV*CFIY*PFlDL6SFI~*PF3bL-CFIY*PF40L!I/FDN-
3(PKOL&SFIV*CFIV*PF20L-(SFIY**2B*PflDl-CFl~*Pf3Dl-SFIY* 
4fF40Li*«2~0*SfIY*CFIV*PflA -(CflY*•2-SflY**2f*Pf2A -Sf 
5IY*PF3A &Cf JtV*PF4A &Pf GA 11<( 2., O*IFl*CCFtY**2-SF IV**21 &4·., 
60'*F2*C,FIV*SfIY•CFIY*if3-SfB'*F4» I B ;. 
PFGTA =( FDN**il*( CPKTA ~SFIY*CFIY*Pf2TA -PFlTA *(Sf IV 
l**2i . &PFGA *CPF2T *CCflV**2-SFIY**2»-2e 
2o•sflY*CfIY*PF1T &SF1¥*PF3T -CFIY*PF4T 11/fON-CPKT &SF 
3IY*CFIY*PF2T -«5FIY**2>*PflT -CFIY*PF3T 1 -SFIY*Pf4T »*« 
. ) 
42eO*SFIY*CFIY*PFlA -(CFIY**~-S~IY*~2)*Pf2A -SFIY*PFJA 
239 











4·1Y*F41 I I 
PfGTB,=CFDN**2»*i(PKTB &SFIY*CFIV*PF2TB -PFlTB *(SFIV 
1**2» , · &PFGB *«PF2T *CCFIY**2-SFIY**21-2o 
20*SFit*tfIY*PflT &~FIY*PF0T -CFIY*PF4T tl/FON-CPKT &SF 
3IY*CFJY*Pf2T -«SFIY**2»*PflT -CFIY*Pf3T -SFIY*PF4T I*( 
42oO*SFIY*CFIY*Pf1B -CCFIY**2-SFIY*•2J*Pf2B -SFIY*PFlB 
5~~flY*Pf4B &Pf~B *C 2 .. 0*f l*CCF IY:**2-SF IY'.**21 &4 .. 0*f2*Cf I 
6Y*SFIY-CfIY*F3-SFIV*F4lJI · . 
· PFG033=(FON**2f.*ICPKD303&PFGD3*(SFIY*Pf303-CFIY*PF4031 
ll/FDN-IPK03 -CFIY*Pf303-SFIY*Pf4031*( -SFIY*PF303& 




lf ~CfIY*PF3E -SFIY*~F4E »*( -SFIY*PF363&CFlY*Pf403&P 
2F(,03*(2"0*fl*(CFIY**2-SFIY**2'1&.4.,0~F2*CFIY*SFIY-CFIY*F 
33--SFIV*F4U I . . . 
PFG023=(FON**2)*(-(PKD21*( -Sf.lY*Pf3Q3&CFIY*PF{tD3&PF 
1G03~:.« 2o0*f l*( CFIY**2-Sf 1Yf*21 &4.,0*f2*CF IY*Sf I V-CFIY*f3 
2-SFIY*F4)J» . · , - _ 
PFGT03=«FD~**2)*«(-CFIY*PF3T03-SFIY*PF4TD3&PFG03*CPF2T 
l *CCFIY**2-SFIY**21-2aO*SflY*CflY*PflT &SFIY*Pf3T -CFI 
2Y*PF4T 11/FON-CPKT &SFIY*CFIY*PF2T ~CSFIY**2•~PFlT -CF 
31Y*PF3T -SFIY*PF4T »*« -SFIV*~f303&CFIY*?F403&PFGD3* 
44 2 .. O*f l*~ CF IY**2""!'Sf IY**2 » 64 .. O*F2*C·i= I Y*SFI v.:.CFI V*F3=SF I 
5V*F4 » » B . ) , , ! 
PFGDL3=(fDN**2t*€CPKDl03-CfiY*PFaDl3-SFIY*PF4Dl3&PFG03 
i*JPF2DL,«CFIV**2~SFIY**it~2oO*SfIY~CFIV*PflOL&SFIY*Pf3 
20l-CFIY*P F4DL I I/FON-( PKD·p~SF][ Vt Cf IV*PFZDl-( SF1IY**21.*PF 
310L-C.f lY*PF 30L-Sf IY*PF40L I*( =Sf l Y*Pf 303&Cf I Y*Pf403& 
4P~G03*(2eO*Fl*(C~IY**2-SFIY**2»&4p~*f2*tFIV*SflY-CFiY* 
5F3-SFtYtf4JI» ~ 
PFGBB =CFDN**2»*€(PKBB ~PFGB *CPF2B *( 
lCFIY**2-SFIY**21-2eO*SFIY*CFIY*PflB 6SFIY*PF3B -CFIY*P 
2F4B tt/FON-IPKB &SFIY*CFIY*PF2B -«SFIY**28*PF1B -CFIY~ 
3PF3B -SFIY*Pf4B 1*~2cO*SFIY*CFIY*PflB -«CFIY**2-S~IY** 
42»*PF2B -SFIY*Pf3B &CflY*PF4B &PFGB *J?oO*Fl*«CFIY**2-
~Sf IY**21 &4.,0*F2*Cf I Y*SFI Y-C1fl Y*F~-Sfl Y*F4J I 8 
I PFGEB =«FDN**2)*C«-CFIV*PF3EB&PFGB*( &SFIY*PF3E -CFIY* 
1PF4E 1)/FON-IPKE -CFIY*Pf3E -SflY*PF4E »*C2rO*SFlY*CFI 





1**2) 6PFGB *«PF2Dl*«CFIY**2=SFIY**2)-2© 
20*SFIY*CflY*PF1016SfIV*PF3Dl-CFIY*PF40li)/FDN-4PKOl&Sf 
3IY*CFIY*PF2Dl-lSFIY**21*PF1Dl-CFIY*Pf3Dl-SFIY*Pf4011*1 
42eO*SFIY*CFIY*Pfl8 -(CFIV**2-SFIY**21*PF2B -SFIY*PF3B 
5&CFIY*Pfft.B &PFGB *12~0*Fl*CCFIY**2=SFIY**2164.,0*F2*CFI 
6Y*SFIY-CFIY*F3-SFIY*F4J!J 
PFGD2B=€FDN**21*1-PKD2 *« 2.,0*SflY*CFIY*PFlB -(CFIV**2 
• . I 
l-SFIY**21*Pf2B -SFIY*Pf3B &CFIY*PF4B•6PFGB *U2mO*Fl*(C 
2flY**2-SFIY**21&4.,0*f2*CFIY*SFIY-CFIY*F3-SFIY*f~ttl 




4PF40Ll*(2.0*SflY*CFIY*P~lB -(CFIY**2-SFIY**21*Pf2B -SF 
5IV*PF3B &CFIY*PF4B &PFGB *(2.,0*Fl*(CIFIY**2-SFIY**21&4., 
60*F2*Cf I Y*SF I Y-CF I V*F3-Sfl Y*f41 fl 
PFGAB =(FDN*,21*f« SFIY*CFIY*PF2AB 
l &PFGB *iPF2A *(CFIY**2-SFIV**2J-2eO*SFIY*CFIY*Pf1A & 
2SFIY*PF3A -CflY*PF4A 1)/FDN-IPKA &SfIY*CFIY*PfZA -(SFI 
3Y**2i*PflA -CFIY*PF3A -SFIV*Pf4A 1*(2~0*SFIY*CFIY*PFlB 
4 -(CFIY**2-~F1V**21*Pf2B -SFIY*Pf38 6CFIY*PF4B &PFGB * 
5(2oO*Fl*(CFIY**2-SFIY**2)&4oO*F2*CFIY*SFIV=CFIY*F3-SFI 









PWEE =-GMNP*(PfGE **2~&GMNN*PFGEE 
PWD101~-GMNP*(PFG01**2i&CFIY*2oO*PMDl*PFGDl&GMNN*PFGDl 
11 -SflY*2oO*PNOl*~FGDl . 
PW0202=-GMNP*(PFGD2**2»&GMNN*PFGD22 
PWOt:.Ol=-GMNP*« PFG0l**2) &GMNN*PFGOLL 
PWTT =-GMNP*(PFGT **2»&CFIY*2©0~PMT *PfGT 6GMNN*PfGTT 
l'&SFIY*PMTT -SFIY*2~0*PNT *PFGT &CFIY*PNTT 
PW0303=-GMNP*(PFG03**2D&GMNN*PFG033 1 • 
PWAA=-GMNP*( PFGA**2 I &GMNN*PFGAA-SF I Y*2"' O*PNA*PF,GA 
PWBB=-GMNP*(PFGB**21&GMNN*PFGBB&2o0*~FIY*P~B*PFGB 
PWEDl =-GMNP*PFGDl*PFGE &CF1Y*fPMDl*PFGE I& 
lGMNN*PFGEDl ~ --SFIY*(PNOl*PFGE) 
PWE02 =-GMNP*PFGD2*PFGE &GMNN*PFGE02 
PWEOL ~-GMNP*PFGOL*PFGE &GMNN*PFG~OL 
PWET =-~MNP*PFGT *PFGE tCFIY*~PMT *PFGE )& 
lGMNN*PfGEt -SFIY*CPNT *PFGE' I 
PWD102=-GMNP*PfGD2*PFGOl~CFIY~« &PfG02*PMD116 
1GMNN*PFGD12 -SFIY*( &PFGOi*PNDlt 
PWDlDL=-GMNP*PFGOL*PFGOl&CFIY*( &PFGD~*PMOlt& 
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lGMNN*PFGDll -SFIY*( &PFGDL*PNDl» 
PWDlT =-GMNP*PFGT.*PFGDl&CFIY*IPMT *PFGDl&.PfGT *PMDll& 
lGMNN*PFGDlT&.SFIY*PMOlT ~SFIY*(PNT *PFGDl&.PfGT *PNDlt&C 
2FIY*PN01J ' 
PWD2Dl=-GMNP*PFGDL*PFGD2&GMNN*PFG02l 
PWD2T ~-GMNP*PFGT *PFGD2&.CFIY*(PMT *PFG02 , &. 
1GMNN*PFGD2T -SFIY*(PNT *PFGD2~ 
PWD~T =~GMNP*PFGT *PFGDL&CFIY*<PMT *PFGDL 
lGMNN*PfGOLT -SFIY*CPNT *PFGOLI 






l*( PNA*PFGOl&.PfGA*.PN,DlJ 1 . , : , • , 






PWOl.A =-GMNP*PFGA *PFGOR.. &.GMNN*PFGDLA-SF 1''*PNA*PFGOL 
PWDLB =-GMNP*PFGB *PFGDL&.GMNN*PFGDLB&Cf IY*PMB*PFGOL : 
PWT03:::-GMNP*P,FGT*PFG03&G MNN*PFGTD3&.CF I Y*PMT*PFG03-SF IV 
l*PNT*PFG03 
PWTA =-GMNP*PFGT*PFGA &.GMNN*PfGTA tCFIY*PMT*PFGA -SFIY 
1,(~NT*PfGA&PFGT*PNAt 
PWTB · =-GMNP*P,FGT*PFGB &.GMNN*PfGTB&CF I Y*;f PMT*PFGB&PFGT* 



















PSGEE =SOEL*C(PWE **26.W*PWEE »*D2W&.fW**2J*1PWE **211/ 




12-W*PWD,21**21/(02W**L,51 . . . 











1(02W**ia5J 1 ' 
pSGEOl= SDEL*(CPWDl*PWE&W*PWEOll*D2W&«W**2»*PWE*PWOl)/ 






l*l .. 51 
PSG012=, SOEL*((PWD2*PWOllW*PWOlD2»*02W-W*PW 
1Dl*C02-W*PW02t)/£02k**l~51 
PSGDlL=, ', COEL*W*PWD1/SQRT(02Wt&SDEL*((PWDL*P 
lWOl&W*PWDlOL)*D2W&(W**21*PWDl*PWOLl/(02W**lb5B 
PSGOlT= , ·. SLAM*CT~SOEL*(f PWf*P.W016W*PWOlTl*D2W 
l&(W**21*PWT*PWD1)/(02W**lo51 
P&GD2l= -COEL*(02•W*PWD21/SQRT(D2Wt-SOEL*(C-
lPWDl.*PW02-W*PWD2DLI *02 W& (02-W*PW02 I *W*PWOL 1 /.f 02W**1., 5J 
PSGD2T= • -SDEL*C(-PWT*PWD2~W*PW02Tl*02W&C02-W* 
1PW02)*W*PWTJ 0/CD2W**l.5) ' . 
PSGOLT= ' . COEL*W*PWT/SQRT(D2Wl&SDEL*ICPWDL*PWT 
l&W*PWOLTJ*02W&(W**2t*PWT*PWOlt/tD2W**l•51 
PSG,EA = SOEL*«« PWA *PWE&W*PWEA 1*02W&( W**2 I *PWE*PWA JI 
U 02W**lb 51 . 




PSGTA = SDEL*((fWA *PWT&W*PWTA l*D2W&CW**21*PWT*PWA I/ 
U02W**lc5) 
PSGTB = SDEL*CCPWB *PWT&W*PWTB l*D2W&«W**21*PWT*PWB JI H 0'2W**lo51 . 
PSGTD3= SOEL*CCPWD3*PWT&W*PWT03f*D2W&CW**2l*PWT*PW031/ 
1(02W**lc51. · I 
PSGOlA= SOEl*€CPWA*PWOl&W*PWDlAl*D2W&«W**21*PWDl*PWAJ/ 
H D2W**l.,,.51 ' ' 
PSGDlB= SDEL*JCPWB*PWOl&W*PWOlBl*D2W&~W**~l*PWOl*PW81/ }CD2W**lo51 ·. . . . j 
PSGOl~=SOEL*((PW03*PWOl&W*PWOlQ31*02W&CW**2l*PWDl*PW03 
U Ii P2W** 1. ·5 I 
PSG02A= -SOEL*((-PWA*PW02-W*PW02Al*D2W&(D2-W* 
lPWD?l*W*PWA1/(02W**lQ5» 









PSGDl 3l:::COEL*W*PW03/ SQR H D2WJ 6SOEl*( ( PWDL*PW03&W*PWDLD3 
1)*02W&(W**2B*P~b3*PWOLI/C02W**l~51 
PSGD3A= SDEL*««PWA*PW03&W*PWD3Ai*D2WCiW**21*PwD3*PWA8/ 
H D2W**l .. 5 » · 
PSGD3B= SOEL*««PWB*PW03&W*PW03BJ*D2W&(W**2J*PWD3*PWBI/ 
11 02 W** L, 5 » 
PSGAB = SDEL*(CPWB *PWA&W*PWAB P*02W&€W**2»*PWA*PWB fl 
UD2W**le5) 






























































































QT=RF*(PDLT -PfiT)&RS*CPSOT - =PSGT» 
Q03=Rf*(POLD3-PFGD31&RS*(PS003-PSG03t 
QA =Rf~4POL' -PFG~ 8&RS*(PSOA -PSG~ I 










PQEE =«POLE -PFGEl**2&RF*(POLEE -PfGEE )&(PSOE -PSGE8 
1**2&RS*tPSOEE -PSGEE 8 
PQD10l=(PDLOl-PfGOlt**2&RF*IPDLDll-PfGDll)~CPSOOl-PSGO 
lll**2&RS*(PSODll-PSGOlll. . 
'PQ0202=( PDlD2-PfG02 f **~&Rf*(POlQ22-PfG.D22P &« PS002-PSGO 
121**2&RS*CPS0022-PSGD22t 
PQDLOL=(POLDL-PFGDLl**2&RF*«POLOLL-PFGDLLl&(PSOOL-PSGD 
lL»**2&RS*(PSODll -PSGOLLI' ' 
'PQTT=(POLT· -PFGTl**2&RF*(POLTT -PFGTTl&«PSOT 
1, · -PSGTl**2&RS*(PSOTT -PSGTT» 
PQD303=4POL03-PFG038**2&RF*«POL033-PFG0331&(PSOD3-PSGD 
13B**2&RS*1PS0033-PSG033J -, 
PQEOl =« POl.Dl-PFGDU*( POLE -PFGE I ~RFfC PDl.EOl-PfGEDU 6 
l( PSOOl-P5G'DU*I PSOE --P SGE I &RS*« PSOED1-PSGE01 I 
PQf03 =I PDLO:$-PFGD3 » *C POLE -PFGE »&Rf*·( PDLED3-PFGED3 » & 
l(PS003-PSGD3)*tPSOE -PSGE l&RS*CPSOE~3~PSGE031 
PQ~02 =(POLD2-PFGD2,*CPOLE -PFGE »&RF*CPDLED2-PFGED21& 
l(PS002-PSGD2)*JPSOE -PSGE »&RS*CPSOED2rPSGED2t 
PQEOl =« PDLDL-PfGDl 8 *«POLE, -PFGE. I &Rf*€ PDLEDL-PFGEDLt & 
llPSOOL-PSGDll*(PSOE -PSGE J&RS*~PSOEOl.~PSGEdl.l . 1 
PQET =(POLT · ;-PFGTl*CPDLE.-PFGE )&Rf*(PPLET -PFGET t 





PQDl T=( POL T -PFGTJ *·« POlOl-PFGOl ~ &RF*« PDLDl T-PFGDl Tl 









PQT03 =(PDL03-PFG031*tPDLT·-PFGJ l&RF*CPOLT03-PFGTD31& 





l&RS*CPSOOLT-PSG01..Tl&CPSOT -PSGTt*(PSOOL-PSGOLl r 
PQEA =«PDLA'-PFGA »*«POLE -PFGE l6RF*«PDlEA -PFGEA »& 
U PSOA -PSGAl*C PSOE -=PSGE » &RS*« PSOEA· =PSGEA J 
PQOlA =«POLA -PFGA »*CPOLDl-PFGOl»&Rf:G'(POLOlA-PFGOlAt& 
l(PSOA -PSGAB*IP500l-PSG01J&RS*(PS001A-PSGD1AI 
I ' PQD3A =(POLA ~PfGA »*CPPL03-PFGD3)&Rf*«POLD3A=PFG03AJ& 
l(PSOA =PSGA»*{PSOb3-PSGD3Z&RS*1PSOD3A-PSGD3AZ 
PQ02A =«POLA -PfGA 8*(PDLD2-PFGD21&RF*CPDLD2A=PFG02AI& 
l(PSOA =PSGAl*CPSOb2~PSGD2l&RS*CPS002A-PSG02A, 
PQOLA =(POLA =PfGA l*(PDLOL-PFGDL»&RF*«POLOLA-PFGDLAI& 
U PSOA ,;.,PSGA» *« P sobt.-PSGOL I &RS*1PSOOLA-PSG01..AJ . . 
PQTA =«PDLT• -PFGTl*CPOLA -PFGA )&RF*tPDLTA =PFGTA J 
l&kS*MPSbTA rPSGTA•J&(PSOT -PSGTl*€PSOA ~PSG~' 
PQAA =«POLA -PfGA 1**2&RF*CPot.AA =PFGAA l&CPSOA -PSGA 
' 1: l**Z&RS*(PSOAA =PSGAA » 
PQEB =CPDLB -PFGB l*UPDLE -PFGE D&RF*«PDLEB -PFG~B I& 
1.PSOB,-PSGB)*CPSOE -PSGE t&RS*«PSOEB• -PSGEB » 
PQDlB =(POLB -PFGB l*(PDLDl-PFGDll&RF*(PDlDlB-PFGDlBJ& 
l(PSOB -PSGBt*CPS001-P~G01J&RS*tPSODlB-PSGOlBI 
PQD3B =(POLB ~PFGB »*(PDLD3-PFG03J&Rf*(PDl03B-PFGD3BI& 
U PSOB -PSGBl*(PSOD3~PSGD3) &RS*« PS003B-PSG03B' 
PQD2B'=(POLB -PFGB l*(POLD2-PFGD2J&RF*(POLD2B-PFGD2Bt& 
l(PSbB -PSGBl*CPSOD2-PSGD28&RS*«PS002~-PSGD2BI 
PQDLB =( PdLB -PFGB t *I POLOL-PFGO~·J &RF* C PDLDLB-PFGDLBI 6 
liPSOB -PSGBP*(P~ObL~PSGDL)&RS~CPSOOLB-PSGOLBt 
PQTB=.(PDLT· -PFGTl*IPDLB -PFGB ,&Rf,,*(PDLTB -PFGJB » 
l&RS*«P~OTB ~PSGT~ J&lPSOT ·-PSGT»*(PSOB -PSGB » 
PQAB =«POLA -PfGAl*(POlB -PFGB J&RF*(PDlAB1-PFGAB) 
l&RS*CPSOAB -PSGAB f&CfSOA -PSGA»*(PSOB -PSGB 5 
PQBB =(POLB -PFGB 1**2&Rf*(POLBB -PFGBB »~TPSOB -PSGB 









































CONT HiUE '1 
NA=8 
00 50041 I=l..,M~ 
SMQO€Il=-SMQOCJ» 
DO 50042 J=l9N* 
lf€J~GEoil GO TO 50042 





DO 500ft3 K=l..,NA 
12=K*NA62 
I 11=€ K=l»*NA&3 
DO 50044 1'=11 d 2 
J=l=Il&l 
V« I b=PQ€K11J'i 











THXS IS THE STANDARD PROGRAM 
IBM -7040 . 
DIGITAL COMPUTERo 
tf(OET~NE~O~O! GO TO 50045 
02=lol*D2JN 
GO TO 40008 
DO 50p46- K=b1NA 
ll=«K-U*NA&3 
I2=K*NAS.2 
PO 50047 I=Il~I2 
J=I=!l&.1 
PQINV1K~Jh=VW«I» 
CONTINUE , , 
CONTINUE 
DO 50048 K;:l11NA 
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TO INVERT A MATRIX BY THE 
SUMP""O.,O 







DO 50050 K=lvNA 
If«ABS€H«KlioGToCHECK€KDI GO TO 50051 














IF(~ITER.GT.NITMXI GO TO 50065 
IF(NCHECK.EQ.01 GO TO 50065 
If(03e~E.O.O) GO TO 40008 
IF(02eLE.OoOI GO TO 40008 
IF(OlcLEoOoOI GO TO 40008 
IF(ABS(DB).GT~30o0) GO TO 40008 
IF(A~S(DA).GT.30~01 GO TO 40008 










NFINPT=o· · ~ 1 
IF( NCHPNT .,NE,.,O) GO TO 52064 
Go ro 40000 
50065 WRITE(6,10037f 










52064 IF(Rf2.LE"'RF2MXJ GO TO 52065 
I.f(RS2 .. LE"'RS2MXB GO TO 52065 
IF(R2"'GTQR2MXB GO JO 40008 
52065 DO 50P66 I=lyNPR 
IF(KDRCT.EQc2} GO TO 5006J 
SYOG=FIOl(ll~FlOl(ll 






GO TO 500'66 
50067 SVOG=FI02(1)-fl02(1J 






If(NflNPT~NEsODGO TO 50060 
GO· TO 40008 
50060 CONTINUE . 
51066 NINITL=NINITL&l 
IF(NINIT~eGTcNITLMXIGO TO 51067 
GO TO 39999 . 
51067 NMECH=NMECH&l 
IFCNMECHeGToNOIMt G~ TO 60070 








1, TET., Stt'O ... SF» 
O·IMENS ION rer, 25h SYO( 25 h Sf« 25 » 
PI=3~14159265 
T RO P = P :I/ 18 0 .. 0 
00 100 I=l,NPR 
lf(loGTel) GO TO 101 
TET("IB=OoO 




IF«KORCT~EQcl» GO JO 1Q3 
lf(KDRCTGEQolJ GO TO 104 
lfflVoEQoll GO TO 1031 
IF( I\/.,EQ.,2t GO TO, 1032 
S~O(I»=-DFY12* 4«TETllt/DTETl2B**2D 
SF( IJ=DLS12*( 1., 0-( 1 .. 0-TET( H /DTET12f **2 > 
GO TO 100 
2~0 
1032 syo( l » =DFY12*( 1.., C·· « 1 .. 0-TET( It/( o .. 5*CTET12 I) **21 *« ~ LO~ 
SF(It=DLS12 *(l~O-(l~O-TET(I)/(Cs5*DTET1211**2) 
GO TO 100 
104 lF(IVcEQcll GG TO 1(41 




GC: TO 100 
1042 SYO ( ! 11 =DFV12*( 1 .. 0- ( 1., 0-TET (I) I« C"' ~*CTET 12 t I **2 I *-C • 1. CH 





C PROG~AM-RSRC C 
C CEMll . BAGCI-SYNTHESIS Of TH~ RSRC SPACE MECHANISM FOR 
C CONSTRAIN~O AND UNCONSTRAINED SCREW GENERATION. 
C PARAMETERS OF CONSfRAINTS ARE INCLUDED.DESIGN 
C EQUATIONS ARE SOLVED BY RELAXATION. 
DIMENSION TETORC3o · 1,TET0(30 ),FI01(30 1,FIOl R( 30 1, XO 
11( 30 ) 









CALL ERRSET (259,0,0,2,0,0I 
10037 FORMAT(lHl///5X, 95HRSRC MECHANISM WHICH APPROXIMATES 
lSPECIF.IED SCREW DISPLACEMENT BEST lN THE LEAST SQUARES 
2 SENSE.///1 
10038 FORMAT(///5X,42HSOLUTION CORRESPONDING TO THE MECHANIS 
lM · OF/) 
10039 FORMAT(22X,I2t 
10041 FORMAT(l2X,4HR**2,12X,5HRF**2 , 12X,5HRS**2/) 
10042 FORMAT(5X ,9Fl3.8t 
10043 FORMAT( ///11X,2HD1,12X,2HD2,12X,2HD3 , 12X,2HOA,1 
12X,2HOB,l2X, 2HDE,11X,5HOELTA, 6X,6HLAMBDA,6X,5HALFA1 9 
27X , 5HALFA2/ I . • . 
10044 FORMATi5X 9 10fl2.6) 
10045 FORMATC///8X, 9H INPUT R0.,2X,10HOUTPUT R0 ~,5X,7HGEN . SAY 
1,5X~7HDES . SAY,2~,10HOUTPUJ tR.,5X,7HGE N.TRe,5X,7HDES oT 























10066 FORMAT(1Hl,///38HINVERSION WITH• POSITIVE SIGNED RADICA 
ll///1 
10067 F~RMAT(1Hl,///38HINVERSION WITH NEGATIVE SIGNED RADICA 








10075 FORMAT4 · 5X,6HKORCT=,13,5X~3HIV=,13///) 
10076 FORMAT(//////5X,12,3X,5Fll.51 . 
10077 FORMAT'( lX, Ii, 2X, 5Fl le 51 

























90001 0050060 KORCT=18,l9 
. WRIT~(6,100751KDRCT,IV 
IF(NSKP.O.GT.O) GO TO 39080 

























. GO TO 39999 
REA0(5~l0054tCTET(It,SYO(lt,SF(lt,I=l,NPRt 




l, DOD C 31 , D.00 ( 2 t 
REAQC5,100~8tNITClt,NIT(,t,NITC51,NIJ(6&vNIT(7J,NCT(81 
1,NIT(3J,NIT(21 
O·E=Q( l i 
TETO,l,=D( 21 
OELO=D<3J 
O l=D(-,4 I -
02=0(5) 
08=0(81 
IF(MOLZRO.EQ.Ot GO TO 39069 
IF(NS~P.LT.3) GO JO 3907C 
03=0(6) 
OA=D("JI , 





IF(NfT(ll~NE.01 GO TO 3gog1 
IF(NJT(21.N~.OJ GO· TO 39092 
IF(NIT(3t.NE.O) GO TO 39093 
lf(NlTJ4)eNE,OI GO TP 39094 
IF(NITC5t.NEeO& GO TO 39095 
JF~NITC61.NE.O) GO TO 39096 
IF(NJT(71~NE~O» GO TO 39097 
IF(NITC8J.NE.OJ GO TO 39098 
IF(Ll.NE.Oa ~O fO 51066 
NCONE=l 
,- 1=8 
'GO, TO 90002 
ll=l 
GO TO 90002 
l-1=2 
GO JC) 90002 
L1=3 
GO TO 90002 
Ll=4 
GO to 90002 
Ll=S 
GO TO 90002 
Ll:=6 


















GO TO 90002 
ll=8 





00 60001 N=l,N2 
IF(NCONEoEQ.lt GO TO 40004 
IF(N.EQ.11 GO TO 40004 
lf(ODOILJ.EQ.0.01 GO TO 60000 
IF(L.EQ.11 GO TO 6ooii 
JF(L.EQ.2J GO TO 60012 
IfjL.EQ.31 GO TO 60013 
lF(l.EQ.4t GO TO 60014 
IF(L.EQ.51 GO TO 60015 
I~lL.EQ.61 GO TO 60Cl6 
lf1L.EQ.7i GO TO 60017 
IFCL.EQ.81 GO TO 60Cl8 
GO TO 60001 
DE=OI 11&.Dl)O( l·t 
GO TO 987',7 
01:=0,( LJ &.ODO (LI 
GO TO 98797 
02=0U. t &OOOj l I 
GO lt'.l 9879if 
IFCMOLZRO~Ne.ot GO TO 61016 
03=0( l J&.000 ( l I) 
Gp TO 98797 
Ql=OCl I &ODO (.LI 
GO TO ~8797 . 
IF(MDLZRO.NE.01 GO TO 61017 
OA;:0( l) &DOD( l I 
GO TO 98797 
Q2=0(Ll&ODD(ll 
.. 
GO TO 98797 
OB=O-f l I &000( l I 
GO .. TO 98797 
OELOFD(LJ&DOO(ll 
Go1 ro 98797 
TETOl=O{l,&.OD01~J 













lFIMDLZRO~Nf.O) GO TO 39909 









39909 1f(NSLPoEQQO) GO TO 142 
IF(NSLP.EQ.l) GO JO· 1411 














GO TO 1413 
Sl'OPEl.:Ql*TROP 
QlR=Ql*TROP 
GO TO 1441 
SLOPE:2=Q2*TROP 
Q2R=Q2*TROP 





GO.TO 146 , 
TABlA=A~S,ABS(JETOl*TROPl-~J/2.01 
TABlB=ABS(ABS(TETOl*TROPJ-l.5*PII 
IF(TABlA~LT~O~OOOOlJ GO TO 14202 
IF(T~BlB~LJ.O~OOOOli GO TO 14202 
GO TO 14203 
SLOPEl=Pl/2.0 
GO TO 144 
S~OPEi=ATAN(TAN(TETOl*TROPt/CLAM» 
lF(COS(TETDl*TROPl.iT.o.o, 60 TO 14204 
IF(SI~)TETOl*~ROPt.LTeO.O) GO TO 14205 
GO TO 144 . . 
SLOPEd=PI+SLOPEl 
GO TO 144 
IF(SIN(TETOl*TROPI.LTcO~O) GO TO 14206 




IFCNSLP.EQ.Qf GO TO 1441 
GO TO 146 ' 
TAB2A=ABStABS((TETOl&OTET12)*TRGP)-Pl/2.0I 
TAB2B=ABS{ABSt(TETOl&OTET12t*TROPJ-1.5*PII 
IFCTAB2A.LT.O.OOOOlt GO TO 14402 
IFtTA62BoLT-O.OOOOll ~OTO 14402 
GO' TO 14403 
SLOPE2=PI/2.0 
GO TO 14604 
14403 SLOPE2=ATAN4TAN((TETOl&OTET12t*T~OPt/CLAMt 
IF(COS(iTETOl+OTET12)*TROPt.LT.o.ot GO TO 14404 
IF(S.N((TETOl+DT~Tl2t*TROP).LT.o.ot GO TO 14405 
GO TO 14604 
14405 SLOPE2=Pl+SLOPE2 
GCJ TO 14604 
14404 IF(SINj(TETOl+DTET12)*TROPt.LToO~Ot GO TO 14406 









GO TO 14605 . 
256 








IF(OELSLP.LToO.Ol GO TO 150J 
GO TO 1502 . 
1501 OELSLPrPl&OELSLP 
· GO TO 1504 
1502 IF(OELSLP.GJ.Pit GO TO 1503 







lf(K03 .EQe21 GO TO 15101 
Y04 ~YCl&Oe5*1YC2~YClJ&D3*SIN(DELSLPt*CHAFFY 
X04 =XCl-()., 5*·( XC!l-XC21 &03*CHAF,FY*COS( DELSLPI 
GO TO, 15102. 
15101 Y04 =YCl&0.5*~YC2-YClt-03*SIN(OELSlP)*CHAFFY 
Xb4 =XCl-O.,*(XCl-XC2~-03*CHAffY*COS(DELSLPD 
15102 OA=X04 
lf(CELO.,EQ.OoOi GO TO 151 
lf(CELO.EQ.lSO~Ot GO TO, 151 







IF(FOPLNR.EQoO.Ot GO TO 15197 





GO TO 40005 
152 OB=V04/SLAM 
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40005 CALL, RSRC«NPR,TETOvDl,02,03fOA,DB,OE,DElOfCEL09F · 
1101,XOl,Sl,~I02,X02,S2,Fl01R,FI02~,XOlR,X02R,FGOl~FG02 
21A4) · · 
lf(~4GEQeOoOI GO TO 60001 
40001 IF(KDRCT.EQ.21 GO TO 40031 
FYOl=f IOU 1) 
XOLl=XOl( 11, 
fY02=F IO 1( NPR I 
XOL2=XOl(NPRB f 
lf{NFSYM.NE.O» GO TC 85990 
OfY12G=FIOl(lt-FIOl(NPRI 
GO TO 85991 
85990 OFYl2G=FIOl(lt-Fl01(NfOI· 
85991 SOl=Sl(i) 
lf(NSSYM.NE.01 GO TO 86990 
DS=SU U-S 11 NPR I 




GO TO 10005 
40031 FY0l=FI02ill 
XOL l=X0.2( U 
FY02=FI02(NPRt 
~Ol2=X02(NPRD 
lf(NFSYM.NE.01 GO TO 87990 
DFY12G=FI02(11-FI02(NPRI 
GO TO 87991 
87990 OfV12G=fl02Cl)-FI02(NFOJ 
87991 SOl=S2( U 
iF(NSSYM.NE.01 GO TO ~8990 
OS=s2i U-S2( NPR I 





RF2=o .. o· 
RS2=o.,o· 
DO 11005 I=l, 8 ' 
SMQO( Il=O .. O 
11005 CONTINUE . 
DO 10000 I=l,NPRL 
IF(KORCTeEQGz, .GO TO 10006 
IF(NCLOCK.NE .. O) GO TO 12206 
SYOGIIl=FGOlCl)-FYOl 






GO TO i0020· 
10006 lf(NCLOC~GNE.O) GO TO 12306 
SYOGCll=FG02(1)-FY01 




RS=SOl&Sf.( I 1-52 (II . 













D2W==D2**2-W**2. '. . 

















PflB =2•0*CSOEL**21*C -GMO*PMBt 
PflOL=~eO*SPEL*CDEL*CGN0**2-GM0~*21 


























PKD2=2.0* CCOEL**2J*02 . 
PKDL=2.0·(-COEL*S0fl*(D2**2-03**2-GN0**21-COE**21*SOEL 
l*COEL.) 
PKT =2.0*((COEL**21*( -GNO*PNT 1-GMO*PMT I 
F-ON l:= 2i. O*f l*Sf I Y•CFI Y-F2* (Cf I Y**2-Sf I Y**2)-F3i*SF IV 
l&F4,CflY 
;JF(FO~l.~Q.O.Ot GO TO 60001 
FPN=l.O/FONl 
lf(FON.EQ.O.Ot GO TO 60001 








1 -SFIY*Pf4Tt . ' 
. ' \ . 
PFGA =fDN*(PKA-(SFIY**21*PflA&SFIY*CflY*Pf2A-CFIV*PF3A 
l -SFIY*PF4At · 
'PfGB =FON*(~KB-{SFIY**21*PflB&SFIY*CFIV*PF2B-CFIY*PF3B 
1 -SFIY*Pf4B) 











































QD2==-Rf*( POL02-PFGD2 J &R S*·I PS002-P6G02 » 
QOl=Rf*(POlOL-PfGOll&RS*(PSOOL-PSGOLD 
~T=RF*(POLT ~PfGTl&RS*(~SOT' -PSGTt 
Q03=Rf*fPQl03-PfG03l&RS*CPS003-PSG03~ 
QA .=RF*C POf._A -PFGA )&RS*(PSOA -PSGA » 










If(KRFCH.EQ.OtGO TO 1910l 
RMSEFR=SQRtJRF2JFLOAT(NPRLII 
RMSEFO=~MSEFR/TROP 
GO TO 19001 
19101 IF(KRSCH.EQ.OI GO TO 19102 
I RMSES~~QRT(RS2/fLOAT(NPRLtl 
GO TO"· l 9Q02 
19102 lF(KR2CH.EQ.O J GO TO 191~3 
RMSE2=~QRT(R2/tLOATCNPRLI. 
IF(R2.GT.R2MXD GO TO 60020 
GO'JO 52065 · 
19103 NR2SEE=O. 
Jf(NCONE .• NE.OJ GO Tp 52066 
JF{NFNPNT~NE.Ot GO to 52066 
JF(R2.GT.R2SEE) GO TO 6~020 
NR2SEE=l . 
GOTO· 52066 
19001 If(Rf2.LE.RF2MXI GO TO 52065 
GO TO 19103 
19002 lf(R~2.lE.~S2MXt Gp JO 52065 
GO TO 19103 . 
52065 If(OIFSCH.GT.DlfSMX8 ~OTO 600~0 
' lf(PlffCH .. GT .OifFMXJ GO TO 60020 
52066 WRITE..( 6, 100441 OE;Dl ,02, 03,DA, DB ,DELO, TETOl 
WRITE( 6, 10042·1 R2,Rf 2,R 52 ,PIFF~H ,Dif SCH 
JFCKRFCH~EQ.OJ GO TO 19104 
WRITE( 6, l0072t RMSE.FR 11 RMSl;:FO 
19104 lf(KRSCH.EQ~Ot GO Tb 19105 
WRITE(6,100731 RMSES 1 ·. 
19105 lFCKR2CH.EQ.OfGO TO 19106 
WRITEC6,l0074t RMSE2 
19106 WRITE(6,10042JQ1,Q2,DELSLO, 
IF·N~LPNT.EQ.01 GO TO 52766 
WRJTEC6; l0042t TETOlP,FOPLNp 
52766 WRIJEC6,100,21(SMQO(IJ,1=1,8) 
60020 IFCNPlpNT.EQ.01 GO JO 69421 
TETOl=·TETOlP · 
DA=OAl 
69421 IF(NFNPNT.NE.01 GO TO 52268 
tF(NCONE.NE.O) GO TO 5~165 
60021 IF(NR2SEE.EQ.1J GO·TO 60060 
IF(N.~Q~lt GO TO 60060 
lf(~R2CH.NE.OI GO TO 60030 
lf(KRFCH~Ne.o, GO JO 60040 
· IF(KRSCH.NE.6» GO TO 60050 
60030 JF(R21 ~Gl.R2 J GO TO'. 60060 













GO TO '60000 
60040 IF(RF21.GT.AF2J GO TO 60060 
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GO TO 60036 
60050 IF4R.S2i.GT.RS2t GO TO 60060 




IF(NR2SEE.EQ.l1 GO TO 52165 
5206£ IFJNPRINT .. ~Q.Ot GO TO 60001 
52268 CONTINUE 
52165 IF(NFNPNT0NE~O». WRITEC6vl0068J KORCT,IV 
IF(NPRINT.~QoOt GO.JO 60001 
DO 50066 i=l,NPRL . 
IF«KORCT.EQ~2» GO TO 50067 
IF(NJRANS .. NE.01 GO TO 55541 
P·lfTRN( I t=O 
Sfl-H=SU JI 
GO TO 55542 
55541 DlFTRN( ·1 )·=SOl&SF( l l·-S.l C J.J. 
55542 ~FJ NFNPNT .EQ .. OJ1,GO TO 55543 
262 
WRIT~C6~100691 TETO(IJ 1FI9l(ll,SYOG(ll,SJO(I),Sl(IJ,Sf 
lGi I hSF( 11,XOU It ,DIFROT« 11 ,OIFTRtJ(.I, . 
GO TO 50066 
55543 WRITE(6,10044t TETO(IJ,~IOl(IJ.sYoG,11,SYO(lt,Sl(ll,Sf 
lG(Jt,Sf(I),XOl(I·l,QlfROT(Il,DlfTRNIIJ 
GP· TO 50066 · . 





55552 IF(NFN~NJmEQ~O). GO TO 5~553 . 
WRltE(6,i00691 TETO(IJ,F102CltiSYOG(It,SY04il,S2€Il,Sf 
lG(ll,SFCl»,X02{E1•PlFR~T(lf,PIFTRNCIJ 
GO TO '50066 
55553 WRITEl6~10P44t TETOCil,FI02(1J,SYOG(ll,SYO(I»,S2(1»,SF 
lG(It~Sf(kJ,xoi«1t.01FROT«IJ,DIFTRN(It 
50066 CONTJNU6 
IFCNFNPNT.fQ.OI GO TO 60001 
lf(KORCT.EQ~2t GO TO 55554 
WRIT~(6~i0077tCI,TE~o,1~.FJOl«I»,SVOG(IJ,SYO(IJ,OIFROT 
lCH,J=l,NPRLt ··· , ·; . 
WRITEf:7.,100771( I,TETOC U;FIOlU I ,SYOGU J,SYO«It,OIFROT 









l(ll~l~l,NPRlt. ' . . 
. . . 
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WR1TE(6,l00771(1,X02(11,S2(If,SFG(ll,SF(ll,OIFTRN(ll,1 




60000 CONTINUE , 
IF(Ll .• EQ .. H GO TO 
lF(Ll.,EQ .. 21 .GO- TO 
IF(llo~Q.31 GO TO 
IF(ll.EQo4) GO TO 
IF(Ll~EQ.5J GO TO 
IFCLl.EQ.61 GO TO 
IF((i.EQ~7J GO TO 










51046 lf{NITMOR.EO.QJ GO TO 50070 
. NSKPP=l , 
NREOO=NREPO&l ' 
lFJNREOO.GT.~IJMORI GO. TO 50070 
CO 50770 L=l~8 . 
OOO(~l=OOP(LI/ACCRCY(LI 
50'770·tONT:lNUE 
Go· ro· 90001 
50070 IF(NVLPNToEQ.pl GO TO 50078 
.00 50077 KORCT~l8 1 19 
IF(~ORtT.EQ.21 GO TO 50075 . . 
CALL v:ElCT.YCl,NPR ·.· · ,.TETO,CElO,OEL0,01,02,03,DA, 
108, oe,·.O.F 1oi, XOl, Sl, VF J., VXl, VSl, Af l ,AXl ,ASl I 
WRITE{6,l0066J ~ 
WRITE,6,100778(1,TETO(lt,FIOlClt,SYOGCit,SYO(ll,OIFROT 




WR ITH 6t 10061U TETOU I ,VflU I ,VSlU J ,AFU I I ,ASIC H, I=l 
1,NPR) 
GO TO 50077 






. l=l11NPRL) · 




50078 NCOUT=NCOUT&l. -, 
lf(NCOUT.~T.NOIMJ GO TO ~0080 







DIMENSION TETORC30 1,TETO(~O ~,F101(30 »vFIO~R(30 1,XO 
11(30 l . 
D !MENS I ON· XOlR C 30 I ,F J02 ( 30 t, X024 30 I ,52 (30 8 yf J02RJ 
1301, SU 3-01 . . 
DIMENSION X02R(301 
DIMENSION FG01(30t,FG02C30),fGOlR(3Pt,FG02R(301 
P f=3 .. 141592~5 . 
TROP=PI/180.,0 




00· 101 1-=l,NPR . 
TETOR(li=TETOCll*TROP 
101 CONTJNU~ , ... 
ioo Neo,~o: · 
NI=NRR . 
'IF( OElP'"·EQoOoOJ GO TO, 110 
If(ABS(bELOl~EQ.180.0J GO TO 110 
If(AB~!bELOI.EQ.9~~01 GO TO 1202 
GO', ro 130 
110 MJl=O . 
MJ2=0· · 
A4=1·.0 
Do' ll.01 l=l,NI 
GNO=DA-0-.l*COSCTETORCI)» 
GMt;l=OB*Sf..AM:..Ol*CLAM*SIN(TETPR(IJt 




It=( RApJ . ' :,LT .p.01 GO lO 1101. 
ROOT=SQRTCRAOU 
fl01R(fl=2~0*ATAN11-BO&ROOJl/(CO-AOJI 
lf(FlClRCll.,GT .. O.). GO- TO 11911 
fIOlR(lt=2.0*Pl&FIOlR(II. 
11911 FIOJlll=tIOlRJII/TROP 
Jf(l~NEQJI GO TO 11970 
fGOlRfil=FIOlRCII 
·GO TO . .11980 . 
J.1970 IM=l-1 
lFtfIOlRCll~lToPIJ GO TO 11971 
lf(flO.lR.CU.U·,.f...T .. PII (;() TO 11972 
GO TO 11973 . . 
11972 lfU:9s·i.flOlR,tll.LJ.o.01 'GO TO 1 1973 
















If(FJOl~ilMJ .• LT.PII Gp TO ~1973 
IF(COS(FIOlRIIl).LT~o.o» GO TO 11973 
IF4~BS(-FIOlRCIMI-FIOlR(IJ8 .LJ.P.1 GO TO 1197~ 
FGOlR( U:=FGOlR( I.Ml&FI01RCll&i·O*PI-Fl01RJIM8 
GO T0 11980 .· 
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FGO lR(.I I =FGOlR( IMI &f IOlR( I t~F iOlR(I MJ 
FGOlC~t=FGblRCit/JROP 
Tl=I {GMO· . *SINCFIOlR( I I )6.GNO *COSCFIOlR( U )&031/02» 
l~(ABSJTl).GT.t.01 GO TO'ilOi3 
MJl=MJl&i. . 
,J l;::MJ i : 
TSl=(GNO*SIN(~IOlR(lll-GMO*COS(fIOlRCltl-Q~*SDELl/{02* lCDEL,t . . . . 
XOlfU I f.=ARCOS( ABS.( TU I 
lfCTl~Gr~o.ot GO TO 99011 
lFjTSl.GT~O.O) GO.TO 9901~ 
XCHRI U·=-XOlff( 11-PI . 
GO fO 99014 , 
XOlR(Jl=PI-XOlR(IJ 
GO. To· 99014 
IF(TSl.GT.o.o, GO TO 99014 
XOlR( U =~XOlR( IJ 
XOl(lt~XOlR(lt/JROP 
SlCJJ=OE*CDEL&OB*CLAM&Ol*SLAM*SINfTETORflll 
f I02R' I 1=2.0*ATAJ\.i'U-60-ROOTI/JCO ... AOlt 
If(Fl02R(ll~GJ.O.I .GO TO 11912 
FI02R(i)=2~0*PI&Fl02R(f. 
F102(It~FJ02RlltlT~OP 
l~tI.NE .. l) GO·TO 12970 
FG02RCl)=FI02RCII 
GO TO 129:~o 
IM=l-1 
JF<Fl02R(IJ.LT·PIJ GO TP J297J .. 1 
lf(FI02R(IMJ.LT.PIJ ~OTO 12972 
GO'TO 12973' 
IftCOS(fl02R(IJ).LT.o.o, GO TO 12973 
IF4 ABSJFI02Rj I i""F I02Rf IMU .lT .·PU GO TO 12973 
fG02RJlp=FGOiR(IMJ-FI02RCIMJ~(2.0*Pl-fl02RCIJt 
GO TO 12980 
IFtPI02~CJ~I.LT.Pil GO JO 12~73 
lf(COSjfI02R(Itt~lr.o.o, GO TO 12973 
IF(ABSCfl02RtIMI-FI02RCIU .. LT.Pit GO JO 12973 
FG02R(IJ=FG02R(tMttFt02Rll1~2.0*PI-FI02RCIMl 
GO TO 12980 · . 
F~02R(Ij=fG02R(IMtiflU~~(ll-flU2RCIMt 
tG02Cll=FG02R(lt/TROP 
T2=((GMO. · *SIN(FI02R(lll&GNO *CO~CFI02RUU&D3t/D2 
l) ' . ' . 

















IF«T2.GTaOoO) GO JO 99021 
IF(TS2.GT.o.op GO•TO 99022 
X02R(l~=X02~(1J-PI 
GO TO 99024 
X02R(I)=PI-X02R41) 
GO TO 99024 
IF(TS2.GT.Oe0) GO TO 99024 
X02R(I)=-X02R(I) 
X02(IJ=X02RllJ/TROP 
524 I,J-=DE*CDEL&DB~·CLAM&Dl*SLAM*SIN( TETOR (It~ 
CONTINUE· 











lf(RADI ~tT.o.rit GO TO 1201 
ROOT=SQRJCRADI t 
~I01R(Il~2.0*ATAN(C-B06ROOT)/(CG-AOJJ 
IF(flOlR(It.GT.O.t GO .TO 12911 
FUJlR( I )=2.Q*Pl6f lO'lR( ID 
flOl(Jt=FlOlR(I~/TROP 
IF(J.N~.l> GO TO 17970 
FGOlR(IJ=FIOlR(I) · 
GO TO ·17980 
IM=I-1 
IF ( F IO JR ( H '"LT .. PI B GO TO 17971 
IF(fIOlR(IM)uLToPlt GP TO 17972 
GO TQ .17.973 
tF(COS(FJOlR(III.LToOoO) GO TO 17973 
If(ABS(FIOlR(,J»-FIOlRUMU.tT.pU GO TO 17973 
FGOlR(JJ=fGOlR(IMJ-FIOlR(IMJ-(2.0*PI~FIOlRCl)t 
GO TO 17980 
IF(FIOJR(IMtoLJcPIJ GO TO 17973 
lf(COS(flOlR(I.),.LToO.pt GO TO 17973 
IF(AB5(fl01R(IMt-FIOlR(ltl .LT.Pit GO TO 17973 
FGO!R( IJ =FGOlR( IM··l 'f IOlR( II 62 .O*Pl-f IOlRC UH 
Gb· TO 179ao . 
FGOiR(li=FGOlR(IMt&flOlR(It-FIOlR(IM» I . . . 
FGOl(Il~FGOlR(IJ/TROP 
Tl=((GMO, - *SIN(flOlR(lll&GNO *COS(Fl01RCIJ)&p3,/021 
IFlABS(Tl).GJ.l.Ot GO TO· 12013 
MJl=MJl&l 
J l=MJ l 
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XOlRfll=ARCOS(iGMO *SIN(FIOlR(IDl&GNO *COS«FIOlR«I 
l5'6D3J/02~ 
XOl(IJ=XOlRCI»ITROP 
SlCll•DB*CLAM&Dl*SLAM*SIN(TETORCltl-02*SDEL*SIN(XOlRII u, .· ' 
12013 FI02R4ID=2oO*ATANl(~BO-ROOTl/4CO~AOJI 
If(FI02~(IJ-GtfOot GO TO 12912 
fl02Rfl)=2o0*Pl&FI02R(II 
12912 Flb2«l>=FI02R(ID/T~dP 
lf(loN~olt GO to 18~70 
FG02R« U=fl02R( II 
GO TO .18960' 
18970 IM=l'7'1 
1f~FI02R(IJ~LT.PIJ GO TO 1897i 
lf(FIQ2R(lMtottoPl9 GO TO 18972 
GO TO le'J73 
18972 lf(COSffl02R(IJI.LT.o.o» GO TO 18973 
IF(ABSCFI02R(IJ-fl02RtIM>t.LT.PII GO TO 18973 
FGO~Rtl)=fG02R(lMl-flO~RCIMI-C2.0*PI-FtO~R(III 
GO TOi·18980 
18971 IFCFI02R(IMJ~LT.P~I GO' TO J8973 
IFCCOS(F102R(lll~LT.O.OI· GO TO 18973 
IF(ABS(fl02RCIMl~FI02RCIII .LT.Pl) GO TO 18973 
FG02R(li=FG02R(JMl&FI02R(ll&?.O*PI-FI02RCIMI 
GO·TO 1~980 . 
l89J3 FG02R(tl=FGD2RtJMJ&FI02R(ll-fl02R(IMI 
18980 FG02(19=FG02R(tl/TRO~ 
T2=.CGMO· ,*SIN«fIO~RCl)l&GNO *COS(fl02RClll6031/D2 u. . 
IFCABS(T2DoGT.l .. OI GO TO 1201 
MJi=MJ 2&.1 . 
J2=MJ2. \ 
X02R(ll=ARCOS««GMO *SlN(fl02R(lll&GNO *COS(FI02R(I 
1)1603)/021· . 
X02(ll=X02RtJB/TROP 





DO 1301 l=l,NI 
GNo~oA-Dl*COS(TETORCIII 
GMO=OB*SLAM-Dl*CLAM*SINCTETOR(ll8 
GKO=( COEL**2t•co2**2-D3**2-GNO **2»-GMO **2-(0E 
l*SOEll.**2 
AO= 2 .. 0*(D3*GNP *(CDfl**21&0E*GMO *SDEl»-GKO 
Al= 4QO*(D3~GMO *CCOEL**21-DE*GNO *SDEl-GMO*GNO* 
1CSDEL**2>1 . 
A2= 4 .. O*( SOEL**2 » *( GNO . **2-GMO **21-2 .. O*GKO 
268 
A3= 4.0*(GMO *GNO *(SDEL*~21603*GMO *ICDEL**2)-
lDE*GNO*SDELt 
A4= -GKO -2,0*IP3*GNO *(COEL**2)&0E*~MO*SD~LJ 









IF(EO .LT.0.01 GO TO 1306 





CHE1=4 •. 0*( El**3t 
IF(EQ.EQ.O.O) GO TO 1307 
lf(El .EQ.0.01 GO TO 1308 
IF(CHEO .GT.CHE! I GO TO 1302 
Jf(~HEO .EQ.CHEi I GO TO 1303 
lf(CHEO .LT.CHEl 1 GO TO 1304 
1302 IFCEl .Gr.p.or GO TO 13022 
SAYAl= Q.5*~0· /((-El /3.0D**l-51 
SAVRT= ALOG(SAVAi &SQRTLSAVAl **2&1.0)t 
IF( NEO.Gr:~o» GO 'TO, 13064 
Y3~ · B2 /3.0&2.0*SQRT(-El /3.0J*SINH(SAYRT /3.0 
u 
GO TO 131 
13064 ¥3= 82 /3.0-2.0*SQRTJ-El /3.0~*SINH(SAVRT /3p0 
u 
GOTO 131 
13022 SAVA2= O.S*EO /((E~ /3.01*~1.55 
IF[SAYA2 .. tr.1.ot GO TO 130l 
SAYRT= ALOG(SAYA2 . 6SQRT4SAVA~ **2-l~O») 
13024 IF«NEO~GT.Ot GO TO 13065 
Y3=. B2 /3,.0&2.0*SQRT(El /3oQ~*COSHISAYRT /3 .. 0I 
GO TO 131 
13065 Y3= 82 /3.0-250*SQRT(El (3eOJ*COSH«SAYRT (3eOI 
GO TO 131 
1303 IFtNEO.GT.01 GO TO 13062 
GO TO 13031 
13062 ROOTV= ·-2.0*( (EO ·' /2 .. 0»**«l.0/3 .. 0l t &82 /3.,0 
ROOT2= (~0 /2~0l**fl.0/3~0J&B2 /3.a 
GO TO 130.3e 
13031 ROOTl=:: , 2. O!CC4 ( EO /2.0l**( 1. 0/3 .. 0) t 6.82/3 oO 
ROOT2= -(E0 1 ./2.0l**(l.0/3.0)&82 /3~0 
13032 lfJROOTl.GT.ROOT~l·Go TO 1305 
Y3=ROOT2 
GO TO 131 
1305 Y3=ROOT1 
GO l"O 131 
13Q4 SAYRT= ARCOS(0.5*EO /(tEl /3~0»**lQ5ti 
If(NEO.,GT.;O) GO TO 13066 
GO'TO 13040 
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13066 ROOT!= -2.0*SQRT(El /3.0»*COS«SAVRT /3QOl&B2 I 
13.0 . . 
ROOT2= 2QO*SQRT(El /3~0»*COS((PU-SAYRT l/3~0D&B2 
l /3 .. 0 
ROOT3= 2eO*SQRT€El /3.0l*CPS(IPI&SAVRT t/3QOD&B2 
1/3 .. 0 . 
GO TO 13041 
13040 Roori= 2~0*SQRT«El /3QO»*COS(SAYRT /3~01&82/3~0 
ROOT2= -2o0*SQRT(E1 /3oOi*COSf(Pl-SAYRT D/3~0~&8 
12/3,,0 
ROOT3= -2.0*SQRT(El /3~0J*COSl(Pl&SAYRT t/3oOD&B 
12/3.,0 
13041 IFIROOTl vGT~ROOT2 ) GO TO !3042 
IFlROOT2 .. GT~ROOT3 I GO TO 13043 
Y3=ROOT3 
GO TO 13l 
13042 Xf(ROOTl .G"f .. ROOTi3· • t'Gp TO 13044 
\'3=ROOT3 
GO TO 131 
13044 y3,: ROOTl· 
GO TO 131 
13043 Y3=ROOJ2 
GO TO 131 
1307 IF(El .. ILE..,o.,o» GO. TO 13071 
ROOTl=fS2/3 .. 0 
ROOT2= SQRT«El H.82/3.,0 
ROOl3= -SQRTCEl , l&B2/3 .. 0 
IF~ROOTl eGE .. ROOT2 I GO TO i3073, 
. If(ROOT2 ~GE .. ROOT3 t GO TO 13074 
V3=ROOT3 GO TO l.31 
13073 IF(ROOTl oGErROOT3 GO TO 13075 
Y3=ROOT3 
GO TO 131 
13074 V3=ROOT2 
GO TO 131 , 
13075 V3~ROOT1 
GO TO 13R 
13071 V3=6.2/3,,0 
GO TO 131 1 
1308 lf(NEQ.NE.Ot GO TO 13C81 
Y3= ~2 /3.0&(EO **Cl.,0/3.,0JD 
GO TO 131 
13081 Y3= B2 /3&0-(EO **Clu0/3~0)1 
131 CONTINUE 
lf4Jl!0@5*B3J **2»-82 &Y3 J.~T~O~OP GO TO 1301 












QS2= 0~5*83 -SQRT((0~5*B3 t**2-B2 &Y3t 
JFIHJ0.,5*Y3 t*ifc21-BO ».LT.0 .. 01 GO TO 130J 
HSl~· 0.,5*Y3 ~SQRTt(0.5*Y3 tf*2-B08. 
HS2= Oo5*Y3 -SQRTC«p.5*Y3 1**2-BO! 
QHl= Q~l *HS2 &QS2 *HSl 
QH2= QSl *MSl &QS2 ~HS2 
If«ABS(QHl -Bl lelEqCuOPOl» GO TO 1311 
IF(ABSIQH2 ~Bl l~LE.0.00011 GO TO 1312 
GO TO 1301 
Hl=HS,l, 
H2:;:HS'2 
GO TO 1313 
f.ll:HS2 
H2=:HS1 
RAOI~= QS~ **2-4aO*Hl 
RAD12=QS2**2-4.0*H2 
lf{~AOll . ~(ToO.Ot GO TO 1316 
lf(RAOI2.GE.o.o» GO TO 140 
FJOlk(I!=20-0*ATAN~6~s•c-QSl -SQRT(RAOilJJJ 
IFC~IOlR(IJ.~J~O.t GO TO l39ll . 
f Jb,i~C I t'=2. O~Pl&F IOlRC It 
flOl.IJ=FlOlRClt/TROP 
IF(J.NE·ell GO TO 1~970 
FGOlRJJJ=flOlR(l) 
GO TO 13980. 
lM=I'-1 
IFCFI01R4I»~LT.PIJ GO TO 13971 
IF(,flOlJH IMt •. LT .Pl D GO ·ro 13972 
Go ro· l3.973 
Jf(~OS(FIOlR(IIJ.LTpO.OJ GO TO 13973 
lHA·asu~=101R(li-FIOlR(IMIL,LT .. PU GO TO 13973 
FGQl,R~ '{ l=f$011H IM'D-FIOlR( IMl-(2 .. 0*PI-FIOlR( 1 JI 
GO TO' l.3980 
lfCf)OlR(IM»~LT0P!} GO TO 13913 
IF(COS(FIOlR(Ilf .. LT.o .. o, GO JO 13973 
IF(ABStFIOlR(IMI-FIOlRCitt .. LT~PII GO TO 13973 
FGOlR~l)=FGOlR(IM!&fl01R(ll&2.0*PI-fl01RjIMJ 




Tl=CCGMO *SIN(flOlRIIll&GNO *COS(FIOlR(IJt&03l/02J 
If(ABSfJll.GT.l.OD GO TO 13131 
MJ t;=M J 1 &.l 
Jl=MJ l . 
TSl=fGNO*SIN( F l"OlR( U 1-GMO*CO-S« FIOlR« U J-OE*SOEL) / I 02* 
lCDE~I , ·. 
XOlR(I)=AR~OS(ABS(TlJI 
If.Tl;GtsOeQ)·GO TO 99031 
IFtTSl.~T~O.OD GO TO 9~032 
XOlRII)=X01RCIJ-PI 
GO' TO·. 990~4 
XOlRIIJ=PJ-XOlRtll 
271 
GO TO 99034 
99031 lf(TSl.GT~o.o» GO TO 99034 
X01R4I»=-X01R(I) . 
99034 xb1c1r~xo1R~IB/TROP 
SH I t-~PB*ClAM&.O.l*SlAM*SI N( TETOR ( I J »~D2*SOEL*SI N« XOlR( I 
U l&OE*CDEL 
13131 FI02RCI»=2.0*ITAN(0.5*(-QS1 &SQRT(RADI1111 
tFCFI02R(IJ$GT.o.» GO TO 13912 
FI02R(IJ=2~0*Pl6FI02R«II 
13912 FI02(11=fl02R(lt/TROP 
IF«I.NE~lt· ~OTO· l~97P 
FG02R(IJ=FIO?R«I8 
GO TO. l4980 
14970 IM=l-1 _ 
lf(fl02R(IJ.LT.PI» GO TO 14971 
If« FL02R(.IMJ.l T .PU GO TO 14972 
GO··TO -14973. ·: . . 
14972 IF«COS(Fl02R4I»·».LT.o.o, GO TO 14973 
JFC ABS( FI02Rt U-FI02RCI MU .t T .PU GO TO 14973 
FG02R(11=~G02R(IMD-FI02~(l~f-C~.O*PI-f102R«ll» 
Go -ro 149ao · · 
14971 IF«FI02R(IMt~LT.PII GO TO 14973 
IF(COS(FIO~R(ID).tT.o~o, GO TO 14973 
IF(ABS(fl02RI.Mt~FlOlR(I.J o~J.PII GO TO 14973 
FG02R(IJ=FG02~(1MD&fl02~(ll&2.0*PI-FI02R(JMI 
GO TO 14980 . 
14973 FG02RC O =FG02R{ ~M » &F I02R ( 1 t-F I02R( I jVjJ I 
14980 FG02(JD=FG02R(Jt/TROP 
T2=((t,MO · *SIN(FI'02R(IU~GNO *COS(FI02RCill&D31/D2 
lD . 
lf(ABS{J2JoGTDloO) GO TO 1301 
MJ2=MJ2f;.l 
J2:::;MJ2 
TS2=« GN-O*SIN(fl02R« U I-GMO*COS«Fl02R( ID )-OE*SDEl,.1/C 02* 
lCDEll 
X02R(lt=ARCOS(ABSJT21J 
IFJJ2.GT.0.08 GO JO 99041 
IF«TS~.GT~0.01 GO TO ;9042 
~O~RjJi=Xb2R({t-PI 
GO TO 99044 
99042 ~02~(IJ=Pl-X02R(lt 
GO TO 99044 
99041 IFCTS2~GT.080» GO TO 99044 




GO-· TO 1301 
1316 lf(RADI2. -LT.OaOJ GO TO 1301 
FIP1R(lt=2.Q*ATAN(0.5*(-QS2 -SQRT(RAOl2JDJ 
IF(f IOlR{ l » .GT .o. t "GO TO 13913 
~I01R(I)=2.b*Pl&Fl01R(lt 
13913 FlOl(Jl=FIOlR(K»ITROP 
lf(I.NE.l)· GO TO 15S70 
FGDlRllt=FIOlR(li 
GO TO 15980 .. 
15970 IM=I-1 
lf(fIOlR(ft.LT.PIJ GO TO 15971 
IF(flOlR(IM).LT.Plt GO TO 15972 
GO TO 15973 
15972 IF(COS(FIOlR~III.LT.O.O) GO TO 15973 
JF(ABS1Fl51R(lt-fl01R(IMJI.LT.PI) GO TO 15973 
FGOlR(IJ=FGOlR(IMB-FIOlR(lM)-(2.0*PI-FIOlR~III 
GO TO 1:,980 
15971 If(FIOlR(lMI.LT.PI) GO TO 15973 
IF(tOS4FIOlR(lll.LT.Q.OI GO TO 15973 
IF(ABS(fldlR(l~J-FIOlR(I)I ~LT.PIJ GO TO 15973 
FGOlR(IJ=fGOlR(JMJ6fl01RCl)&2.0*Pl-fl0l~(IMt 




Tl=ICGMO · *SINCFIOlR(Itl&GNO *COSCFI01R(IU&031/02J 
JFIABS(TlJ.Gi.1:01 GO Tb 13161 
MJl=MJl&l 
J l=MJl 
T Sl=( G.I\JO*S IN (.f IO lR ( I) 1-GMO*COS( FI 01 R (II 1-DE*SDEL I/ ( 02* 
lCDELf 
XOlR(Il=ARCOSCABS(Tlll 
IF(Tl.GJ.o.o, GO TO 99051 
lf(fSl~GT.O.O) GO TO 99052 
XO lR( I t =XOlR(,I 1-P I 
GO TO 99054 
99052 XOlR(Jl=PI-XOtRCIJ 
GO TO 9'9054 





l3161 FI02R( I J=2.0:"ATAN(0.5*(-QS2 &SQRT(RAD12U t 
IF(FI02R(lJ.GT.O.J GO TO 13914 
F102R(IJ=~.O*Pl£Fl02RIJI 
13914 fl02CJJ=Fl02R(IJ/jROP 
IF(I.NE~lJ GO TO 16970 
FGQ2RCI)=f.I02R(lt 
GO TO 169.SO 
16970 IM=l-1 . 
If(FI02R(I •• LT.PIJ GO TO 16971 
lf(FI02R(IM).LT.PIJ GO TO 16972 
GO TO 16973 
16972 IF(COS(FI02R(IJJ.LT.o.o, GO TO 16973 
IF(ABS(FI02RJII-FIB2RilMlloLT.PIJ GO TO 16973 
FG02R( I I =FG02R( IMJ-f 102R Cl Ml-( 2 ~ O*P 1-f I 02R fl DP 
GO_'. TO · 16980 
16971 IF(FI02R(IM).LTQPII GO TO 16973 
IF{COS{FI02RC!)J.LT.O.OJ GO TO 16973 
IFCABS(FI02R«IMi-fl02R(1,t, .. lT .. pI» GO TO 16973 
FG02R( I) =·.FG02R( IM J &FI 02R{ l » &Z., O*P I =Fl oiR« IM» 




T2=((GMO *SIN(FI02R(i))&GNO *COS(FI02RCI)l&D3»/D2 
u 
lf(ABS(T2t.GT.l.OJ GO TO 1301 
MJ2=MJ 26. l 
J2=MJ2 , 
TS2=(GNO*SIN(fl02R( (J )-.GMO*COS(fl02R( ID D-OE*SDELl/(02* 
lCD(:L' 
X02R( I l=ARCOs-( ABSd T2)) 
IF1T2.GT.O.O) ~OTO 943061 
lfCJS2~GJ.Q.O) GO,TO 99062 
X02R«IJ=X02R(II-PI 
GO TO 99064. 
99062 X02R(IJ=PI-X02R(I~ 
GO TO. 990(;~ 










2LOiQl,QlR,QifQ2Rt . . 
OIME~SION TET0(30J~TETOR(301,fl01(30J,FI01R(30!,FI02{3 
10 h FI 02R { 30 » . . . 
OJMENSibN.X01(30J,XOlR(30t,X02(30!,X02R(30D 






IF«KDRCJ .. EQ.·2J GO TO 39901 




IF( QllD.NE.o.oJ GO TO '39903 
QlR=Pl/2.0 






lf(NSLPoEQe2J GO TO 41014 
39902 ;Jl2=02*COS( XOlR(NQ2U 
W22=02*CDEl*~IN{XOlR(NQ2)1 
Q22D=W22*SlN(FtOiR(NQ2)J+Wl2*«CDEL**2&*COSIFIOlRCNQ211 
IFCQ220.NE~O~Ot GO TO 39905 
. Q2R=PI/2.0 ' 
GO TO 39906 
39905 Q2R=ATAN((Wl2*(CDEL**2»*SIN(FIOlR(NQ2tl-W22*COS(FIOlRI 
. 1NQ2 D) t It !l'/22*S I Ni f·IO lR( NQ2) I +W12* « C0El**2-) •cos, FI 01 RC NQ 22»,n · 
39906 Q2=Q2R/TROP 
GO TO 41014 




IF( Ql:J.O.NJ::.0.01 Go· TO 39911 
QlR=:PI/i.o 





IF(NSLP9EQ.2» GO TO 41014 
39919 Wl2=02*COS( X02R(NQ2U 
W22=D2*CDEL.SIN4X02R(NQ2JJ 
Q22D=W22*SIN(~I02R(NQ211+Wl2*(COEL•*2D*COS(FI02R(NQ211 
lf(Q220.NE~O.OI GO fO 39913 
Q2R=Pl/2.,Q 









2LO,Ql,QlR 1 Q2~Q2R,JETOl,DJET12~Qll,QL2,XCl,XC2,YCl9YC2) 
DIMENSION TET0(30)~TETOR(30),FI0((30P,Fl01Rl30),FI02(3 
lOJ,~102~(301' . . . 
O~MENSION XQ1~301,X01RC301,X02(30t,X02R(30D 






SOEL =SI N!OElO*TROP) 
lf(KDRCT.EQ.2) GO TO i4608 
Qll= tt . 0 / 02J*SQRT (( D2*SDEL+D2*COS(X01 R(NQ1)))** 2+(02*C 
l DEL*SI N«X01R{ NQll )J**2~ 
QL2= (1 . 0/02l *SQRT( (D2*SGEL+02*COS 4XO lR« NQ2tJl **2+€ 02*C 
10El*SIN(X01R(N Q2) tt•*2 ) 
YCl =Dl*S I N(TETOl* TROP l *ClAM+D2*Qll*SIN( Ql R+ ATAN (TAN(DE 
lL O*TROP ) *S l Nt XO lR ( NCU IM +SD EL*( DE*COS( F IOlR ( NQU I - 02* 
2SIN(FIP1R(NQU 8 ) 
YC2 =01*51N((TETOl+D TET12t*~ROPt~C LAM~D2*Ql2*SI N(Q2 R+AT 
lA N(TA NtOELO*TROP)*SI N{~01R ( NQ2) )))+SOEl*(OE*COS(FI Ol R( 
2N-Q2))-02*SIN(f l01R ( NQ2 )tt 
XCl=Ol*CO ~(JETOl•TROP1 +D2*QL l *COS(Q lR+ATA N{TAN(DELO*TR 
lOPf*SIN(~OlR(NQlt JJl+(OE-02l* ~DEL*S IN(fl01R(N Ql tl 
XC2=Dl*COS((tETO l+OTE T12 1*TROPt+02*QL2* COS ( Q2R+ATAN(TA 
lN (D ELO*TROPl*SIN(XOlR (NQ2t) ) t+ ( OE-D2)*SOEl*SI N(f101R ( N 
2Q2t) . 
GO TO 14605 
14608 Qll =·( l.O/D2&*SQRT ((6iZ*SOEL+02*COS(X02R(NQU ) t ~*2+ ( 02*C 
l OEL*SIN( X02 R(NQltll**2) . 
QL2=(1. 0/02J*SQRT(CD2*SOEl+02*COS(X02R( NQ2JJl**2+(02*C 
lOEL*S IN (X02R(NQ2ftl**21 
YC 1=01*SI N(TE10 l*TROP t*CLAM~02* Qll*SI N(Ql R+ATA N(TA N(OE 
l (O*TROPJ*S I N(X02R (NQ1Jltl+SOEL*IOE*CciS(F I02~ CNQltl - 02* 
2SIN(FI02R(NQ1)1 ' . . ' 
YC2= Dl*SIN((TETOl+DTET 12 t*TROP ) *CLAM+02*Ql2*SIN(Q2R+AT 
l AN(TAN(DELO *TROPl*SJN(X02RCNQ2 D)tt+SDE~*(QE~COS(Fl 02R( 
2NQ2)1-02*SI N(rl02R(NQ2))t 
XCl =Dl*COS(T ETOl*TROf )+02*QLl *COS(QlR+ ATAN( TA N( DELO*TR 
10.P t *SI NC X0 2R,( NQl)) J t +( OE :...pzt *SOEL* S ( N( f l 02R( NQU I I 
XC2=Dl*COS((TET0ltDTE T121*TROPt~02*QL2*COS,Q2 R+ ATA N(T A 
lN JDEL O*TROPt *S I N( X02R (NQ2tt1t+(DE-02f*SOEL*SJN(FI02R(N 
2Q2)) 
14605 RET URN 
EN[.; 
SUBROUTINE · VELCTY(NT YPE,Nl~TEIO,CELO,DELO,Dl,D2,03 ,DA, 
l OB vD E,HE,F IO lf XOl,Sl,VFl,VXl, YSl,AFl,AXl , ASli 
C SU~ROUTIN E• VEL CTY IS THE SAME AS IN · PROGRAM A. 
C ORDE R Of DAT A ANO FOR MAT STATEMENTS ARE AS FOLL OW~, 
C NOIMC ISP=~UMBER QF PROBLEM SETSo _ 
C DTET12,0FY12, CELO ,DTET,OL S12 ( 5F l 0.3& OTET 12 IS THE 
~ RANGE OF ll\lPUT ROT ATI ON FROM THE: POSITICN FORPARAM. OF 
C CONSTRAIN T Ql TO POSITION Q2.DfV1 2 lS THE RANGE OF 
C OUTP UT DE FIED SI MILARLY.OLS12 IS T~E RANGE Of 
t OUTPUT TR ANSLATIONo 
C 18,1 9 v1V, KO~ ~4151 18,19 ARE I NDEXES OF 0 0 LOOP .IF 
C 18=19= 1 THE GEOMETRIC INVERSION l WITH THE POSI TIVE 
C SIGNED RAD ICAL IS OPT I MIZ ED .IF 18=19=~ THE SECOND 
276 
C INVERSION JS OPTJMIZEOo 
C IV IS USED TO CALL THE CORRECT DESIRED PISPLACE-
C MENT FUNCTIONS IN THE SU8ROUTINE 'DESIRED~. 
C IF KD3=2THJ:' INVERSION IN f IGURE. 5.,4 DEFINED BY 
C Y04 =YCl,Om5*«YC2-YCll-03*SIN(OELSLPt*CHAffH 
C X04 =XC 1-0 .. 5*« ·xc l-XC2J-D3*CHAF.fY*COS (DElSLPI 
C IS OPT~MIZ~D~IF KD3=3 OR 4 iNVER~IS DEFINED BY 
C Y04 =YC 16.0., 5*«:lr'C2-YC U ~03*SI N(,OELSLP I *CHAF FY 
C X04 =XCl-Oo5*(XCl-XC2J&D3*CHAfFY*COSJOElSLP» 
C IS O~TIMIZEOo . . . . 
C NTR~NS(I5) IF IT IS ZERO NO APPROXIMATICN IS DONE fOR 
C TRANSLATION 
C NCLOCK(I5B IF ZERO OUTPUT ROTATES ,N COUNTERC~OCKWISE 
C DIRECT IONt . •. . · . ' 
C NPRJNT(ISJ IF ZtRO NO DISPlo NOVEL~ PRINTED AFTER 
C EACH IT.ERATJON,EXCEPT' FOR THE SOLUTION REACHED., 
C NPRIN~ M~ST NOT- BE ZERO IF NFNPNT IS NOT ZEROo 
C NVLPNTfl5J IF NOT ZERO VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS 
C FOR THt FINA( DIMENSIONS ARE PRINTED.. . · . 
C NITMOR (i5), lF· NOT.ZERO ITERATION IS DONE WITH THE 
C FIRST VALUES .THEN THE COMPUTED VA~UES ARE USED AS NEW 
C OIMENSIONS~INCREMENTS ARE DIVIDED.BY ACCRCYCII. 
C ITERATION IS DONE 1 NITMOR~ TIMES. . 
C NfSVMiNSSYM,NFO,NSO,NFVOC4I5) If NSYM=O.REFERENCE 
C ·CHE~K5 ON THE DISPLACEMENTS ARE DONE AT l=l ANO 2=NPR. 
C OTHERWISE IT .JS DONE AT l;NFO ANO· I:=NSO .. 
C NQ1,NQ2 (2151 INDICATE AT WHAT WALUES Of TET~NQll AND 
C TE1iNQ2J THE PARA~ETERS Ql AND Q2 ARE INT~ODUCED .. 
C KR2CH,KRFC.H,l<RSCH ( 3151 THE ONE NOT, ZERO D~FINES WHICH 
C RESIDUAL SUM IS MINIMIZ~D.R**2,RF**2,0R RS**2 
C NPR,NPRl(215D NPR IS THE NUM~ER Of PR~CISION POINTS IN 
C THE DIS!PLACEMENT,NPRL IS THE NUMBER OF THE PRECISION 
C POINTS CON~(OERED IN THE MJNIMIZATlON PROCESo 
C R2~X,RF2MX,RS2MX9R2SEE,DIFFMX,OlfSMX(6fl0o51 
C ACCRCY(JJ,t~l,8 (8F9.51 . 
C NTOAtA(I5J,lf ZERO IT COMPUT~S SYO ANO Sf IN THE 
C SUBRO~TJNE, 9 0ESIREO'~OTHERWISE INSERt DATA FO~ 'TETCI» 
C SYO.(ltwSF(llvl='l,NPR•· . 
C MOELZRO(I5t' IT 1s· NOT ZERO WHEN DELTA IS ZEROQ 
C NSLPlJ5) 1T DEFINES WHERE THE CONSTRAINT FOk. 
C INSTANTANEOUS DWELL IS.IF NS~P=l: CONSRAINT IS AT TET02 
C Q2 IS THE SLOPE OF· THE NGRMAL AT TET02;. JF NSLP=2 
·~ CONSTRf'INT IS AT TETOl ~ND Ql IS THE SLOPE Of THE 
C NORMAL AT. r~ro1.1F NSLP=O·CONSTRAINT JS AT BOTH TETOl 
C AND TET02ot~ NSlP,2'THERE ~RE NO CONSTRAINTS0 
C O~It,I=l,8 48F9p5t INITI~l VALUES Of 01MENSIONSo 
~ Diit=OE,b.(21=TETb~ 
C · · p(3J=DELO,D(4t=Dl,0(5J=D2.0C6i=D3,0(71=DA,0(8,=DB 
C IF Ql IS A VARIABLE 0(61=Qlolf Q~ IS .A VARIABLE OJ7t= 
C Q2o . 
C DOO(IJ,J=l,8 (8F9~5J INITIAL INCREMENTS IN THE UNKNOWN 
C DJMENSIONSo 
211 
C NITCll,I=l,8 (815) NUMBER Of INCREMENTS._ 
C WHEN ALL NITjLJ ARE ZERO IT COMPUTES WITH THE INITIAL 
C VA~U~S ONCf. . 
C IF NIT(Kl=O NQ I~ERATION IS NEEDED FOR THE KTH DI 
C MENSIONo . . . 
C THE OUTPUJ IS PRINTED IN THE FOLLOWING CROER, 
C KORCT,IV(215t 
C DIMENSIONS AFTER EACH ITERATION.,THEN R**2,RF**2,RS**2 
C ,DIFFCH,ANO OIFSCH 
C Ql~Q2,bELSLPO 
C TfTOlP,FOPLNO., THESE ARE PRINTED FOR PLANE MECHANISM 
C SMQO(JJ,I=i,8 EQUATIONS OF CONDITIONS.THEY MUST VANISH 
C THE OUTPUT DISPLACEMENTS ARE PRINTED IN THE FOLLOWJNG 







00 100 1=1,NPR 
JF(I.GT.ll GO TO 101 
TET(!)=O.O 
GO TO 102 
101 Il=I-1 
TETC11=TET{llD&DTET 
102 IF(KO~CT.EQ.11 GO TO 103 
IF(KDRCT.EQ.21 GO JO 104 
103 lf(IV~EQ~lt GO TO 1031 
lF{IV.EQe2J GO to. 103~ 
I~Cl~~EQ~3~ GO TO 1033. 
IF(lV.EQ~5t GO TO 1035 .. 
1031 SVOCI»=-OFV12* ((TET«It/DTET12»**2' 
SF« t » :;:OL S,12* « 1 .. 0- ( i ·• 0-TE H l J /()TE Tl~ t **2) 
GO TO 10001 
1032 IFCTET{l).GT.210.0t GO TO l03it 
SYO«IJ=-DFYi2*0.,5*(l.O~COS(TET4!D*l80 .. 0*TROP/2lO~ODI 
SFCI)~Oo5*QL~12* «l.O~COS(TETCI»*l80.ci*TROPl210~0pt 
GO TO 10001 . 
10321 SVO ( l t =-Oo 5*DfYl2*( l.O&C.OS:f (TEl{ if ... 210 .. QD *180 .,O*TROP/l 
150.0I) 
Sf(li=OG5*0LS12* (l.O&CO$((TEJ({D-2lOcOJ*l80oO*TRQP/l 
150 .. 0ID 
GO T0/10001 
1033 . SYO l I t =-Df Vl2*{ ( TET « U IDT!: Tl 2 P *~21 
SF«I»~-GLS12*JETJit/DlETl2 
GO JO 10001 . 
1035 If{TET(-ID.GT.180m09 GO TO .035J 
SY0(I~=2:at25*(ClETCll/45.6B**31 











SYD« I» ==2.-.812S*H « 360. 0-TEH I U /45 .. 0J **3» 
SF(ll=O. 
GO. TO iOOOl 
lf(IVoEQ .. 11 GO TO 1041 
IFCIV~EQo2) GO TO 1042 
IF(IVoEQ.5)GO TO 1045 
GO TO 100 
SYO« U=O,.O 
218 
SF( U=OLS12 *4 L,0-i i .. o-TEH U I« O .. 5*0TET12B »**21*1-L,OD 
GO TO 10001 . 
SYO«IJ= OFV12*(CTET({I/PTET12t**2D 
Sf«I»=-DLS12*TET(It./DTET12 
Gfr TO JOOril . 
IF(TET(It.GTQ180.0» GO TO 10451 
SV0(~»=2.8125*(CTETCID/45 .. 0»**38 
GO· TO. 104!>2 
SVO( J ~ ="'.'"'2 .• 8125* ( l ( 360 .. 0-:-- TETC I)) /45 .. 01 **3» 
Sf( U=O., . 
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